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Summary

This thesis analyses the emergence of a land market in China \Mith focus

on issues in the reform of the planned land management system and the

development of a land market urith Chinese characteristics. The planned

land management system which allocates land through administ¡ative

means is not sustainable because it is not consistent with the market-

oriented reform of the economy and fails to achieve an effìcient use of

urban land. The separation of land ownership title and land use rights

and consequently the experiment \Mith the sale and transfer of state

owned land use rights enables China to maintain the public ownership of

land on one hand while allowing market methods to be used in transfer

of the land use rights. This has great signifìcance in the development of

a land market in China and also has profound implications for China's

economic reform in general. A land use right market on the basis of

public land ownership is tJ'.e most distinguishing characteristic of

China's land market.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

China's economic reform since f 978 has attracted a lot of world

attention. In tJle 14 years of the reform up to 1992, China's real GDP

grew at 8.6 per cent per year (Zl:ru Rongii, I993b) and tJle average per

capita income of 8OO million peasants grew at 8.9 per cent per year
(Z}rou Zongmin and Yao Datian, f993). Exports increased fromJust
under US $9.76 billion in 1978 to US $85 billion in 1992. Total foreign

trade volume ranked eleventh in the world in 1992, which meant an

impressive surge from thirty-second in 1979 (He Yinping, 1993). China's

economic boom also brought opportunities to foreign investors. In the

s¿rme period, more tl..an Ls4,423Joint-ventures with a total of US $

L69,216 billion foreigp capital were contracted (Liu Shanzai, f 993). After

I99O, the western economies were struck by recession, with average

annual GDP growth around 2 to 3 per cent. However, China's economy

quickly recovered from its set-back in f 989 - f 99O and real GDP greu/

12.8 per cent in tg92 (Zlru Rongi, f 993b) and 13.l per cent in f 993 (Li

Jianmin and Xu Xingtang, 1993).' Predictions made by western ex¡perts

on the future of the Chinese economy are even more optimistic.

I"awrence H. Summers, the World Bank's chief economist, reckons that if
tJle difference between China and tJle USA in real GDP growth persists,

with China on average being 6.5 percentage points faster tJ:an the USA

T7



over the past 14 years, china would surpass the usA inJust eleven years
and become the world's biggest economy a little after 2oro (Summers,
1992). In a recent well-researched survey article on the awakening of
China' Jim Rohwer claims tllat if China maintains the impetus of Deng
Xiaoping's 1978 reform, china's currenleconomic boom could be the
biggest change since the industrial revolution. 'It may therefore come as
a surprise that, just a generation from now, one of the world's weightiest
questions may well be how to handle a self-confìdent nuclear-armed
china presiding over the biggest economy on earÛr' (Rohwer, rgg2).

Great changes also have taken place in tJle nation's economic and socio-
political structures fwatson and Findlay, Igg2). The changes are
market-oriented. The old rigid planning system in which resources are
allocated by administrative means has been, to some extent, replaced by
market methods. Market indicators have been given a greater role in
resource m¿ulagement and allocation. Currently, of all retail prices, less
than 2o per cent are controled by the government, while more than go
per cent are market determined (Zhu Ronggi, f gg3a). Only lO per cent of
industrial consumer goods and l5 per cent of agricultural products are
subJect to a mandatory target from the central government (Gao

shangquan, 1992; chen yuan, Igg2). In t].e important capitat goods
sector, where central planning used to dominate, over 70 per cent of
products are free of quota (watrg Mengkui, IggB). The chinese economy
now shares more of the characteristics of a market economy with the rest
of t]le world. Compared with the world-wide economic reform of centrally

18



planned economies (cPEs), china's success, viewed from either its
results or its methodolory, is unique and l¡rstructive.'

The market-oriented economic reform has brought China substantial
benefìts: rapid economic growth and tJ:e expansion of foreign trade; and
increasing productivity and better economic perform¿ulce. However, the
reform progrzlmme has not run smootJrly. Economic decent¡alisation

created new problems for tJle central government in realising out macro

economic control, while at the same time seeking a better balance of the
interests between central govenrment and local governments, and among

local governments themselves. on the other hand, more economic

freedom and t]:e emergence of the so-called middle class new rich in
China will eventually require changes to the current highly centralised
political power structure (Goodman, 1993). FYiction between the market
reform and tl.e old system, in the shape of either institutional or
ideological conflicts, remains inevitable. 2 Nonetheless, given the
t Professor Richa¡d_Pomfret (1993), after analysing the sequencing of economic reform in
China and other CPEs, placed China in the'Asian fransitioñ Modei'which was
characterisqd Þy gradualness and economic success, without political changes. In Chen, et
al (1992), six lessons were drawn from China's economic refôrm. These iniluded the
importance of a leading sector, as an important element of the sequencing problem, the
efficacy of gradual and partial reform, relating to the speed and cômprehðniiveness of
reform, the importance of proximate, kindred economies as reform modets and sources of
resource transfer, the import
bottom-up reform, the tende
and the need for checks and n
and Singh, 1992.2 The political aspects of the market-oriented economic reform of the CPEs have received
a lot of scholar_ly attention. Charles E. Lindblom, after eramining the ma¡ket reform in
some Eastern European CPEs in the late 1960s and early 1970s, iound the market reform

that

Tiger:
the.Po.litics of Econo-mic Reþrm in Post-Mao China'analysed ttre politicat dynamics õf
China's economic reform - their political origins and impaðt, the nature of the political
forces which have conditioned their charactèr and effeciiveness, and the politiðs of
institutional reform in industry and agriculture, the impact of new markei thinking and

19



remarkable achievements and tl¡e rising living standards, the reforms are

pervasive and irreversible as well" Over the leing-term tl.e thrust for

growth has been consistent, and the logic of economic growth requires

continual reform. '

In China, the l98Os were said to be a decade of reform. But, the pace of

the reform varied a great deal in different areas. While the township

enterprises emerged as independent entities responding to market

signals, there are some areas in which the old rigid planning systems

were hardly touched. The land management and use system is one of

these. This is not only because its fundamental institutional nature

makes it sensitive to political and ideological issues, and therefore,

unlike the other parts of the economy, not amenable to handling within
the economic context alone; but also because the land issue is so closely

related to other sectors þy virtue of the fact that all sectors are land

users) that any changes to it would cause a chain reaction in the whole

economy. For example, abolishing free land use and making it subject to

a fee, would require a change to the current distribution system between

realities on China's uaditional Marxist-Iæninist ideology and its dominant political
institution, the CCP. It also traces the impact of economic reform on Chinese social
structure and institutions, showing how the spread of ma¡ket relations has led to greater
diversity in social attitudes, interest and institutions. These changes, White argues, a¡e in
tum giving rise to ineluctable pressures for reform in political institutions, thereby
exploding the original assumption underlying the reforms that economic nansformation
could be achieved without fundamental political changes. He concludes that the 'market
socialist' project, of which China's is a prime example, contains within it a basic
contradiction between economic transformation and political immobility. To the extent
that the reforms do in fact achieve their economic aims, however, they iet in rain basic
social and political changes which undermine the legitimacy and effectiveness of the
previous state-socialist polity. See White, 1993. p.12.
' The most recent example of this process is the rèassertion of economic reform aims after
the hesitation associated with June 1989. See RMRB,l92; Fang Sheng,1992 and Deng
XiaoPllg's_speechduring his southern tour of 1991, which was later circulated publicly að
the'CCP Central Committee Document No. 2, lgg}'.
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the state and enterprisès and to the accounting system for enterprises,

because the current system does not count tand use fees in production
costs. For non-profìt land users, such as governmental departments and

urban residents, it would require a change to the state budget system

and reconstructing the wage system, as ttre low wage system is

associated with low housing rent and other government subsidies.
Furthermore, to allow the free transfer of land through a market, which
is the inevitable result of land being subJect to a fee, legal and
administrative settings would also need.to be put in order. At the early
stage of the economic reform, the economy was certainly not ready for
such changes.

As the economic reform became deeper and wider, pressures for
changing the planned land m¿rnagement system mounted. Moreover, the
existing land m¿ulagement and use system has become increasingly

incompatible with the market-oriented methods introduced in the other
part of the economy. By tl-e late l98os, the chinese government

formally put the reform of tJle land use system on the economic reform

agenda and a land market was called for. This thesis analyses the
emergence of the land market in China. The major focus of study is on

issues in the reform of the planned land management system and the

development of a land market with chinese characteristics.

China's land is under two different forms of ownership: state owriership

of urban land and collective ownership of rural land. Different land
categories involve different issues that need different treatments. This
thesis concentrates on urban land rather than rural land. However, this
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does not mean that urban land issues should be isolated from rural
ones. urban land and rural land are geographically integral, and on
many occasions issues arising in t]le urban land system need to be

clarified in the context of their inter-relationship, such as the property
rights of urban land and the state purchase of collective land.

The reform of t]le urban land system in china has many facets. In this
study, I have chosen to deal witJ: three: the i¡rstitutional settings for land
and the changes to them in order to allow a smooth development of the
market economy, the urban land use pattern and its efÏìciency
implications, and the development of a land market udth chinese
characteristics. The thesis structure is therefore arranged as follow:

Chapter 2 discusses some theoretical issues relevant to the analysis in
the rest of the chapters, such as the need to reshape the orthodox
Marxist view of land management, the concept of a land market, the
restructuring of land ownership, the macro control of a land market, the
formation of land prices and the system of land administration.

Chapter 3 looks at the most fundamental aspects of China's land tenure
system, i. e. China's dual land ownership system and the institutional
settings for land administration. China's land ownership system changed
many times in the 30 years under the planned economy. Those changes
were motivated either by political movements or ideological
considerations. since the economic reform, changes have been made to
allow more flexibility and variety of economic activities, especially in rural
areas. However, in the light of developing a socialist market economy,
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further changes are required. Chapter 3 examines China's land tenure

system in its historical background, and presents the issues for reform in

the context of tJle current marketisation movement. Chapter 4 further

discusses the institutional settings for planned land administration, and

the way in which the land was allocated to land users. As price was

ignored and a land market didn't exist under the planned system,

government administration was deeply involved in managing the supply

and demand of urban land. Chapter 4 provides a non-market model of

land demand and supply.

Chapters 5 and 6 analyse the two steps in reform of the planned land

management system. The first step, addressed in Chapter 5, was the

introduction of a number of land use fees or land taxes. Ttrese land use

fees and land taxes were expected to eliminate the excess demand for

land and to improve land use effìciency. However, as the collection of

land use fees and land taxes did not change fundamentally the planning

regime in which land was virtually allocated free, neither of the two goals

was achieved. Chapter 5 argues tJlat introducing various land use fees

and land taxes represents tJle wrong direction for the development of a

land market. The second step, as analysed in Chapter 6, is the sale and

transfer of state land use rights. Unlike the collection of various land

use fees or land taxes, tJris system, while maintaining the state

ownership of urban land, makes land use rights available for sale and

transfer in a market. The sale of land use rights refers to the stäte, as "

the land owner, giving up the land-use rights to a user for a defìnite

period of time through negotiation, bidding and auction. The user is to

pay for the transfer of the use rights and signs a contract to this effect

23



with the land administration. The t¡ansfer of land-use right refers to the
secondar¡r transfer of rights by the user, including selling, exchange and

donation, as long as the new user abides by the rights and obligations of
the original contract. In addition, the acquired land-use rights can be

leased, mortgaged, and used for other economic activities, within the

valid term. The sale and transfer of land use rÍghts represent a major

breakthrougþ in reforming china's urban land m¿ulagement and use

system, and are an important step towards a land market. Although the

experimentation is still at an early stage, it is heading in the right
direction for developing a land market with Chinese characteristics.

Chapter 7 examines China's urban land use patterns and their efficiency

implications. Land is a very scarce resource which has the special

feature tl.at its supply is highly inelastic. This makes the effìciency of
land use a maJor concerrr. The defìnition of efÏìciency, however, requires

discussion. In a very broad view, Buck (1968, p. 3) argued that'the
ultimate criterion of land use is the satisfaction' that the population
'received from the type of agriculture development, the provision for
future production, and the contribution to national needs'. Modern land
studies are more concerned with economic efficiency. L^and use is said to

be efficient when the return from land measured in financial terms is
maximised. However, given the major controversies among welfare

economists and public choice theorists about the issue, few economists

agree that economic efficiency is the only criterion for land use (Davis,

L972). Instead, 'institutional factors, custom and sentiment may be just
as powerfirl as costs and prices in deciding the pattern of land utilisation'
(Ely and'Wehrein, f 94O, Chapter 7). Since the 197Os, the environmental
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consequences of land úse have become another important element of
land use concern. This study focuses on the conceptual argument over

economic effìciency. In examining China's land use patterns, I use

efftciency with a relatively broad and flexible connotation in different

contexts. In addition to economic efficiency, social and environmental

obJectives are also considered. Chapter 7 argues that under the planned

system, china's urban land use patterns were neither efÏìcient in
economic terms, nor desirable in as fa¡ as the environment is concerned.

The changes to urban land use patterns brought about by the economic

reform, however, show a positive movement toward an equilibrium land
use, and improvement of land use efÏìciency.

Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by examining the nature of the quasi-

land market. Given the overwhelming ideological concerns of
maintaining public owrrership of land, it is politically unacceptable to

have any form of privatisation of state land. On the other hand, the sale

and transfer of state land use rights, rather tJlan land itself, provides a
solution to enabling a free market allocation of the land while
maintaining the public land ownership status. A free and functioning
land market without privatisation is the essence of a land market with
Chinese characteristics.

In contemporary China studies, the availability of relevant data is always

an overriding consideration. This is partly because the statistical system

of a communist countr5r like China is unreliable since the ruling groups
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want to hide the defects of the power structure in statistical data, o and
partly because there are still a lot of technical difftculties in quanutnng
some institutional factors fyang Xiaokai and wang Jianguo, lggl).
Since the economic reform started in 1g78, China has made signifìcant
efforts to follow the common practice in the rest of the world by changing
its national accounting system, such as through t].e adoption of GDp
measures. However, useful information is still scarce and incomplete.
Moreover, the available information is lacking in precision due to either
tJre vagueness of concepts or absence of reliable observation. Especially
in land use studies, there is actually a 'statistical vacuum'. 5 Land
studies are a relatively young fìerd in china. The oçeriment with the
new market system was largely conducted at local levels in a fragmented
way. so the paucity of systematic or nationwide data has been a
difficulty for tJlis research. Moreover, due to the extraordinarJ¡ pace of
China's economic and social changes, data collected Just a few months
earlier may soon be out of date or revised. This adds another problem for
the study. on the other hand, data, or sometimes stray fìgures in bits
and pieces, have been picked up by combing through numerous official
publications and regional and provincial newspapers in an attempt
which Alexander Eckstein vividly described as 'economic archaeologr,
(Eckstein, 196l). Therefore, on some occasions, I have had to base my
conclusions on qualitative rather t]:an quantitative evidence.
Nonetheless, the best possible information available from a large variety

the Great læap Forward.
fust used by John Wong in his
mist who uses'vacuum'-to

mfret (1992).
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of sources has been compiled to enhance the argument in tl:e following
chapters.
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Chapter 2
Some Theoretical fssues in the

Analysis of the Economics of China's Land Use

Land has been the subject of many economic studies. These give much
attention to urban land zoning and land evaluation. Urban geography

studies, on the other hand, have provided excellent insights into urban
land use. In the last decade, particularly, an extensive literature on
land-related issues has been developed in China. In this ttresis, land is
analysed as a kind of economic resource, and the focus is on the
development of a land market and its implications for the effìcient use
and management of that resource. This chapter is a survey of some
theoretical issues involved. The aim is to oufline the basis of tlle
theoretical framework to be used in the rest of the analysis, and to
develop certain arguments within the theoretical framework. These
arguments are important not merely because they refer to the current
debates, but also because they enable a clearer formulation both of tJle
questions to be asked and of the concepts needed to be able to answer
them.

The chapter consists of four sections. Section one analyses the role of
ideological change in the reform of the economic system, particularly t]le
land system, and the interaction between the re-construction of ideologr
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and the development of economic reform in the context of Chinese

political economy. Section two refers to some theoretical issues in the

role of ownership and examines tJle alternatives suggested by Chinese

economists in re-constructing China's land ownership system. Section

three discusses land management under tJre planning system and the

changes required to accommodate the development of a land market.

The last section analyses the formation of land prices and tl:e effìcient

use of urban land. The sources used i¡n this chapter are mainly from

Chinese economic literature, and the analytical framework is constructed

for the analysis in the context of the Chinese political and economic

system. However, views from western scholars on related issues are also

examined. As we shall see, the market-oriented economic reform in
China has made use of both western ideas and tJle experience of market
economies. In most instances, western scholars provide views from a
different prospective, which has been found by Chinese economists and

reformers to be useful and constructive.

2.1 ldeological Changes and the Refom of Land System

Western scholars have noticed that a given land tenure system is related

to a certain ideolory, and therefore dealing with ideological issues cannot

be avoided in planning changes of the land system,(Brubaker, 1984. pp.

4,7; Nelson, pp.275-276.295; 'Wong, p.22). What is true of the western

world is no less true of China. Throughout China's economic reform,

ideological changes have been an important feature. This has been well

analysed in White's recent book fWhite, 1993, p. f  8).
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In Das Ko:pito,l. Karl Marx defìned a commodity as an object of use-value

as well as a product of labour, which makes it a value. By this
definition, land is not a commodit5r, because land, though of use-value, is

not a product of labour, so not a value, -But the fact is that land, just
like the products of labour, is handled i¡r the market as a commodity.

This, Man< argued, was only an example of a misuse of the concept of
commodity. Like tlle market for labour power, this misuse of land as a

commodit5r is also taken as a defining characteristic of the capitalist
socieþr. In the future socialist societ¡r, Marx predicted, there should be

no more such misuse of tJle concept (Marx, 1867, Chapter S).

The orthodox view of the non-commodity nature of land was used as the

theoretical foundation for the use of non-market methods in land
allocation under the planning system. Even after the economic reform
started in 1978, while more and more market methods were introduced
in other sectors of the economy, some people still believed that land
could be an exception (Qi Mingchen, 1985). The offïcial position as

reflected in tJ:e Constitution (1982), the Party Document on the second

stage of economic reform in urban area (1984) and the t and

Administration [,aw of the PRC (1986) continued to endorse the ort]rodox

view of the non-commodity nature of land. so, naturally, the reform of
land system had to start with reshaping the orthodox view of land (Ma-Li;

f 988). As happened in the labour system, economists tried to make the
land market legitimate while maintaining the conventional definition of a

commodity. This led to three developments at the conceptual level: tl.e
distinction between land as a natural resource (h¡di ziguan) and as
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capital futdtzliin), the concept of the limited commodification of land and
the theory of two levels ownership system.

Some argued that land as a resource refers to its natural aspect and as

capital refers to its interest-earning capacity (song eilin, rgg2). some

believed that Land as capital, such as urban land, should be treated
differently from rural land because urban land has embodied an
enorrnous amount of human labour. So it is a value, and therefore a
commodif fYang chongguang, 1987). Marx's defìnition of land as not
being a commodity was not questioned, but its application was limited to
only virgin soil which contains no human labour. The identification of
the dual character of land was accepted by many Chinese economists
(Chen Hongbo, f986; ZhærgChaozun, lgg2, p. l5 ). As long as the
commodit5r nature of urban land was established, the use of market

. methods was legitimised.

The concept of limited commodifìcation of land and housing property
implied that in China it was not land but the land use rights that could
be handled in a market. In this sense, land was an incomplete
commodity, or a limited commodity (Shi Zhenggao, IggO). The

significance of this concept was in its policy implication. If land is a
limited commodity, the use of market methods should also be limited. In
other words, government involvement and intervention in land use and
management are justifìed. Some economists refer to a highly regulated
market as a'quasi-market', and land in such a market is a 'quasi-
commodity' [Yi Zhi, 1986).
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In the view of many, the land tenure system consists of two sub-systems:
one is the land ownership system, the other is the land property rights
system. The former refers to the legal title of land ownership. The latter
is about the way land is used, which includes land administration, land
use and the transfer of land use rights (Gao shangquan, l99I). The

distinction between the two sub-systems enabled economists to argue
that tJle use of market methods affected only how land was used, while
the public land ownership was not touched (Gao shangquan, tg91).

Work at the conceptual level fìnally brought about changes in terms of
law, which fìrst took place in the party Document of the rgth planum
(1987), tl.en the amendment of the Constitution (Ig88 ) and the revision
of the L^and Administration L^aw (1g88). The way to a land market was
fìnalised in lggO by the promulgation of the 'Provisional Regulations on
the Sale and Tfansfer of state-owned l-and use Rights in cities and
Towns'. Flowever, the incomptete revision of the orthodox view of the
non-commodity nature of land was reflected in the final solution: it is a
'land use right market', instead of a land market. The aim of this term
was to achieve a wider acceptance. Those who insisted that land was not
a commodity found no reason to reject the land use right market as land
use rights are different from land. Those who advocated a land market
also had no objection to the concept as they see a land use right ma¡ket
as the same as a land market.

The role of ideological change in the reform of the economic system
demonstrated a unique feature of China's political and economic system,
which is'ideocratic, politically dominated and institution-oriented'
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fwhite, 1993, p. la8). This requires the analysis of china's economic

system reform, especially the reform of t]:e land system, to pay more

attention to the influence of non-economic factors, such as the
government administ¡ation of land, the institutional settings for land,
and the interaction between economic reform and political or social
changes. Therefore, purely quantitative and purely qualitative
approaches are both incomplete. The unique feature of the research
obJect requires an analytical framework that comprises both qualitative
and qualitative analysis.

2.2 Re-constnrctlng Chlna,s Land Ownershlp System

Ownership is an important issue in the view of both Chinese and western
economists. western scholars, however, often see questions from a
different perspective. Economists of development studies have devoted
attention to land ownership and t]:e land tenure system, as land
ownership was considered as one of the many dynamic forces leading to
fast economic growth and social change. In Eicher (lgg4), changes in
institutions were identifìed as one of the three key factors affecting
growth, together with changes in the use of existing factors of production
and tJle development and use of new factors of production (technological

change). In the l96os and early r97os, agrarian land tenure in
developing countries was particularly studied, focusing on land reform
and redistribution issues. In t]le late r9zos, land ownership, in a
broader context of tJle privatisation of the public sector, was analysed for
its influence on both micro and macro economic activities (Gardener,
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1984). In the view of some western scholars, the economic system is

relatively fixed and stable and is less subJect to change. But this does

not mean land ownership, as an important part of the institutional
settings for land is insignifìcant. As Archer (1972) argued, ownership

can be used as a social or economic policy instrument. It can be

changed and it should be changed in order to achieve a better economic

or social outcome.

FYom the British privatisation of the public sector in the l97os, Vickers

and Yarrow (1992) found that ownership of property rights played an
important role in economic performance. changes in property rights
would alter the objectives of the 'owners' of tJ'..e fìrm and the systems of
monitoring managerial perfonnance. As a result, changes in property
rights materially affected the structure of incentives faced by decision
makers in the firm, and hence the behaviour of management. The

structure of incentives, as vickers and Yanow further explained, was

determined via a complex set of interactions among factors that included

the type of ownership, the degree of product market competition, and the

effectiveness of regulation (Vickers and yan:row, Igg2).

Ownership is also believed to affect the perfonnance of a market system.

Some authors believe that markets work best where property rights in
land, goods, and labour are clear and predictable and can be freely

exchanged, i.e. under private ownership (Brubaker, 1984). others argue

that land under public ownership cannot be managed efficiently and is

bound to fail in achieving allocative effìciency, because price signals are

often ignored (Gardner, 1984). According to Gardner, public ownership
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leads to political allocation of resources. Political allocation of resources

is inefficient. This ineffìciency c¿ur only be overcome if public ownership

and management are replaced by the private sector (Gardner, 1984).

This view was questioned by Sax (1984), who argued that the matter of

ownership should not be overplayed. Government can, if it wishes,

manage the land much as a private owner would do and perhaps with
equal efficiency. This is because with its extensive power to regulate,

government can achieve much the same results as private ownership.

The relationship between ownership and the economic system is an issue

which has also been discussed by Chinese scholars. Is private

ownership fundamentally the natural institution for a market econom¡û

Or in other words, is public ownership fundamentally the natural

institution for a planning economy? To some extent, Chinese economists

agree \ rith ttris sort of connection between ownership and tJle type of
economic system fYang Chongguang, 199L: ZhangJingyi, l99l; Li

Hongchang, I99O). As the planned system was derived from the nature

of public ownership of production materials, public land ownership is

believed, by its nature, to reject the market system, and is consistent

with the planning system. On the other hand, private ownership of
property rights seems to be consistent with a free market system, and

further a democratic political system (Lindblom, 1977).

Economic reform gives rise to rethinking on ownership to allow greater

scope for private enterprises and the use of market methods. So the

interpretation of the connection between ownership and market system

is directly related to how and what things should be done with the
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current public land ownership. Economists and reformers wishing to
establish the effìciency of land use through the market mechanism have

challenged the traditional concept of state and collective land ownership

and demonstrated botJl tJle problems of the current system and the

advantages of alternatives. For example, tJre current collective ownership

of rural land was found to be not clearly defìned and the owners not
properly specifìed. This is causing uncertainties for peasants and

discouraging their long term investment in land (zhangHongru, rggo).

With regard to the reform of the collective land ownership of rural land,

chinese economists have developed a huge debate on a number of
alternatives, such as privatisation of nrral land (Gu Zouyi, lg88; Li
Yongmin and Li Shiling, 1989), state ownership of rural land (Lin ye,

f 99O; Yang Xun, 1989; Gu Zouyi, 1988; Lu Jiarui, lggO; Ma Li, I9B8:

Shi Chenglin, lggO), and the 'two-fìelds system' I (Z}liI Ara'guo, lg89).

In one sense tJle debate is heading in the wrong direction: ownership title
is overplayed while property rights are not given enough attention. As

tl:e legitimacy of the planning system was based on public ownership,
people were encouraged to use the same logic to work on changes to
public ownership with the belief that ownership is so decisive that
change of ownership would automatically generate a certain market
system (Qiao Jinsheng, lg92: You Xiaoming, lgg2, Chen Hongbo, Igg2).
In my view, the evidence from China's reform demonstrate ttrat it is not
the land ownership title, but the specifìcation and division of property

I This proposal suggests the collective land be divided into two pafts. One is for
household's own use which is permanent and can be inherited. The other remains under
collective use.
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rights that matter in ttre development and functioning of a land market.
In the case of the state ownership of urban land, there is no need to
further assign land ownership among governments at different levels and
among government and goverrrmental departments at the same level.
The only owner of urban land should be the state in general. However,
land use rights, which include the exclusive land use right, residual
claiming right and disposal right should be clearly specifìed among all
land users, either governmental organisations, or state enterprises or
individuals.

Theoretically, land ownership and land use rights can be separated, and
a free market mechanism c¿ulbe used to achieve efficient land use at
both micro and macro levels. The effìcient use of land at the micro
economic level requires that land users have the incentive to maximise
the economic returns from the land. This implies that there should be a
market where land users can freely choose their combination of factor
inputs, including the transfer of the land. Effìcient land use at the micro
economic level can be realised if the rights, as we mentioned earlier, are
properþ specifìed and protected by law. No matter whether üre land
users hold t]le land ownership title, or not, they would maximise the
return from the land use if the return is totally under their control. At
the macro economic level, as long as the land users are market-oriented,
and therefore the price they pay.for the land is based on the value of
their marginal product of land, allocation effìciency can be achieved by
giving land to the highest bidders.
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Empirically, a free land market is found working u¡ith both public and

private land ownership. Hong Kong's experience shows that land use

rights and land ownership can be separated and a land market can

function well without private land ownership title (wu weiqun, 1992).

other examples, such as the leasehold of Crown land in Australia's

capital cities, also shows that public land holding is not in contradiction
\Mith a free land and real estate market (Brennan, IgZl).

2.9 The Management of Land wtth and wtthout a Land Market

Land administration represents another important institutional aspect of
a land system. Western scholars view the land administration system as

an external force interfering with a free land market. This force is

necessaÐ¡ because there a¡e market failures. t and administration in a
market economy uses tools like zoning, land or propert5r tax and
government regulation, while leaving the demand and supply with the

market to reach an equilibrium.2 In the context of the Chinese political

and economic system, however, land administration means much more.

under the planning system, where a land market was non-existent, land

administration had the task of allocating land resources among land

users and making sure that the land was used economically and
'effìciently'. So land administ¡ation was not an external force but a

2 Tnnngis widely believed as the most popular tool for government administration to
affect the market demand and supply of land, and therefore the value of the land. Modern
zoning gives more and more consideration to non-economic issues, such as environment
and recreation. This has received extensive analysis in the English language literature.
See Davis (1972), Pogodzinski (1990) and Alonso (1970).
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dynamic part of china's land system and played an important role in
deciding the demand for and supply of land. compared with land
administration in a western market economy, China's land
administration is more responsible for the fìnal outcome of China's land
use, especially urban land use.

The development of a land market involves a transition from a system of
administrative allocation of land to a market allocation system. This
requires changes to the old land administration system and development
of a new system on the basis of a land market. In examining the
development of a land market in China, changes to the land
administration system are not to be ignored. However, changes are
possible only when the disadvantages of the old system and the
advantages of the new system are demonstrated. In this thesis therefore,
I devote a significant amount of discussion to China's land
administration system, including the institutional settings for land and
the management of land demand and supply under the planning system.

Before the economic system reform, land was not given enough attention.
This was reflected in the lack of a national land use plan and the lack of
land management organisations at tÌ¡e ministerial level and local
government levels (Zhtt Yan, f 992). Since 1986, the I"and Administration
Law endorsed the SLAB to be sotely responsible for managrng national
land and acting as proprietor of state land. But, how to manage land
administration with a land market, especially in the transition perÍod

which involves changes from a planning system to a market system, is a
question that has not yet been answered.
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The land market in China actually refers to two markets: one is the land

market in its real meaning, tJre other is the land use right market. State

purchasing land from collectives (zlængdû involves transfer of land

ownership title from collectives to the state. So this is a real land

market. But it is also a special land market. In this market, there is

only one buyer, i.e. the state. on tl:e other hand, collectives are not

allowed to sell their land to anyone but the state. So demand and supply
in this market are highly regulated. Market forces, however, still prevail

in this market. This is reflected in the bargaining between the state and

the collectives over the price or the compensation the state pays for the

land. Collective peasants have become increasingly inclined to ask for
compensation to be based on the opportunit5r cost of the land as

demonstrated by the market. On the other hand, however, the state,

through regulation, tries to set the amount of the compensation on the

basis of t]le value of the marginal product of t]le land (discussion in
Chapter 4). So government land administration is under more and more

pressure to observe 'objective economic law' and respect the market
mechanism. But compared with the other markets, the big involvement

of government in the land market and tJle tight administrative control of
using arable land for non-agricultural purposes are likely to remain.

This is believed to be necessaÐ¡ as china is regarded as having a

shortage of arable land. But with regard to the compensation paid to the

collectives, it will be more diffìcult for the governments to resist the

collectives' request for the market value of their land.
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The land use rights market is a two-market structure. The primary
market is the market where the state provides land use rights to land
users, including land developers and the final land users (ei yongqiang,

1992). The secondary market is where transfers and leases of the
acquired land use rights among various land users take place. The
governments act in the primary market as a land use right supplier.
This is natural as all urban land is initially held by the state. Unlike the
planning system, where land administration is engaged in management
of botll land demand and land supply, the government's role in the
primary market is mainly to cont¡ol the land use right supply, while
expecting the demand to be expressed by the market through
competition among land users. In the secondar5r market, the government
is prepared to be an outsider among the market players, with no direct
involvement in either demand for and supply of land. The influence of
government administ¡ation on the demand and supply in the secondary
market are indirect and through economic methods, such as land tax,
regulation and urban land use planning (Lu yimin and wang Jincai,
r9e2).

Apparently, a new land administration system is evolving in China. This
system, while maintaining tight administrative control over rural-urban
land conversion and the land use right supply in the primary market,
encourages more competition on the demand side in the primary market,
and will involve to a greater extent a free land use right secondar5r

market. As chinese vice Premier Zhu Rongfi (Igg3a) put it, in regard to
ownership, 'let public land ownership dominate; in regard to actual
operation, let the market mechanism dominate'. The new land
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administ¡ation system emphasises control over the original source of
land supply, such the supply of land use rights in the primary market
and rural-urban land conversion which fundamentally determines the
limit for the state land supply. However, the new system faces two
problems. The first is division of powers âmong governments at central
level and local levels over approval of rural-urban land conversion and
therefore the supply of land use rights in the primary market. The

second is the co-ordination between the land administration system and

the housing administration system. These problems reflect dilemmas in
China's economic reform which follow the decentralisation of economic

and fìnancial power on one hand, while maintaining control at the
central government level on the other hand. The solution to these

problems are an important part of China's land administration reform,

and therefore, the reform of China's land system.

2.4 La¡rd Prices and Land Use

Under the planning system, price signals were ignored. Land was

allocated through administrative means. Economic effìciency of land use

was hardly a major concem. Developing a land market requires that tJ:e

land prices reflect the demand and supply in the market and therefore
the scarcity of the resource. According to western scholars, price

formation is an exogenous result given by the market. For either
individual sellers or buyers or governments, price is outside their control.
The formation of the land price attracts little scholarly attention in the
English literature on economics. The formation of tJle land price is of
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greater signifìcance in the Chinese context than in the west, as China is

in the transition from a rigid planning system that ignored price to a
market system tJ:at relies on price. At tl-e lntüal stâge of the transition,
it is impossible to let the price be totally deterrnined by the demand and

supply in the market, as the market is not yet functioning properþ.
Moreover, the big bang approach is not consistent with the sequencing of
china's economic reform progr¿ìmme (Pomfret, lggs). on the other
hand, it is also not acceptable to continue a planning regime based on an

administrative setting of price. In order to have a smooth transition, a
theoretlcal price tJlat is both manageable by the government

administration and closer to reflecting t]le demand and supply in t]le
market is needed in a number of areas.

In purchasing collective land, the price asked by collective peasants

seems to be quite random or arbitrar5r, and in most of the cases,

unreasonably high in t]le view of the government bureaucracy. The

accusation has been made that the price asked by peasants is unfair.
But what is the fair price? The Beijing municipal government tried to
impose a price ceiling for market transactions for land use rights and
housing property. But it was difficult to implement as the ceiling was

much lower than the sellers asked and the buyers were willing to pay
(more discussion in Chapter 6).

what should the price be? This question has been asked by both the
government bureaucracy and urban land users. Chinese economists see

the derivation of a theoretical land price as ttre solution to the problem

and a lot of work was devoted to the the determination of a 'fair' price in
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the mid-198Os. Economists developed a number of theories, such as the

value theory, based on Mal:<'s labour value theory (Ning Xiaoming and Li
Fayr, l99t), the use-value theory, which was based on the utility of land
(Cui Fei, I99l), and the capitalised rent theory, which derives land value

by dividing rent by interest rate (Yattg shengming, lggl). chinese
economists also examined some technical approaches to calculating or
estimating land price, such as the deduction approach (Li yining, lggg),
the comparative approach (Ou Yunfu and Ma Hengrun, lggg), the
proportional or structural approach (Gu Zuoyi, lgBB: Liu Chunbin, lggg)
and the cost estimation or production cost approaches (Li wanbing and
Luo Qinglun, 1989). A land value equal to the capitalised rent seems to

be preferred by most chinese economists (Fang chengzu, lggo; wang
shulin, 1993). Flowever, there is little hope of fìnding a proper land price
by this approach, since not only are rents distorted, but also t]:e interest
rate.

The efforts put in by Chinese scholars into searching for a proper land
price reflect their different interpretation and understanding of tI:e
nature of price. In the view of a market economy, ürere is only a buyer's
price, a seller's price and a market equilibrium price, which is agreeable

to both sellers and buyers. In the view of a market economy, ttre

equilibrium price or tJre market price is tlle only fair price. If the fairness
of tlle price is an issue then the question is whether or not the market is
competitive or whether there is any monopoly or distortion. Chinese

economists have something different in mind. They are concerned \Mittl

the height of the price, whether or not tJre price is too high to be

acceptable to consumers or to government planners, or to be absorbed by
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the economy. In tllis sense, the search for a fair price is a search for one
that is socially or politically acceptable rather than economically effìcient.

Land use effìciency, according to Putterman (1985), consists of allocative
efïìciency at a macro economic level and tand use effìciency at a
microeconomic level. EfÏìcient use of urban land requires Ûrat land be
distributed among users so that its total current productrvity is
maximised, and that each piece of land is worked in a manner consistent
with maximislng its long term productivity. To examine whether or not
China's urban land use patterns are efIìcient, a market price for land is
the fìrst condition. For example, allocative effìciency requires land to be

$iven to the highest bidders. This means price here is the signal for the
allocation of tl.e resource. If the signal is lncorrect, the allocation of the
land resource must be incorrect. If the signal is ignored, economic
effìciency is then out of the question. For effìcient land use at the micro
level, price is also an important signal to give land users the correct
incentive and guiding tJlem to make tJle best combination of factor input.
Distorted price signals would result in ineffìciency in land use at both
macro and micro levels.

Urban land use is an important aspect of land studies in t]le western
world (Northam, lgZS). Urban land in western economic literature refers
to developed land devoted to.urban use. The study of urban land use
deals mainly with the surface utilisation, and in this regard, the
measurement and classification of urban land is a vital issue. In the
USA' Harland Bartholomew (1955) made the fìrst attempt to formalise
land use classifìcation. In Bartholomew's system, the total urban area
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was subdivided into developed area and vacant area. The developed area

was subdivided into privately developed area and tlle publicly developed

area. The privately developed area included residential dwellings,

commerce and industry. The publicly developed area included streets,

road, parks, playground and public or serni-public property. In this
classifìcation, both la¡rd ownership and land use characteristics were

considered. So the system combined land use with land ownership and
t].e form of land development. An improved system which focused on

land use characteristics alone as a basis for classification \Ã/as developed

by the 'La,nd use classifìcation committee, North carolina section,

Southeast Chapter, American Institute of Planners' (196O). Ttris system

divided urban land use into transportation, including vehicular and non
vehicular routes and stations; production, including extracting,
manufacturing and manufacturing services: business, including retail
and wholesale trades; seryices, including consumer, professional and

business services; residence; and social and cultural and open land.
Each category has a code, so this classifìcation has the advantage of
being suited to data processing equipment.

Western analysts have developed a good theoretical formulation and
analytical skills in urban land classification. It would be helpful if this
analytical framework could be used in the analysis of China's urban land
use, as such analysis will provide interesting comparisons between

China and the west and the conclusions might illustrate the influence or
consequences of China's political and economic systems that are not
seen elsewhere. Flowever, the application of the western analytical skills
in studies of China's urban land use is much restricted by the relevant
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data available in China. As a result, t]le studies of China's urban land
use in this thesis are based on a rough urban land classifìcation.

In examining the spatial structure of urban land utilisation, economists

in tlte west have developed a number of useful models, such as von
Thunen's (1826) rural land use and location model which was based on

location differential rent theory, and Alonson's (1960) urban land use

and location model which was developed from von Ttrunen's rural land
use and location theory. These models explain the spatial structure of
land use or land use patterns on the basis of the accessibility and its
associated transport costs.

This thesis is concerned with the economics of china's land use, and
therefore, we shall concentrate on the economic factors that determine
the spatial structure of urban land use, and location effìciency is the
main criterion used in the analysis of china's land urban land use
patterns. L^and location is effìcient if the land user at that location
maximises benefìt from the land rlse, or in other words, the land user
cannot make more benefit from relocation. The urban land use patterns
are effìcient when atl land users are in the position that no more benefit
can be obtained from relocation of their land uses. With this theoretical
framework, a quantitative analysis of each tand user's proportion in the
context of their profit position and their geographic locations would show
that particular urban land use patterns are, or are not effìcient. For
example, in developed countries, urban land for industrial use generally

accounts for 5 to 10 per cent of totat urban land (I¡, lgg2), such as 4.8
per cent for Paris, 1.4 per cent for Toþo, 6.9 per cent for chicago and 6
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per cent for Detroit (Leung and Poon, 1982). But in most Chinese cities,
land used for industr5r accounts for more tJlan 30 per cent of the total
urban land. In some cities, the percentage ls over 40 (yang chongguang,
l99I). Moreover, the industr5r sector has generally a relatively lower
profit per unit land use than the commercial sector, but most locates in
the city centre or near city centre areas in some cities (discussion in
Chapter 7). This implies the land use patterns are not effìcient and a
relocation of the industry sector and the commerce sector would result in
a net gain for the economy.
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2.6. Concluslon

This Chapter has examined issues related to the change of ideologr, land
ownership, land administration, land prices and land use patterns. It
has explained that each of these present problems in the transitional
economy. It has also estabished some of tJle key analytical methods used

in tJlis thesis. Given the nature of the Chinese economy which invovles

both economic growth and system reform, the analysis cannot be purely
quantitive nor purely qualitative, not purely economic nor purely
political, not purely normative nor purely positive, not purely
institutional nor purely numerical. The research methods are required to
reflect the nature of the complexity of the Chinese economy during the
reform era and this implies that different methods should be used in
different circumstances, depending on the nature of t]le topics.
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Chapter 3
China's Dual Land Orrnershtp System

And Land Admlnlstratlon

This Chapter discusses issues related to the most fundamental part of

China's land system, i.e. land ownership and land administ¡ation. In a
market economy, institutional settings are important in the sense that
they determine the basic rules for the market players. Buchanan defìned

a system as a set of rules and referred to the market operation and

market system as 'games and tJ'e rules to play the games'. Buchanan's

argument that economists should pay equal attention to setting the rules

as to playing the games showed that both the playing of the games and

the setting of the rules to play the games affect the optimal outcome of

the market (Buchanan, 1985: 1965: lg79; I99I). What was true of
Buchanan's argument is more true of China, because China's economic

reform involved changes in both tJle games and the rules to play the

games. During the early stage of market development, institutional
settings seem to be more important as the formation of the market order

and the development of competive behaviour among consumers, traders

and producers require stronger institutional guarantees and

instructions. China's economic reform is a two-fold process in which

economic growth and institutional or social change takes place

simultaneously. Since land ownership and land administration are
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among the most important components of the land system, china's
initiatives to reform tlle t¡aditional planned land system into a market
system depend as much on the transformation of the institutional
framework as on tJle behaviour of the market players.

China's land tenure is characterised by a dual land ownership system,
i.e. state ownership of urban land and collective ownership of rural land.
This chapter examines this dual land ownershtp and its related
administrative aspects. Sections one and two analyse the formation of
the dual ownership system in a historical context, and section three
examines the relationship between the two ownership forms. section
four discusses issues involved in the analysis of the dual land ownership
system in more detail and the future of t]le reform of t]'..e ownership
system. section fìve analyses the institutional settings for land
administration, which are seen as €ul extension of the nature of tand
ownership.

3.1 the Formatlon of collective ownership of Rurat Land

Land' like other me¿uls of production in China, is under socialist public
ownership. But, this has two different forms, i.e. ownership by the
whole people through the state, or collective ownership.

china's fìrst constitution (1954) stated that'the state protected
peasants' propert5r rights over land and other production materials
according to law' (Article 8, chapter r). unfortunately, t.l.e role and
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function of private peasant ownersh"ip of land in rural China after f 949

received little scholarly attention as the government did not want to see

any positive conclusion on that matter, which might be detrimental to

the collectivisation. Observers of Chlna therefore have the wrong

impression that the private peasant economy never played a role in
communist China until after the economic reforms of the late I97Os.

Land reform brought about a new rrral class structure. The landlord

class almost vanished, and the old-type rich peasants decreased in
importance. As the poor peasants and farm labourers who previously

owned no land were given their owrr, this class fell from 70 per cent of
the peasant population to about 15 per cent. On the other hand, the

middle peasant class increased from 20 per cent to 8O per cent (Liao

Luyan, f952). This meant the post land reform picture of rrral China
was a middle peasant dominated economy characterised by small-scale
private land holders, with their own property rights in land.

Private ownership of land and more equitable distribution of wealth
generated considerable incentives and the peasants worked with great

enthusiasm. However, given the countr¡r's large population, insuflicient
arable land (each household tilled only ten or so mu {about 15 mu = I
hectare) with some small farm implements), frequent natural calamities

and baclnvard production conditions, the prospects for peasants were

not encouraging, and there was concern about a polarisation between

rich and poor (Xue Muqiao, 1986).
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Incentives to change t}e post land reform picture of rural China c¿une,
however, much more from the party's doctrine than from concerns for
tlreir economic prospects. Mao zædongpointed out: This scattered,
individual form of production is the economic foundation of feudal rule
and keeps the peasants in perpetual poverty. The only way to change it
is gradual collectivisation' (Mao 7,edong, IgZZl,

According to MaDcist theory, the ultimate goal of socialist revolution is to
abolish private property rights and to build up public ownership of
property. Land reform had resulted in numerous private land holders. It
was only acceptable for the new democratic revolution, wh,ich was
considered as the first, or prelimina4r phase, of tlle socialist revolution.
To fìnish the socialist revolution, private land ownership had to be
transformed into public ownership. so in the following years, a
movement for cooperatisation and collectivisation was initiated
throughout China's count4rside. r

cooperativisation started with mutual aid teams in agricultural
production and then passed through elementar5r agricultural producers,
co-operatives and advanced agricultural producers' cooperatives to end
up with people's communes.

Mutual aid teams were initially set up to solve problems that resulted
from uneven distribution of farm tools and draught animals in land
reform (in some cases, for example, one animal had to be shared by

I For a detailed discussion of this process, see Chao Kuochun, 1960; John Wong, 1973
and Selden, 1988.
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several households). By forming a mutual aid team, which usually
combined 4 to 5 neighbouring households, human labour could be

exchanged for the use of draught animals, and economic effìciency was

raised in general. In the mutual aid teams, la¡rd was still owned and

cultivated by each household, but tools a¡id animals were pooled together

for use. The elementary co-operatives embraced more households,

usually between 20 and 30. At this stage, households still retained their
private ownership of land, but land, as well as tools and animals were all
pooled together under collective use. Income was distributed according

to work as well as investments in the form of land and other production

means. The income from land was known as 'dividends on land'.

In the orthodox Marxist view, dividends on land rather than labour are

exploitative in nature. As the elementary co-operatives developed their
collective economy and increased their public propert5r, strong pressure

arose in the party to get rid of the 'capitalist left-over', i.e. the dividend

from the non-labour factor. This led to the advanced agricultural
producers' co-operatives. This change \Ãzas significant in the

transformation process, as the private ownership of land and other
production means were all transferred into collective ownership \Ãrith

compensation to owners. Income for peasants was then solely

dist¡ibuted according to labour input.

The collectivisation movement was accelerated after 1955. In 1954, only

2 per cent of peasant households were in co-ops. The fìgure rose to I4.2
per cent in lg55 and shot up to 96 per cent by tl.e end of 1956, of which
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88 per centagie were in advanced co-ops (Xue Muqiao, f 986).

Agricultural collectivtsation in china was completed in 1957,

In 1958, pressure for a rapid transformation to communism which was
later called a 'communist wind' formed part of the 'Great Iæap Forward'
movement. In a very short period, 75O,OOO collectives (mainly advanced
co-operatives) were merged and reorga¡rised tnto 26,00o people's

communes, which contained, on average, 5,ooo households and I r5,ooo
acres land. By the end of 1958, households in communes accounted for
more than 99.1 per cent of the total rural population (Chao Kuo-chun,
196O: Wong, f 973). Collective land, as well as other properties were then
transferred into commune or state ownership without any
compensation.2 Under the early form of commune ownership, t]le land
was not, however, directly managed by the commune's management
committee. For management purposes, land was contracted out either to
production brigades or production teams. This division of responsibiliþr
between ownership and management gave üre commune management
committee the power of over-seeing the work of other production units.
The commune management, therefore, could and sometimes did order
production units to make important changes in t]le way the leased-out
land was being used (Burki, lgZO, Selden, lggg).

Following the failure of the.Great Leap Fofward, a number of
adjustments were made, which led to decent¡alisation of the commune
ownership system. This ended up with a'three-üer organisational

2 According to a prominent Chinese economist, Xue Muqiao, collective ownership was
changed into 'state ownership in actual effect'in this stage (Xue Muqiao, 19g6).
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system of commune, village brigade and production team' (Myers, f 979).

The village brigade was the basic unit for production and distribution
(also called the basic accounting unit). Land ownership was returned to

the village brigade which commonly consisted of the households in one

natural village. Later in 1961, further decentralisation was made to give

the production team more power in production management and

distribution. Some production teams were therefore given land

ownership. The patterns of production and dist¡ibution virtually reverted

back to the co,operative stage, with the commune only providing €ul over-

all administrative framework, and actual production operations were

conducted at production team level. But land was still owned collectively

at the brigade (village) level or production team level. 3 After the

economic reforms began in 1978, decentralisation in production and

management continued. In tlle early lg8Os, a household responsibility

system was widely implemented. By f 98f , about 45 per cent of

production teams had instituted the household responsibility system and

this spread to over 98 per cent of production teams by the end of f 983

(Lin Yifu, l99f). These changes were, however, limited to the methods of

production and management. The collective ownership of land at village

brigade or production team level remained.

In 1982, at the 23rd meeting of tlle 5th NPC, a revision of the

Constitution was passed to revive the township as the lowest

administrative unit. The People's Commune \¡r'as no longer involved in
administrative affairs and should be considered as solely a collective

3 So-e authors hold the view that land ownership was held at production team level in
that period. See Kathleeen, Hartford (1985). p.32.
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economic organisaüon. However, the commune system was not formally
abolished until f984 (CCPCC and State Council, 1982, fg84).

In term of the changes to land ownership, the above discussion can be

summarised in Table 3-1. Readers should be aware t]lat t]lis table is
basically static and it omitted many changes. Land ownership was
private and production was based on individual households in the post-
land refonn era in 1952. This was then gradually replaced by collective

ownership. Interestingly, after nearly 30 years, another form of
household farming \rras again introduced. However, land ownership was
not privatised. with regard to the likelihood of private land holding,
Putterman (1985) pointed out that although formally collective ownership
of land is retained, long-term household tenure may shade into de facto
private ownership of land. But on the other hand, as Putterman noted,
there are no signs of official willingness to move further in that direction
at least for the time being.
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Instltutlon

Table 3-1. Institutional Tfansformation
And Ownership of l^and in Rural China (f 949-f g7g)

Households Land Ovrnershlp

Pre-Cooperatisation

Mutual Aid Team

Elementa4r Cooperative

Advanced Cooperative

People's Commune

The Three-tier

Organisational System:

Commune

Village/Brigade

Production Team

Post-Reform

Household Responsibility

I
6-15

20-30

roo-250

rooo -20000

5000

roo

20-30

Private

Private

Private

Collective

Commune/State

Village Collective

Village Collective

Village Collective

Village CollectiveI

Note: The number of households involved in Elementary
cooperatives varied greatly. According to John wong, the number
were, on average, lO.4 in ISSO and 51.I in lgSG; InAdvanced
cooperatives, the number was 32 in l95o and 246 in 1956 (wong,
1973, p. 199).
sources: zlwrghuø Renmín Gongheguo Tttdi GuønliFa IThe [.aw on
Land Administration of the PRC]. Issued in lg86 and reprinted in
ZharrgYueqing and Yang Xiaoze, 19gf ; Chao Kuo-chun, 1960, p.
294; Wong, 1973, p. f 99; Lin Justin Yifu, f ggf .
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3.2 the Formatlon of State Ownerstrlp of Urban Land

The formation of state ownership of urban la¡¡d is a shorter story. The
Land Reform Law issued in rgSo was for the countryside only. For
urban land, the tra¡¡sformation was incorporated into the overall socialist
transformation of capitalist industry and commerce.

At the time the ccP took power in 1949, urban land was basically
privately owned. But the ownership system varied. There were several
types of land owners, such as the old government; the Jiang, Song, Kong
and Chen families, or the so called 'bureaucratic capitalists:'4 foreigners;
rich landlords; national capitalists and private urban residents. About
Io per cent of t]:e total urban land was owned by bureaucratic
capitalists. In some coastal cities, the foreigners owned about 20 per
cent. The rest combined owned about 70 per cent (Zhang yueqing and
Zhang Liancheng, f 9gO).

Different policies were adopted with regard to different type of ownership.
The government confiscated without any compensation land formerly
owned by i) tne old government; ii) bureaucrat-capitalists of the four
families; iii) foreign capitalists and iv) the big landlords. This formed the
ftrst parcel of state land. I¿,ter, the confìscation extended to land that
4 'Bureaucratic capitalists' refer to those capitalists who were part of government
bureaucracy, or closely affrliated to the government bureaucracy. Bureaucratic capitalists
often took advantage of their political background for profit purposes. So they were the
most hated elite by both communists and nationalist capitalists.
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was foÍnerly owned by'war criminals' traltors and reactionaries" Land

ownedbynationalcapitalistsandsmallindustriala¡rdcommercial
businessmen was exempted from conflscation' Instead' a policy of

'buying out' was introduced'

The,buyingout,beganwiththejointstate-privateoperationinthelarge
private factories in 1954. At this sta$e, the private ownership of land

and other production means was untouched, so land as well as other

propertyreturnedashareofprofìtforthenationalcapitalists.TWoyears

Iater(1956),afterthestatesuccessfullytookoverproductionand
marketing,theJointstate-privateoperationextendedtothewholeof
industry and soon a fixed interest rate of 5 per cent per year was chosen

to be paid to the capitalists for their land and other production means'

At this stage, the capitalists lost their say in production and

management,butt}reirpropertyrightsinlandandotherproduction
means were recognised and realised by the 5 per cent interest pajrment'

In 1966 when ttre Cultural Revolution started, the payment was

terminated. Private capitalist ownership of land thus disappeared'

I,andthatformerlybelongedtoprivaterealestateagentsand
professional land brokers was transferred to state ownership in similar

ways.TheonlydifferencewasthatduringtheJointstate-private

operation,proprietorswerepaid20percentto40percentoftherent
revenue instead of the fìxed 5 per cent interest (Bi Baode' et al' r99r)'

In the case of self-occupied housing propert5/, ownership of land was

complicated'Whetherornotthelandwastransferredtothestate

î.

Ì
a

f

I
t
i
I
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For those whose land holding was less than the above thresholds, their
private ownership status was neither denied nor affìrmed by any form of

law or regulations. [¿.ter, with regard to whet]rer or not t]rere should be

unifìed state ownership of urban land, different deftnitions were made.

In 1956, the CCP issued a document saying that land that was vacant,

abandoned or needed for public roads, should be converted into state

ownership in appropriate u/ays (CCPCC, f956). In 1963, an attempt was

made to uni$r urban land ownership, but thls was not realised due to

lack of consensus in operation. In 1967, the State Housing

Administ¡ation Bureau, the Ministry of Finance and the State General

Bureau of TaxationJointly drafted a document which contained a

proposal that urban land be declared to be under state ownership

without ¿rny compensation except for the property on the land (Bi Baode,

et al. 1991, p. 2a81. This was not legitimatised in any form of law, and it
was soon ignored in the following Cultural Revolution, when more radical

approaches were adopted. Nevertheless, private land ownership in urban

areas never played a significant role in the use and management of

urban land. The reasons rvere not only because of the small number of

such holdings (in 1982, ín226 cities, only 4.5 per cent or 334.7 square

kilometres of land had such status: see Zhang Yueqing and Zhang

Liancheng, lggo), but also because that the private land holding,

although not denied, had never been treated as a legitimate form of

ownership and endorsed by a.y law. The formal unifìcation of state

ownership of city land dÍd not come until the fourth version of the

Constitution in 1982, which declared tl.at the state owned all urban land
(Article IO, Section l). Private land ownership therefore vanished in
China with no compensation.
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3.3 the Relatlonshlp between State Ownership of Urban Land

and Collective Ownership of Rural Land

The most striking aspect of tlle relationship between state ownership and

collective ownership is the expansion of state-owned urban land. The

er<pansion of state land dominates the relationship between ttre state and

collectives. This expansion is a natural consequence of urbanisation.

Before we deal with any details, however, we must be clear about some

terms used in Chinese statistics which are not quite the same as their

western equivalents.

How much land is held by the state? The Chinese offìcial statistical

system gives no answer to this question. The only proximate answer is

drawn from the expansion of city land. City land is not the same as

urban land. Before 1986, a city in China was defìned as a settlement of

more than IOO,OOO inhabitants. In a case of less than IOO,OOO

inhabitants it must be either the seat of provincial administration, or

some important industrial and/or mining centre, or a large commercial

centre, or an important urban settlement in the remote border and

minority regions (State Council, f 955: CCPCC, f 963; ZlaruTlezhen, I99O,

p. 45). After 1986, new criteria stipulated that some towns can be

elevated to city status if: (f) tJrey have a non-agricultural population of

more than 60,000 and a GNP of more than 2OO million Jruan; (2) they are

county seats of less than SOO,OOO population, but have a non-

agricultural population of more tJlan IOO,OOO, an agricultural population
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no more than 40 per cent of the total peEnanent residents and a GDP

over 3OO million yuan; or (3) they are county seats of more than 5OO'OOO

population, with a non-agriculture population of more than I2O'OOO and

aGDPover4oomillionyuan(ZhuTiezhen,1990,p.46).Underthis
criterion, china had 353 cities in 1986, and tl.e city number increased to

57O by the end of 1993 (Meng Xian and ztrartÉ An'nan, 1994' p' l)

Apart from cjties, there are towns whose land also belongs to state's A

town was initialty deflned as either a settlement of more than 2OOO

inhabitants, of which the non-agricultural population should be more

than 5O per cent, or one with more than fOOO inhabitants and a non-

agricultural population exceeding 75 per cent, or a tourist resort with

annual visitors exceeding 50 per cent of the local population (state

Council, f955: SSB, 1983, p. 576; ZhangQingwu' I99O' p' 167)' In

1964, tl.e criteria were modified to include those with 3000 inhabitants'

of which ttre non-a$ricultural population was over 70 per cent; or 25OO

inhabitants with a non-a$ricultural population over 85 per cent (CCPCC'

1963;SS8,1983,p.576).Thelatestmodificationofthecriteriafor
townshipcameafterrgS4whenthepeople'scommunesystemwas
abolished and the township wnrgl was revived as the lowest

administrative unit. According to the new criteria, a township

5 China's first national census (1954) showed that China had 5404 towns, and their

population constituted 5.8 Per cent of the total population of 586.2 million. Since then,

the standard for townshiP has been redehned and adjusted many times. According to

studies bY Goldstein (1985, p. 8), Chen Xiangming (1991, p.363) and Banister (1986)'

the number of towns reached 7280 in the mid-1984 with a poPulation of 138.7 million, or

13.4 per cent of the national population at that time' By 1987, China had 11,102 towns

(Goldstein , 1985, p. 8. Chen Xiangming, 1991, p' 3a5)'

11,985 towns (Ye Qiyuan, 1993, P. 1).

By the end of 1992, China had
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administration seat with settlement of less tha¡r 2O'OOO inhabitants c¿ln

be considered a town if it has a non-agricultural population over 2'OOO'

A settlement of over 2O,OOO people can be upgraded to a town if its non-

agricultural population surpasses 1O per cent of the total population (i'e'

over 2OOO). In brief, a town should have at least a non-agricultural

population of 2OOO (State Council' f g84; SSB' 1985' p' 657; Chen

Xiangming, 1991, P. 363)'

In terms of land area, urban land is less than city land as city land

includes botllurban land and rlral land under city control' The

ex¡ransion of city land reflects only part of the expansion of state land

hotdings. There are tjrus differences in meaning between city area

(chergshi), urban area (shrqu) and the built-up arealiiølltclæryqlù' 'City'

is used as an administrative unit which includes the suburban counties

and towns. 'City land' refers to land within its administrative boundary'

Ttrerefore it counts a lot of tand under collective ownership' 'Urban area'

is not often used as ¿u]. administrative unit. It refers to land as a part of

city land that excludes suburban counties and towns' Land in urban

areas is under state ownership. 'Built up' areas refers to land within the

urban area that has been serviced or equipped with infrastructure' Ttris

last concept is closer to the term of 'cit5r' in western literature' The

spatial relationship amon g clr,ngshr. shüqu andiiørtclærltr,quis illustrated

in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1, Spatial Relations among Chengshí"

Shrqu andJiotrclængqu

In 1978, China had city land (chergsh¡) of 5l7,OOO square kilometres,

accounting for 5.4 per cent of the total national land. These fìgures

increased to 235.8 and 24.6 respectively in 1986 (Zlru Tiezhen, 1990, p.

46). Urban land (shrqu) increased from I95,OOO square kilometres

accounting for 2 per cent of the total national land in 1978 to 87O,OOO

square kilometres accounting for 9.1 per cent of the total in 1986 (Zlrlu

Tiezhen, I99O, p. 69). Table 3-3 lists tJle land area in three categories

between f 978 and 1986, and their proportion of the total national land.

Table 3-4 reports the relative sZes among cit5r, urban area and built-up

chengshi

¿rrea.
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Table 3-3. City, Urban Area and Built-up Area between 1978 to 1986

and Their Percentages of tl:e Total National L^and

(Unit: square kilometre)

City Urban Butlt-Up

Yea¡

L978

r979
r980

r98r
r982

r983

r984

r985

1986

A¡ea

5t7462
550603

577030

5167rO

6r0644

r49r036
186898r

2245494

2358345

o/o

5.39

5.74

6.Or

5.38

6.36

r5.53

t9.47

23.39

24.57

A¡ea

r95029

2r1826
228382

206084

247775

530063

726062

823679

869979

o/o

2.O3

2.2L

2.38

2.L5

2.58

5.52

7.57

8.58

9.06

Area

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

7438

764L

8719

8842

9775

r0664

o/o

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

o.o77

o.o80

o.09r

o.o92

o. ro2

o.lll

Source: Z}eruTiezhen, 1990, p. 69.
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Table 3-4. Relative sizes of cit¡r, urban area and built-up area

Land Area

Year

1978

r979
r980

r98r
r982

r983

r984

r985

r986

City

roo

roo

roo

roo

roo

roo

roo

roo

roo

Urban Area

37.7

38.5

39.6

40.o

40.6

35.5

38.9

36.7

36.9

Built-Up Area

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

L.4

r.3
o.6

o.5

o.4

o.5

source: zwngguo clrcrgshí sÍutrce lHandbook of chinese cities].
Jingji Kexue Chubanshe [Economic Science Press], Beijing, lg87,
p. 69. Z}:ruTiezhen, lggO, p. 69.

There is an interesting issue in the fìgures in Table 3-3 and B-4. city
land as a proportion of the nation's total land increased dramaticalty
after 1982 (from 5.38 per cent in 1982 to 24.5T per cent in rg86), while
urban area and built-Llp ¿ìreas as a proportion of city land either
decreased or remained steady. TWo factors may have caused these

t¡ends in the fìgures. r) ns t]le population grew, more towns were

upgraded to cities each year and the number of cities kept increasing
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(see Tabte 3-5). 2) The implementation of 'the city controlling counties'

reform (shrdøixúan) in tl.e mid-198Os substantially enlarged some city

sizes as more counties were included in tl1e city category tby the end of

lgg5, 653 counties had been subordtnated to 145 cities; see z}Jlolu

Yixing,1988,p.f6).Apartfromthech¿rngesofmeasurement'the
lncrease of urban population and government policy of industrialisation

should be responsibte for the explosion of city land (Laurence Ma and

etc, 1981). Bearing these issues in mind, ctty @tæWshrJ land data a¡e

excluded from tl.e followin$ table, which aims to give some indication of

the expansion of state land holdings since f 986. The expansion of the

state land holding was largely realised through urban expansion' Ttre

increase in the quantity of land under state ownership reinforced its

dominance in the dual land ownership system. on the other hand' as a

result more and more rural land was converted into urban land' more

and more peasants left tl.e land and became engaged in non-agricultural

activities. This further diluted the relationship between peasants and

land, and then weakened the collective ownership ri$hts of rural land'

The current trends suggest that the dominance of state land ownership

in the future will not only be politicat and commercial, but also

quantitative.
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Table 3-5. Expansion of Urban Area (shrqu)

(Unit: square kilometres, lg86=tOO)

Year Total Urban
Area Index

Total Builf,-Up
Area Inder

Nr¡nber of
Cltles Inder

1986

t987

r988

r989

r990

r99r

806,232

898,208

L,052,374

1,137,643

l,20g,ooo

L,222,OOO

roo

1r4.O8

r30.53

l4t. I I
r49.83

r5r.57

ro,l6l
lo,8l6
12,o94

L2,462

13,158

13,791

roo

r06.45

r 19.O2

r22.65

r29.50

r35.73

roo

r06.30

I2r.49
r26.36

r33.8 r

r37.25

349

37r
424

44L

467

479

Sources: SSB, 1987, p.722: 1988, p. 884: lg8g, p. TG4:1990, p.
678; f991, pp.654,656,314: L992, pp. G6g, 62t,926. 19g2, pp.
669, 671,326.
Note: The 1986 figures differ from Table S.S. This is due to
different sources.

3.4 Issues related to Land Ownership

In Chapter 2, we discussed some theoretical issues in the relationship
between land ownership and economic performance, and reviewed the
literature on this point. Land ownership is an important issue, as it has
direct links to incentives affecting how decisions on land use used are

made. unfortunately, in china, the two things ---- land ownership and
incentive ---- have rarely been connected. since lg4g, china has
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changed its ownership many times, and not one change was based on

consideration of incentive effects. Eicher and Staatz (1984) argue that

change in institutions is one of the three elements leading to growttr in

agricultural output, along with technological change and changes in the

use of existing factors of production. China's oçerience in the past four

decades have illustrates tllis point. Institutional changes' especially

changes in rural land ownership forms have been the driving force in the

Ilral social and economic transition. However, china's ex¡rerience have

also shown that the positive relationship between institutional change

and change in productivity is not wittrout Umit' It is not always the case

that the bigger the form of land ownership or the larger the average land

holding necessarily gienerates higher levels of productivity' As Chinese

scholars realised later, changes to land ownership forms a¡d tl.e size of

land holding should be consistent with and determined by the level of

productivity. This canon, expressed by chinese economists as the view

that production relations should conform to mles of productivit]r' has

been the guiding ideology in policy making during the reform period'

Apart from the change to a proper form and size of land ownership' a

clearer defìnition and clarifìcation of property rights in land are equally of

great signifìcance. Due to the ambiguity of property ri$hts in collective

tand ownership, there is a lack of incentive for peasants to make long-

term plans and investment, a lack of care by the peasants for land' and

especially a lack of enthusiasm for peasants to work on land'6 As a part

6 Aftet visiting some areas in the Southern China, a Chinese journalist wrote cynically

'forty years ago, Chairman Mao fought to get land back to the Peasants, todaY the

peasants give up the land themselves'. According to the journalist' s survey, about 70 Per

cent of young male labourers left their villages to work in the cities . The so-called
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of tl:e economic reform programme, the government tried to enhance the

collectives' right of ownership and the right to manage tÌ¡eir own affairs.

Ttris effort, however, is often fruitless because there is no real proprietor

of rural land with whom to deal. China's lånd [.aw was made at a time

when tl:e diminution of arable land in the:countqr reached an alarming
scale. So it focused much attention on the macro management of
national land as a precious resource to care for rather than as a property

to increase its value. The L,and [.aw actually enhances administrative
control of land use and offers no prospect for a land market to emerge.

State land ownership creates similar problems, if not worse. The state is

not a homogeneous body. It consists of governments of different levels.

The increasing bargaining between central government and local
governments over distribution of land revenue reflects the fact that
property rights over state land are not clearly identifìed and assigned

among governments at different levels. Before 1986, it was not even

clear which governmental department was responsible for state land.
After 1986, the Land [.aw endorsed the Land Administration Bureau at
the various government levels as the only representative of state land
ownership. But this Bureau was not given enough power to do its job as

it is only a sub-department of tJle administration.

The treatment of collective land, and therefore the future of collective

land ownership is becoming a more important question than in the past.

This is because the int¡oduction of market methods in other parts of the

'Zhejiang Village'in Beijing, which is one of the many migrant centres, comprises more
100,000 people from Zhejiang rural areas (Tuanjie Chubanshe, 1993, p. 61).
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economy, as well as in the land sector, leads to a greater significance of

ownership title, and therefore of property rights, both economically and

politically. The current lack of relevant policy on collecttve land

ownership is not helping reform in the rural sector. Although the fìrst
Chinese Land Administ¡ation Law (f 986) prohibited any kind of land

transaction, the modifìcation of this Law (f 988) clearly stated that both

state land and collective land could be transferred according to law. But
the law governing such transfers only covered state land, and collective

land was neglected. In November 1992, the State Council called for work

to be done on how collective land could enter tlle market (State Council,

f 992). TWo weeks later, however, in a directive issued by tlle State

Council, the policy was spelt out: collective land should be purchased by
the state before it can be transferred in tlle market. But when collective

land is purchased by tlle state, the land is no longer collective land. It is
state land. So tllis policy actually excludes collective land from the land
;market. When collectives themselves use land forJoint-ventures,

approval from an authority at countSr level or above is required, and

according to the directive, land so used as a share in joint-ventures is

not allowed to be transferred 0GIS, 1992b).

To justift the government's handling of collective land ownership, some

Chinese scholars suggest the current dual land ownership (state

ownership of urban land and collective ownershlp of rural land) should

be abolished and a unifìed state ownership of national land, including
both urban land and rural land, should be declared by the Constitution.

In Shanghai and Guangzhou, a modifìed form of this suggestion has

been already put into practice. This is the 'land pre-purchase scheme'
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(the I"AB of Guangdong Province, 1992, p" 31)^ According to this scheme,

collective land will be gradually bought up by the state, and collective

ownership of land will eventually vanish (Jing Yuqing, 1992, p. 36; Feng

Yongqin, 1992, p. 39). The difference between this scheme and the

previous collective land purchasing systern is that, under the previous

system, collective rural land could be purchased only when a proper use

of tJle land was established. Under the new'land pre-purchasing

scheme', collective land is purchased and Joins the state land stock, no

matter whether there is a projected land use or not.

However, in regions with a large rural population living on the land, the

'buying up' scheme is not realistic and perhaps will never be

implemented. In tl:at case, how collective land enters the market is still
a question needing an €ulswer. Chinese economists have questioned the

directive issued b¡ the State Council (1992) which stated that collective

land should be purchased by the state before it could enter market (Liu

Wei and Lin Wenyi, 1994, p. 22: ZhangYuerong, 1994, p. 23i Policy

Research Unit, Ziyartg, Sichuan Province, 1994, p. 29). It was argued

that this policy would mean the state had to engage in the complicated

routine of transferring rural collective land. Collective land currently
comprises most of China's national land. It is impossÍble for tl.e state to

be involved in making all the deals for the land since this will require

enonnous resources. Take the examples of Bao'a¡r and Innggang

Districts, in Shenzhen. Over I3O,OOO hectares of rr-ral collective land

entered the land market in lgg2 and this involved more than 5,OOO

construction projects (Liu Wei and Lin Wenyi, 1994, p.221. The LAB of

Shenzhen government could not scrutinise the construction projects, Iet
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alone bargain or negotiate with each buyer. As a matter of fact,

collectives made their own deals on the land transfer, and other
government departments rather than the I"AB were also i¡rvolved in land
use right approvals. In fact, there are more examples showing the
immense gap between the laws and practice (see p. fog).7

The economic benefìt from transferrlng rural land to urban land is one of
many reasons the collectives are not allowed to offer the land for sale by
themselves. As we shall discuss in more detail in the next chapter,
government intervention in land supply by iretroducing a quota on rural-
urban land conversion creates a huge economic rent. If collectives are
allowed to t¡ansfer agricultural land into urban land, they would have
access to tlle rent.8 Frowever, by monopolising the supply of land use
rights through control of rural-urban land conversion, the state is able to
reap all the economic benefìt from the land conversion. In tJlis regard,

. some economists have suggested allowing collective land to enter the
market under a rent sharing arrangement between the state and the
collectives (ZhangYuerong, lgg4, p. 23)

7 Thel-aw of the PRC governing the Management of Urban Real Estate, which was
adopted at the eighth meeting of the Standing Committee of the Eighth NpC on 5th July
1994 and will go into force on January 1, 1995, actually caused more confusion in this
matter. The Law states that'collective-owned land within urban planning zones shall be
requisitioned and converted into state-owned land before its land-use rigits can be sold'
(Article 8). It was not clearly stated whether collective land out of the *Uun planning
zones is included in the state requisition scheme or not. With this ambiguity, collectives
certainly prefer to be excluded, so their deals on the collective tan¿ tranifeiare justified.
See XHS, 1994,p.1.
E The LAB of Hunan Province surveyed 1000 collective land uansfers in 10 villages, and
found the total revenue of 1.3 million yuan from these transfers was split among the
collective land owners (17 per cent) and the current land users, such as househòlds or
rural enterprises (83 per cent), while the state got nothing (Liu Wei and Lin V/enyi, 1994,
p.22).
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3.5 Land Admlnistration

In general, land administration reflects land ownership rights. In tl.is
chapter, we have discussed the formation of China's dual land ownership
system and its implications. The focus was on the historical, legal and
political aspects, and the analysis was abstract and at a conceptual level.
In this section we examine trre dual land ownership system at the
operational level, or at tlle level of tl:e intitutional settings for the land
administration. The aim is to gain some insight into the dual land
ownership system from a new perspective and to see how collective
property rights in land have been treated under the state unified land
administration. we argued in chapter 2 that, compared with the west,
land administration is a new dimension in the Chinese political and
economic system. Analysis in this section and the following chapter will
further illustrate this point.

The traditional planned economy stressed the management of production
materials. The government set up ministerial departments in charge of
the most important production materials, as they were considered vital to
the national economy. I-and, however, seems to have been ¿ul exception,
as there was no governmental department clearly specified to be in
charge of land issues. To view rand as a scarce production factor, and
consequently to pay attention to the eflìcient use of the resource, became
an issue only after the economic system reform started over a decade
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ago. Rural land, as discussed in the previous section, is owned by
collectives. By defìnition, the power of rural land m¿ulagement should
also reside in collectlves. But this was not the fact. Firstly, under the
planned system, farmers did not have much say ire how the land should
be used, instead the use of the land was a. result of government
instruction. secondly, the area of land under the ownership of a
collective was fìxed and independent of changes f¡r each collective's
population. Farmers who permanently left the collective were not
compensated for their loss of land ownership title in the collective.

Similarly, those who Joined the collective were not required to pay for
their land ownership entitlement. There was no connection between
farmers as individuals and their collective land ownership. Thirdly, no
transactions were allowed among collectives in relatton to land, and
when the state needed to purchase collective land for non-agricultural
pu{poses, the collectives had virtually no option other t}ran to sell. Their
þargainin$ position was not consistent with their ownership status. In
summaÐ¡, there was no independent land administration for collective
land property rights.

As mentioned earlier, there was no ministerial department specifìcally
responsible for land affairs for a long time. Before 1954, there was a
Land Administration Bureau (I,AB) within t]le Ministry of Civil Affairs. Its
duties included land registration, demarcation, land survey and issuing
land and urban housing certifìcates. The LAEì also acted as an
intermediary in land and housing related disputes. The I..{B was
abolished in 1954 and a General Land use Bureau (GLUB) was set up.
instead under the Ministry of Agriculture (MoA). In 1956, the GLUB was
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reorganised as the Ministry of L,and Reclamation (MOLR). This change

was made to coordinate the natlon's initiative to create more arable land
by converting natural grassland in the border areas. The maJor duties of
MOLR was to create more and more agricultural arable land and to set

up state-owned farms to use that land. In tl'..at period, the main concern

seemed to be only the augmentation of the natlon's arable land, and the
rest of the land had no separate ministerial department. As a result, a

number of government departments got involved tn land issues, and the
procedures varied in different regions. For example, the purchase of land
from collectives in different provinces was conducted by the Department
of civil Affairs, or the Department of Agriculture, or the Department of
Construction, or the Ministry of Forestr5r, or the Ministry of Railways, or
the Ministry of Transportation. At the central government level, unifìed
control of such land purchases was almost impossible.

This situation lasted until 1982, when tJle State Council reorganised its
ministries. The MOLR was abolished. The Land Administration Bureau
(IÁB) was set up under the MoA, and it was authorised to conduct
unifìed m¿ulagement of the nation's land, including both rural land and
urban land. Because tJre power of the MOA was confìned to agriculture,
however, the IAB's authority was not extended beyond agricultural land.
The situation of urban land did not change.

At its f OOth regular meeting in 1986, the State Council decided to set up
an independent State Land Administration Bureau (SI,AB) directly under
the State Council. SLAB became not only the legal representativê of state
land property rights, but also the highest level of administration for
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national land issues, including both urban land and rural land. The

duties of SLAB specifìed by the State Council include land registration,
investigation and collection of statisttcs on land use; monitoring and
policing land use regulations and coordinatlon between SI"AB and the
State Council in approving land use applications. SIAB is also involved

in general land use planning and the purchase of collectively-owned

land.

SIÁB has branches at both provincial and county levels. A nationwide
land administration framework was therefore set up. This is illustrated
in Figure 3-3. The power is concentrated at tJle top.
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Figure 3-3. The Power Hierarchy of L^and Administration

Central Government State Council

The State l^and Administration Bureau

Provincial Land Administration Bureau

Prefectural Land Administration Bureau

Coun L^and Administratlon Bureau

Townshi Land Administ¡ation Bureau

The central government at the top has the ultimate power over land

management and use. At the bottom of the hierarchy is the township.

Administratively, collective peasants are subJect to tJre supervision of the

township. The township is subject to the count5r, the county to the

prefecture, the prefecture to the province and the province to tlle State

Council of the Cent¡al Government. Almost no povrer is given to the

collectives in relation to the use of their land.

Although increasing efforts have been made to extend the role of law and

regulation, legislation is still insignificant in Chinese societ5r. No matter

how property rights are defìned, their role is limited. This is because
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political and administrative relations ovenvhelmingly outweigh economic

ones. For example, the collective is defìned by law as the proprietor of its

land. As proprietor, the brigade or villager com¡nittee certainly should be

responsible for the interests of tJre peasants i¡r the village. But, on the

other hand, the villager committee is led by a party branch. This party

branch holds absolute po\ ¡er in the village, and as the basic unit of the

party power hierarchy, it is only responsible to its higher level party
authority. So the villager committee's role is two-fold: a proprietor on

behalf of peasants and a basic unit of the party power hierarchy, only

responsible to the central committee of the CCP. Should there be a

conflict of interest, the villager committee would certainly stand by the

party. In this sense, ownership power is misrepresented.

The nature of ownership seems to be clear in terms of law. The latest

version of the Chinese Constitution (1982) states: 'rural land, as well as

city suburban land are under collective ownership' (Article lO, Section l).
The Land [,aw gives more details: 'rural and city suburban land, unless

legally defined to the contrar5r, all belong to collective ownership.

Farmers' residential land, self-retained land and self-retained mountains

also belong to collective ownership' (Article 6, Section 2). Collectively

owned land, by defìnition, belongs to all farmers as a collective. The

Agricultural Cooperatives, the Economic Community of Agricultural
Collectives or the Villager Committees were supposed to be able to
'dispose of or manage the land under collective ownership ' (Article 8,

Section 2). At the 23rd meeting of the 6th NPC held on 24 November,

1987, the Law of tJle PRC on the Organisation of Villager Committees

(Provisional) was approved. According to this law, the villager committee
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is a peasant self-governing organisation and is responsible, by law, for

mana$ng collectively owned land and other properties in the village

(Article 4). Urban land, also by defìnition, ls owned publicly, or in other

words, by the whole people, including both urban residents and collective

peasants. Apparently, there is some overlap in tJle legal definition of

state land ownership and collective land ownership. Ownership of rrral
land is exclusive to collectives, while ownership of urban land is open to

both collectives and tl:e state on behalf of the whole people, not just the

urban population. Conceptually, state land ownership and collective

rural land ownership are not parallel, but one contains another. This is

illustrated in Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4. The Conceptual Overlap of Urban State Land

and Rural Collective Land

stote public ownership of urbon lond
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Urban land is considered to be owned by the whole people, including the

peasants. The government acts as the owner of the land on behalf of tle
people. But here the role of government is twofold. As the urban land

owrrer, the government is supposed to be equlvalent to its rural
counterpart collectives, who are owners of.rural land. On the other

hand, in the administrative hierarchy shown in Figure 3-3, the

government is in the commanding position over collectives. In realit5r,

tl.e administratlve relationship between ttre goveÍrment and the

collectives overshadows their relationships as equal proprietors. This
gives the government a mechanism for ignoring the collectives' legal

rights while enhancing its administrative control over rural land

resources via its administrative influence. It has therefore been very

successful in assisting the state to mobilise the nation's resources to

push its ambitious industrialisation programme.

The conceptual overlap of land ownership defìnition, which is illustrated
in Figure 3-4, also gives rise to difficulties in specitnng tl.e land property

rights in reality, and therefore complicates legal and administrative
relations. Politically, the central government can override legal and

' economic rules for land management and for the use of the national

land, including both rural and urban land. This explains why the

collective property rights are limited, why the collectives can be restricted

from transferring their land, why the use of collective tand was under

strict cont¡ol by the government through the planned economy system,

and fìnally why there is 'unequal exchange' of products between the state

and the collectives. As a result, the institutional settings for land

administration in treating the dual land ownership and property rights at
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local levels are complicated. At provincial and prefectural levels' the

management of urban land and collective land varies' In Guangdong

province, for example, three types of organisational settings for land

administration co-exist.

l).GuangzhouT¡re:Thistypeischaracterisedbyaseparate
management system for rlral and urban lands' T,Le Construction

committee of the municipal government and its branches in urban

areas are in charge of urban la¡rd, including land property rights'

registration, land use planning, land development and

managementissues.Thel,andAdministrationBureauandits
branches in rural areas are in charge of rural land issues \ilith

similar duties. In addition, a¡:ì. office of Land Purchase is attached

to the municipality in charge of purchasin$ land from collectives'

This is illustrated in Figure 3-5:
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Figure 3-5. Guangzhou Tlpe
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2). Zlnu}nat and Shenzhen Tlrpe: This type is characterised by

highly cent¡alised and unifìed management. The l^and

Administration Bureau has authority over both rural and urban

land issues, including land property rights, land administration,

registration (cadastral system), planningi, development and
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management: land purchasing from collectives, land transfer, land

service and housing development and management. The Land

Administration Bureau is also l¡rvolved l¡r commercial land

development for profìt under another name --- the OfIìce of Real

Estate and Housing Development. See Figure 3-6.

Figure 3-6. Z}rtu}ralTlpe

Z}:ul:al

JJ

Construction Committee Land Administration Bureau

Real Estate Offìce

3). Fushan Tlrpe: This type is used by more than 15 cities in
Guangdong Province. In this t54re, land ptoperh/.rights,

administration, the cadastral system and land use planning, no

matter whether it is related to urban land or rural land, are

administered by the Land Administration Bureau. on the other
hand, urban planning, real estate and housing development and

tJ

JJ

Urban zoning, housing

administration

Housing and land development,
management, land resource
management, legal person of state
land, cadastral system and
registration.
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management are under control of the Construction Committee.

This is illustrated in Figurc 3-7.

Figure 3-7. Fushan Tlrpe

Fushan Municipalitv

JJ

Construction Committee Land Administration Bureau

Housing reform, housing and land

development, urban zoning.

I^and resource planning and

m¿rnagement, rrral or urban land

cadastral registraüon and

administration.

Despite these differences, the above examples show that under the

unifìed state land administration at local levels, institutional settings are

designed to realise the dominant political and administ¡ative power of the

state over both rural and collective land. No matter whether rural land is

managed by a separate government organisation, or under the same

org¿ulisation as urban land, the current land institutions fail to recognise

tlie collectives as independent land proprietors. There is no organisation

under the current land administration system representing the

ownership rights of tl.e collectives.

JJ
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Another feature is also illustrated in the above figures. Urban housing
and land are under separate m¿uragement. Urban housing is under the
control of tlle Moc system, and urban tand is under SLAB system.
Moreover, the management of housing seems to overshadow the
m¿magement of land.s This fs in contrast with western practice, in which
housing is considered as an tnseparable part of land and housing
ownership is included in the land ownership title. SLAB plays an
important role in the supply of land, while Moc is by and large a land
demander. The relations between Moc and SI.AB are complicated. An
analysis of their relations is the topic of another chapter

9 this point is illustrated by the appointment of the Depury Minister of the MOC as the
Head of the SLAB early in 1994 (zhongguo Fangdichan -Ch1na Real Estate, No. 3,
1994. p.66).
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Chapter 4
The Suppty of and Demand for l"and
under the Planned Economy System

In the last Chapter, China's dual land ownership system and the

institutional settings for land administration were analysed. Under the

planned economy system, the market played no role. Government land

administration therefore had the important task of allocating land among

land users, instead of the market. The management of tJle demand for

and supply of land is an important part of China's land administration

system. This Chapter further examines tJee government's involvement in
the demand for and supply of land, and the consequences of an

equilibrium with government intervention under the planning system.

The Chapter consists of four sections. Sections one and two analyse the

supply of and demand for land respectively. Section three discusses the

equilibrium situation under tl:e planned economy, and section four

explores the problems arising from the interaction of government

planning and the market in a transitional economy.
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4.1 The Supply of Larld

Although there are two different types of land ownership in china, the
supply of land is highly monopolised by the government as the collectives
are not allowed to sell their land to anyone but t]le goverïrment. The
goveûrment acts as the only land supplier. The Deputy Minister of Moc
has said that the government intends to monopolise the primary market
in land while it encourages more competition i¡r the secondary and
tertiary markets (Hou Jie, lg92).

As discussed earlier, the government itself is a hierarchy consisting of
hundreds of localities and municipalities. The definition of the division of
power over land supply is therefore important for tl.e government to be
able to control the total supply of land. Table 4-l illustrates the relative
authority specifìed by the central government for localities concerning
approval of land conversions. In rural areas, as \Ãre see from the table,
the use of arable land by peasants for building their own home, no
matter how small the area is, must be approved by township or count5r
authority. This me¿urs peasants have no right to dispose of any arable
land under their collective ownership. However, when non-arable land is
used by peasants to build their own home, the collective or village can
issue the approval. For urban construction use of land, arable land is
cont¡olled more tightly than non-arable, land.
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Table 4'1. Authorised Land Approval Rights
for Each Level of Government

Land Use Area mu*) Approval Authorlsed

Peasant Residence:

Arable Land
Non-arable Land

Construction Use:

Arable Land
Non-arable Land

Arable t and
Non-arable Land

Any**
not stipulated

Under 3
Under lO

3-rooo
r0-2000

Township, Count5r
Village

County
County

Province
Province

State Council
State Council

Arable t and
Non-arable t and

Over fOOO

Over 2OOO

* One ÍÍür= l/ L5 hectare.
** Land used for peasant home building is usually a small plot'
However, ttre actual land area is not given by the regulation'
Sources: Lin 7-en$Jie and Shen Shou5ru, 1989, p. 177. Zltonghua

Renmin GorWlÊgtto Tttdí Guø;n\iFa [The Law on Land

Administration of the People's Republic of Chinal, issued in 1986

and reprinted inzhangYueqing and Yang xiaoze, 1991, pp.275-
283.

Under the traditional planned economy, price played no role in the

administrative allocation of land. Government did not supply land to
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maximise the revenue from land in money terms. The principle in land
allocation was to allocate land to those who needed land. The decision
over who needed land was the result of mutual assessment and
bargaining between the government bureaucracy and land users, and
among the government bureaucracies tlrernselves. The State Planning
Committee each year called for land use applications from potential land
r¡sers before it drafted the annual land use plan. In this process, land
users'requests were assessed by the goverïrment and their priorities
were arranged according to their relative importance. In assessing tJ'..e

applications from land users, the govemment planning committee
usually conducted intensive consultations with other governmental
bureaucracies, such as the City planning Committee, to make sure the
future use of tJle land would conform to or be consistent with city land
planning, and the environmental agency to make sure the use of the land
would be environmentally acceptable. As long as the application was
approved, it would be included in the plan. t¡cal governments followed
similar procedures to draft their own plans. The state plan of course had
the highest priority. It was endorsed by the Npc and promulgated as
mandatory directives.

Once the plan was determined, the land administration bureau system
would anange the land needed. The central plan would receive
preference, and its needs for land were more likely to be satisfied tl.an '

provincial plans or prefectural plans. This encouraged land users to try
to have their land request included in central plans, as this not only
guaranteed the land would be allocated, but also guaranteed the other
materials that were usually in short supply. As land supply was highly
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regulated and independent of the market demand, the short-run supply

curve of land under the planned economy was a vertical one at L' a

quantity set by the government plan. This is illustrated in Fi$ure 4-l'

Figure 4-I. The Short Run Land Supply

urbon lond rurol lond

The horizontal line represents total land available for supply in a

particular region. The amount of urban tand is measured from point U

and that of rural land from the point R. The vertical axis represents ttre

cost to obtain land. As there was no price under the planned economy'

ttre cost involVed was actrralty not in terms of money, but those incurred

by administ¡ative control of land supply and the government

bureaucracy.
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In the long run, urban land supply increases as more rural land is
converted into urban land. Figure 4-2 illustrates the long run land
supply under the traditional planned economy tn China. The suppty
curye can be drawn positively sloped since as the urban land area grows,

increasingly productive rural land in the area is converted to urban use.

Figure 4-2. T}lle t ong Run Urba¡r Land Supply Curve

s morginol volue of lond in rurol use

urbon lond rurol lond

The land the government supplies usually has two sources. One is from
the cur-rent urban land stock. The other is from rural collective land.
Figure 4-2 shows the latter case. Land purchased from collectives is
usually arable land. Extra care has therefore been taken. to minimise the
use of such land due to concerns over the rapid diminution of the
nation's arable land acreage. The conversion of agricultural land into
urban land is handled carefully because it not only affects agricultural
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producüon, but also because it determines the pace of urban expansion

and urbanisation. The central government sets quotas each year for

different regions on how much arable land ca¡r be converted into urban

land as a way to protect the countrSr's scarce arable land.

As in the West, land value increases by changing from agricultural use

into commercial use [Vaillancourt and Monty, 1985, pp. 36-42). Money

returns also increase by changing from agricultural use into commercial

r¡se. Since the economic reform, the money returns from land have

become substantial, and the localities have incentives to break the

annual quota for conversion set by the central government. Controlling

the quota at the national level has become increasingly a diflicult task for

the central government.l

Converting rural land into urban land is an important part of China's

land supply scheme. This conversion virtually determines the total

amount of land that can be supplied. It is also a political issue

dominating the relationship between the state and collectives. The

government purchases a certain amount of land from collectives each

year to expand its land supply stock and to meet the increasing demand

for non-agriculture land use. Purchase by the government has been

legitimate since ttre first version of tJle Chinese Constitution (1954), and

a set of rules was fìrst made in the early Ig5Os. Since then, such

I The annual quota for 1994 was 4,667 ,900 mu (311,193 hectares). To keep the actual
rural-urban land conversion within the quota, the SLAB issued and stressed a number of
measures early in the year, including consolidation of the approval right to the SLAB
system and punishment for those who approve rural-urban land conversion beyond the
authority as specified by the state (SLAB, 1994).
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purchasing has been regularly restated in revised versions of the Chinese

Constitution and government regulations. The most updated document
governing such purchasing came in 1986 as a part of the first national
Land Administration [.aw. This law provides the legal basis for t]re
procedures for state purchase of land from collectives.

Although the Constitution gives the government the absolute power to
purchase land from collectives when the la¡rd in question is needed for
non-agricultural development, the law also requires compensation to be

paid to collectives in relation to the land. The settlement of the

compensation is probably the most controversial and triclry issue in land
purchasing. How much should tÌe compensation be? As there is not yet

a land market in china, tlre amount of the compensation cannot be

based on the market value of the land. Instead it is t]:e result of
bargaining between collective peasants on one side and the government

bureaucracy on the other. According to the law, the compensation made

to collectives should consist of two parts. One is the compensation for
the land ('land compensation'), including crops currently growing in tlle
land. The ottrer is the compensation for relocating farmers who live on
the land ('relocation costs'). The fìrst part is commonly seen as a de facto

market price for the land, or land value. So it varies a great deal due to
the different position (urban fringe tand commands much higher
compensation than land further away from the city), and the accessibility

to the main transport network (cui Fei, rggr). 'Relocation costs' are

based on the number of farmers that need to be relocated (which is
calculated by dividing the state purchased land by the actual arable land
per capita), and the average annual yields of the land. 'Relocation costs',
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according to the law, should be two or three times the annual

yield of the land over the previous three years. The maximum 'relocation

costs', by law, should not exceed ten times the annual average yields of

the land in the last three years. For non-arable land, a lower rate should

be used.

'Relocation costs' seem to have a clear basis for calculation. But in fact,

they are quite arbitrary. The reason ls that both the state and the

collectives have some bargaining points. Apart from tJre money paid to

collectives, the state is also orçected to assist relocating farmers by

offering themJobs, or changing their rural lutkou (residence registration)

into cit¡r hukott The attractiveness of differentJobs varies, and the time

by which tl.e hukou change is completed is important to farmers. They

can be used to bargain the cost down by offering farmers a betterJob or

changing their hukousooner. On the other hand, collectives are in a
stronger position to argue for more compensation by stressing how the

land is vital to them. From a land users'view, farmers' cooperation in
completing the land conversion is sometimes critical for them to be able

to fulfìl the state plan, such as fìnishing the infrastmcture construction

by the date set by the state, and completing the proJect on time.

Farmers' reluctance may make the land conversion very diffìcult and

time-consuming. Consequently, tJre completion of the project may be

delayed. This would mean a signifìcant loss in terms of money. In this
regard, land users may wish to pay more money to make farmers happy

and cooperative. tooking at the long run, due to the rapid increase in
the demand for land, urban land will be more scarce, and collectives

would seem to have a fìrmer bargaining position. To keep the process
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under control, the law sets the maximum total compensation, including

both compensation for land and 'relocation costs', to be under twenty

times the average annual yields of the land over the average three years

(Article 28-3r, Chapter 4. the Law on Land Administration of the PRC).

Ttris limit, as discussed in chapter 6 below; has never been realised'

Figure  -Sarepresents a modet of the government's position in which the

supply quota is set to maximise rent revenue for the government. Figure

4-gb is an attempt to illust¡ate the reasoning behind the positions of

both sides and tl.e equilibrium outcome of the bargaining.

Figure 4-3a. Government's Position: Rent Maximisation
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In Figure 4-3a, the government sets quota at qwhich is interception of

the marginal revenue curye and the marginal value of rural land, intead

of the interception of marginal value of urban land and the marginal

value of rural land. This enables the government to maximise the rent

revenue as shaded in the Figure. It buys from collectives at Pr and sells

to urban land users at Pt¿

Figure 4.3b. A Bargaining Model between State and Collectives

over [.a.nd Compensation
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As we specified earlier, the horizontal line is total land available and the

vertical axis is the land rent. Point a in Figure 4-3b corresponds to point
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o
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a in Figure 4-3a. suppose the demand for urban land increases, then
the government increases the quota from qto q', i.e. more rural land is
converted into urban land. With regard to the amount of the

compensation paid to the collectives for the loss of arable land qq', the
government, as discussed earlier, was tr5ring to set the amount on the

basis of tJle marginal value of the rural land, which is tlle lower light
shaded ¿rrea. This amount of compensation is certainly not satisfactory
to the collectives as they see clearly the market value of the land or the
opportunity cost of the land provided by the market is much higher, and
the compensation to tJle collectives is only a small part of the economic

rent brought about by the rural-urban land conversion. Bargaining
between the collectives and t]le state is inevitable over the rent as the
shaded area abcdwhich the government tries to keep for itself. The

outcome of tJle bargaining is dependent on the positions of the collectives

and the governments. As discussed in Chapter 3, the collectives and the
state are never equal, so the most likely result of the bargaining is that
only a smaller part of the rent abcd is paid to the collectives.

Land converted from collective ownership, no matter who pays for it,
joins the current urban land stock of the state. The state land stock

oçands every year as more and more arable land is converted into
urban land. Table 4-2 lists tJ:e arable land under collective ownership
purchased by the state since 1986. As t]le Land Law toughened the
procedures for using arable land in 1986, the land purchase figures

declined signifìcantly in tJle following years. But after tg8g, along with
another economic boom, the fìgure picked up again.
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Table 4-2. State Purchase of Collective Land

Year Arable Lsnd Purchased from Collectlves
. (Unit: Square Kilometres)

r986

r987

r988

r989

r990

r99r

6r8.7
372.9

444.3

380.2

662.38

7r8.36

Sources: SSB, 1987, p. 722; 1988, p. 884; 1989, p. 764; 1990, p.

678; I991,pp.654,656,314: 1992, pp.669, 671,326; 1992, pp.

669, 671,326. SI-AB, 1994.

4.2 The Demand for Land and lts Management

Figure 4-3 illustrated a demand for land curve for urban use. In fact,

there are many organisations who demand land, and in this section,

their composition is reviewed. Land users can be classified into two

groups: one is governmental organisations, and the other is non-
governmental organisations. Governmental org¿rnisations include-two

sub-groups, profìt-making and non-profìt making. As profit-making tand

users, there are state enterprises, state commerce or retailing units,

financial institutions and joint-ventures. In the non-profìt making group,
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there are the CCP organisations, the governmental and other political

org¿ulisations, public utilities, the army, eduction and the org¿ulisations

for culture, science and recreation. The housing sector straddles the

profìt-making and non-profit making group. Housing consisting of

luxlry villas which are sold at market price, should be considered as

profìt making. On tJle other hand, most houses are built for urban

residents for virtually free occupancy or very low rent, and this should be

considered as non-profìt making. Joint-ventures are not one hundred

percent govemment owned, but the land for joint-ventures is obtained by

similar procedures as for state enterprises. This land should be listed

among the government organisations'categories. It should be pointed

out that the distinction between proflt and non-profìt organisation is only

relative. Some non-profìt organisations are actually engaged in profit-

making activities one way or another, although by the government

regulation they are supposed to.

Non-governmental org¿misations also consist of two groups, non-profit-

making and profìt making. In the non-profìt making group, there are

various mass org¿misations, such as workers' unions, trade associations,

religious org¿rnisations and charities. In tl.e profït making group, there

are collective enterprises, private enterprises, individuals and foreign

org¿misations, including foreign ventures, fìnancial institutions and

offìces in China.

Land demanders in China seem quite diversifìed. But there is one

substantial common feature: all land demanders, either governmental

org¿misations or non-governmental organisations, and either profìt-
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making or non-profit-making, have direct or indirect connections with

the government bureaucracY.

4.9 The Pla¡r a¡rd the Market: Problems wlth l"afid Supply in a
Ilansitlonal Economy

As price has played no role in the demand for land, the immediate

questions we may ask, therefore, are how the government handles the

excess demand for land, and who should be given the land a¡rd who

should not (we assume land is scarce so that not everyone who wants

land can get it). Without using price, this is done through assessing ttre

use of the land. If the proposed use of the land is considered by the

government to be acceptable, land will be allocated accordingly. Land

demanders, instead of submitting a request for land, submit a project

proposal which contains a need for land. The key issue in the approval

is for the project rather than the land, and tlle land witl be provided for

free. L^and demanders therefore have incentives to stress two aspects:

one is to exa$gerate the importance of tJle proJect and the other is to

inflate the amount of land required. Both involve heavy lobbying and

bargaining udth the government bureaucracy.

Currently, a mixture of administrative control and economic factors such

as fees or prices are used to manage the land demand. As a rent is

always created when rural land is converted for urban use, there is a

strong incentive for both the collective and the local governments to

convert more rural land into urban land. This explains tJre number of
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new developments in China's land and real estate market in the recent

years, such as the overheatlng of the real estate industr¡r, the

enthusiasm of the local governments to set up GEDZs and the so-called

illegal transaction of land. These developments will be reviewed in this
section.

GEDZs

GEDZs are supposed to use uncultivated land. This development is

governed by the 'Provisional Regulations on tJle Overall Administration of

Development of L^and with Foreign Investment' (issued by the State

Council on May 19, I99O). The land used as a GEDZ, according to the

Regulation, is supposed to be supplied for foreign firms to attract foreign

investment funds. Since the first such land was sold in August f 988 by

TianJin municipal government, more and more coastal regions have

followed suit and. The development is not only limited in regions such

Pearl River Delta which has long been favored by foreign investors, but
also other regions. As the following fìgure suggest, the development has

been rapid and haphazard. In 199I, Fujian Province realised L5 GE,DZ

projects, totalling 7.36 square kilometres (Pan Mingcai, f992). Examples

of large pieces of land for GEDZs, such as 30 square kilometres in
Yangpu in Hainan Province, 35O square kilometres in Pudong in
Shanghai, 153.4 squ€rre Kilometres in Wuhan in Hubei Province, lO

kilometres in Hangzhou in ZheJiang Province and 2.16 square kilometres

in Dalian in Liaoning Province are well known. By the end of October

1992, there \¡/ere already 8,7OO GEDZs in China (Song Honggang, 1992).

By June 1993, GEDZs had already used I5,OOO square kilometres of
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land.z Involved in approvals of GEDZs'were not only the central

government (actually only 20 or so of the 8,7(X) GEDZs were approved by

the State Council), but also local governments" including provinces,

counties and even townships (Xu Yongqing, 1992).

In attracting more foreign funds, wide competition arose among

provinces and regions in offering land as GEDZs. This not only resulted

in the large number of GEDZs, but also in more and more favourable

conditions, including longer periods and lower sale prices. For example,

in Hongqiao District, Shanghai, land per square metre was sold at US

$2,3OO. But just over the Yangzi River, a city in Jiangsu Province offered

land at22 yuan (US $3.5) per square metre flMang Huiping, 1992). In
some regions, land was offered absolutely free in exchange for foreign

investment funds. This caused concern for tlle central government, as

the country as a whole faced losing money from its precious land

resource. Also, foreign investors faced more uncertainties, as unfair
deals in land by their competitors threatened to harm their business

viability.

Eventually the central government moved to try to bring tl-e situation
under control with a directive issued by the State Council in November

1992, which stated that from then on, all GE,DZ should be approved

either by the State Council or the provincial government. No GEDZ

should be allowed to be set up at township level QGIS, 1992). Despite

2 It was estimated that completion of the basic infrastructure work, or 'qi tong yi ping' for
this land, would require an investment of 2600 billion yuan (at 150 to 200 million yuan per
square kilometre). Given the national GDP, China is absolutely incapable of funding this
work (Li Ling and Wu Yuguang,1993,p.74').
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those efforts to emphasise the national interest, under tl:e existing

economic and tl.e political system, they are bound to fail.3

As a by-product of this surge in land development, the real estate agency

sector flourished, v¿ith more than L2,4OQ feal estate agents set up and

4,7OO otjaer companies engaged in the dealing (Mao Tie, 1992; Chen

zhigart,1992: Pan Hongxi, 1993). Buyin$ land and housin$ property

became a great focus for speculation. Housin$ prices' as a result'

rocketed. In the fìrst 6 mont}s of 1992, for instance, housing prices

increased by l Io per cent in Beijing, lOO per cent in Guangzhou and

Xiamen, 53 per cent in shanghai and 50 per cent in shenzhen (RMRB'

1992). With the average annual income of most people equivalent to half

of tl.e price per square metre, a house (usually 5O to lOO square metres

each) was far beyond the means of ordinary wage earners. Ttre

speculation in the market, said wang Xianjin, chairman of the SLAEì'

was nearly out of control twang Xianjin, f 992b). At the fìrst meeting of

the 8th NPC held in March 1993, the call to 'stop the current chaos in

the market' and to'create a rational housing and land markef became a

focus for government policy (Li Peng, f993)'

Exceeding Approval Limit

Land use approval beyond the authority specified by the state mostly

involves local governments and land authorities' In its report to the

t,
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State Council (1990), the SI,.{B revealed that, as ¿u1 incomplete fìgure,

more than 97,ooo illegal approvals of state land use rights had been

made during 1987 and 1988. Illegal approvals of state land use rights
accounted for 8.7 per cent of all infringements of state land use, and the
areas illegally approved accounted for 16.7 per cent of total illegally used

areas (SLAB, f 99O). Illegal approvals of state land use rights took three
forms:

l. I¡cal governments issued documents of approval that
deliberately ignored the law or regulations.

2. T}:e departments of local government gave permission under
tacit agreement from tJle supervisor in charge.

3.'Hua"zheng weilittg'---- The land was split into small pieces and
each piece was smaller enough to come within the limit given to
the local authority. Approvals were then issued piece by piece. By
this means, the large area that should have been submitted to
higher authority was disposed of at the local level.

Most infringements of land use rights approval have occurred in coastal
regions and Guangzhou is the worst offender. For example, the L^and

Administration Bureau of Guangzhou Municipality gave a state land
developer 1213.16 mu (80.88 hectares) through four approvals during
April and June of 1988. of this, lr4g.sr mu(76.62 hectares) was arable
land. This exceeded the limit set for both Guangzhou Municipaliff (r5
mu) and Guangdong province (50 mu). Between october lggz and
January 1989, the Guangzhou municipal land authority issued 6 illegal
approvals for state land use rights, with areas more than 6,000 mu (4oo
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hectares). During March and December of 1989, while under

investigation for its infringements, 42 mote illegal approvals were made,

with a total area of 7,414 mu(494 hectares). Guangzhou was clearly'out

of control' in 1989.

The land involved in unlawful approval is usually not included i¡r the

state plan, but is sought by local governments. Such approval, although

illegal, may have the support of local governments. This raises serious

problems for the state plan and its fulfllment.

Since the economic reform, more and more market methods have been

introduced in other parts of the economy. Land has became involved in

the market and commands a price. The traditional land administration

system falls far behind the needs of market development. The so called

'illegal transaction of state land use rights' reflects the fact that market

development in the land sector is beyond control. Furthermore, it is

often the governmental administrative system rather than an illegal

market that is involved.

The so called 'illegal transaction of state land use rights' is found in the

following forms.

a) Sale of administratively allocated tand by the recipients without

reporting and, therefore, revenue from the sale is kept in the recipients'

pocket and not given to ttre state.
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Those involved in these activities are holders of state land use rights
allocated through administ¡ative means. The 'Provisional Regulations on
tl'..e Sale and Transfer of tl e State owned l^and Use Rights in Cities and
Towns (1990)' contains special conditions for the transfer of
administratively allocated land use rights.. Here we defìne illegal
transfers as all those that ignore or go against tJle rules specified by the
Regulations. The users involved are:

+ Those who are prohibited by the Regulations from transferring
their land use rights. For example, party and governmental

departments, non-profìt or non-economic organisations like
schools, hospitals and social service sectors.

* Those who are permitted to transfer their land use rights but do
so without following the procedures concerning fees, reports and
registration.

In all illegal transfers, the benefits from the transaction are kept in the
users'pockets rather than given to the State. The revenue loss has been
a major concern for the government.

b) sale of private housing property which implicitly contains land.

The Chinese constitution recognises private housing property rights, so
the sale of tJlat property is permisstble. .But after 1982, no private house
stood on its own land, as the Constitution declared all city land belonged
to the state. According to the regulations, private house owners should
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go through some procedures to obtain a certificate of land use rights,

which are neither free nor indefìnite in duration. This involves enorrnous

work in investigation, registration and other technlcal issues. This work

actually has not even started. Therefore it ls tmpossible to defìne what

proportion of the price the private house commands derives from the

land, and therefore belongs to the state. As a matter of fact, all revenue

from tÌ¡e sale goes into the individual's pocket.

c) Lease of land use rights under the name of house rental.

L,and use rights belong to the state. Housing belongs to the private

owner. In leasing the house, which implicitly involves state land, the

private house ovùner is able to reap all returns from the lease, which

actualty contains a certain amount of rent that should belong to the

state.

d) Using state land as ¿u1 equity share for claiming dividends from a

business

This is another form of illegal leasing of the state land.

e) Exchanging land for a house

In China, tirere is no private title for land, but there is for housing

property. By using land in exchange for a house, a person can have the

house legally listed under his or her own name and so become private

property. In this case, state land is used as private property. On the
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other hand, those who exchange a house for land are willing to make the

deal as they believe the cost of their house would be well recovered by

using the land within a foreseeable period, even if the land could not be

legally listed under their name.

Illegal transactions like the above have been widely reported in China.

Apart from the big loss of revenue from the state to individuals or units,

of which the government is already aware, there is something even more

important that the government has not considered. This is the effìciency

implication of such transactions.

4.4. Surttmeries

The government monopolises the primary market in land, i.e. the supply

of state land use rights in the primary market, while encouraging a free

and competitive secondary market and the tertiary market. However,

given tlle fact that in f 994 more than 99 per cent of land use rights u/ere

still supplied through administrative means, the secondary market

virtually has no land available since administratively allocated land use

rights are not allowed to enter the secondary market. Illegal transactions

of administratively allocated land use rights in the secondar5r market by

their recipients is, theref-ore, inevitable, as legal transactions are

extremely insuffìcient. On the other hand, as the administrative

allocation of land use rights ignores the role of price, those whose

projects are not approved by the government but are willing to pay a

higher price for use of the land will fail to acquire the land through the
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plan. The only way for them to obtain land is via'illegal transactions' in

the secondary market, where land is allocated through price.

Given this context, the illegal transactions may have a positive effect on

economic efficiency. First, the fact that administratively allocated land

enters the secondary market reflects the fact that the administ¡ative

allocation of the land in the primary market does not match economic

efÏiciency criteria. Second, apart from the fìnancial loss to the state

which is unacceptable, the illegal transactions may, on the other hand,

increase social welfare as the illegal transactions in the secondary

market, to some extent, correct the mismanagement of land allocation in

the primary market by the government and increase the return on and

value of tl.e land. In other words, illegal t¡ansactions bring about more

economically effìcient use of the land by relocating the land to those

willing to pay the highest price (as illustrated in Figure 4-3b), and

therefore has a positive impact on the progress of the economic reform.

Apparently, instead of condemning the illegal transactions in ttre
seconda4r market, allowing more use of market methods may be a better

solution in the allocation of the state land use rights.

The problems with land supply in the Chinese transitional economy have

a number of implications for the administrative land supply management

by the central government. Firstly, it is impossible for the central
government to carry out a unifìed national land supply scheme in a
situation where local governments are encouraged to care for and

maximise their own interests, because the regional interests, as we found

in the case of the development of GEDZs, are in contradiction with the
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central government's. on the other hand, the ignoring by the local
goveûlments of land supply approval limits set by the central government

sends a clear signal that the planned system administrated by t]le
central government cannot be sustained. Secondly, the pressures for
economic effìciency forced their own uzay with more and more markets
methods introduced. This is reflected in the widespread forms of
corn:ption and illegal transactions in the secondary market. All these,

as demonstrated in the above discussion, add to t]le pressure on the
administrative allocation of land to give way. In the face of this situation,
further reform of tJle land supply management towards market operation
is inevitable. The following chapters will oiçlore the process of reform
that is under way.
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Chapter 5
Step One ln Reform of the Planned Land Management

System: the Tax on Non-Agiricultural Use of Ag¡rlcultural
Land and Land Use Fees

The land management system used in China until the reforms had three

characteristics: free land use; indefinite duration of land use: and

allocation of land by administrative means. As time passed, the

problems generated by this system multiplied. During the l98Os, it
also became more and more incompatible with the market-oriented
economic reforms taking place in other parts of the economy. The

traditional planned land management and use system, as analysed in
Chapter 3, was often criticised for giving priority to political
considerations rather than to economic ones in deciding the use of land.
Even where economic effìciency Ís concerned, it was diffìcult for the

system to give the best result because it ignored market signals and

lacked substantial criteria to measure effìciency. Free land use caused

excessive demand, and when the demand was confronted wÍth
constraints from the supply side, government administ¡ation was called

in. This gave enornous power to government bureaucracy, and opened

the way for possible misuse of porrrer. under the traditional system,

rent-seeking activities in the form of lobbying governments and
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bureaucratic bargaining were routine. These contributed to higher
transaction costs and a less economically effìcient outcome. The

indefìnite duration of land use, so that it was de facto freehold, together
with the administrative prohibition of land transfers blocked further
adJustments in land use. under the planned system, it was no surprise
to see a piece of land over lO mu (over 0.67 hectare) in the most wanted

area in the CBD of Shanghai left alone for more than 3O years without
any plan to use it (Jiang Shaolong, lgg3, p. l2). In an i¡rdustrial
census in 1984, Soo,ooo square metres of land were found idle in
Fushun, Liaoning Province (Jiang shaolong, Iggs, p. r2). According to

a survey by the State Land Administration Bureau (SI,AB), vacant land
or idle land currently accounts for about 15 per cent of all urban land in
China and 40 per cent of urban land is classifìed as inefficiently used
(Jiang Shaolong, 1993, p. 12: State Council Research Unit, f gg2).1

Pressures to change the traditional land management system have been

mounting since the economic reform began in late f 978. The diminution
of the countr¡l's arable land was the fìrst issue to cause concern. From
L957 to 1979, china lost a¡able tand to urbanisation at an average

annual rate of 8,4oo,ooo mu (560,000 hectares), or in total 268,800,000
mu(L7,92O,OOO hectares) (ZhangMing, et al, fgg4).2 From l97g to

1 White there is no clear definition, land classified as inefficiently used refers to that land
used unnecessarily or excessively for the stated purposes. Idle land refers to land without
anv use.
2 Án alte-ative source gives the total number of 436,000 ,00O mu (2g,066,666 hectares),
or 22,000,o00 mu (1,466,666 hectares)'per year (zhangNaibao, Li Jingjiu andzhang
Pengyong, 1988, p 41). One possible explanation for the inconsisrency is that one figure
may refer to the net loss, in which the total arable land lost is offset by the newly created
a¡able land in the year. The other source may refer to the gross loss, which means the
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1987, the annual rate was 6,760,000 mu (45O,667 hectares). And in

199f -1993, 747,OOO hectares were lost to industrial and housing

constructlon. According to some estlmates, China is nearly 2O million

hectares short of what is needed to support her 1.2 billion population

(ZhangMing, et al, 1994). Using ofÏìcial data for the annual average

increase in built-up areas from f 984 to 1989 of L.2 million mu (8O,OOO

hectares), urbanisation will swallow another 4.2 billion mu (28O,OOO,OOO

hectares) by the year 2025 (World Bank, f 99O). One extreme warning

argues tJlat after tOO years, there will be no land to tilil 3

The second concern was the loss of potential revenue from land. In most

countries, state-owned land generates significant fìnancial benefits for

the government. In Hong Kong, tl¡e revenue from land has long been a

pillar in the colony's budget revenue, accounting for about 20 per cent

(ZhætgYueqing and Yang Xiaoze, 1991, p. 63: Chen Z}rigang, f 992).

But in China, the state, as owrrer of urban land, receives almost

nothing.a Instead, more and more funds have to be invested in land.

This has become increasingly a burden for the state, especially since

financial decentralisation has meant that the central budget is a much

total land used by urban development, or other non-agricultural use, without counting the
newly created land from previously waste or 'wild' land.
3 This was based on figures for 1985. In that year, the diminution of arable land reached
an unprecedented scale of 24,000,000 mu (1,6O0,000 hecta¡es). Offset by the newly
created arable land in the year, the net loss was 15,000,000 mu (1,000,000 hecta¡es). At
this rate, China's total a¡able land will be used up in 100 years (Jiang Yaping, 1991).
4 Aftet the introduction of land usE fees (land use tax) and the sale and transfer of state
land use rights, the situation started to change. However, up to 1991, revenue rdised from
both the land use tax and the land use rights sales accounted for only 1.5 per cent of the
budget (Chen Zhigang, 1992).
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smaller share of national income.s tand is thus potentially a maJor
alternative source of budget revenue. It is estimated that, should the
use of urban land be subject to a fee, a total of s billion )ruan could be
easily raised annually.6

under t]le traditional planned land management system, land was
treated as ¿ul abundant resource. But in realitJr, it is scarce, and
inevitably, it has a price. A.s more and more market methods were
introduced, this price became substantial. In l9go, there were 2 to S
million pieces of administratively allocated land placed on the market by
their users. They accounted for 5 to lO per cent of all administratively
allocated land and commanded millions of Sruan (State Council Research
Unit, 1992).7 The loss of revenue to the state is estimated to be between
lo million to 7 billion yuan each year (shantou TequBc.o, rgg2: chen
zhigang, 1992). This scarcity has been a great encouragement for
localities and individuals to make 'illegal deals'in the state land use
rights (or'illegal transactions' as discussed in chapter s). This has
become increasingly unacceptable, both socially and politically.

5 As mentioned earlier, vacant land, or idle land currently account for 15 per cent of total
urban land in china. using the total built-up area in 199d, which was 12,g;00 square
kilometres, there were 1,900 squarc kilometres of idle land. Supposing the devìlopment
cost of the land was 200 yuan per square metre, the vacant land is equivalant to 38 billion
yuan being idle. At an interest rate of 8 per cent, the loss would ¡e io million yuan per
year (Jiang Shaolong, 1993, p. l2).
o This estimate was made with the following rates (yuan per square metre): 1.40 for large
cities; 0.55 for medium cities and 0.30 for small cities. ln ttre estimation, only
;olmercialty ul{land was included (zhangyueqing and yang Xiaoze, twit,p. æ¡./ One estimare is 20 billion yuan (Hu Dingrong,l993,p.27).
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As discussed in the preceding chapters, since tJle early l98Os, the

Chinese government has started to reform tJle traditional planned land

system by implementing a land market. ThJs Chapter analyses the first

step of this reform, i.e. the collection of tax on non-agricultural use of

agricultural land (TNUAL) and the introduction of state land use fees

('site fees', or later, the land use tax). Land use ta¡< refers to state urban

land, while the TNUAL refers to rr.ral agricultural land that is used for

non-agricultural purposes. The following two sections give some insights

into the land r¡se tax and the TNUAL, respectively. The fìnal section will

dlscuss some problems arising from lmplementing these taxes and tlle

implications of these t¡ansitional reform measures for the oçeriment
with a land market with Chinese characteristics.

5.f the Introductlon of Land Use Fees or Land Use lax

The fìrst step to change the traditional free land use system was the

introduction of land use fees in July f 980. Since L979, foreign capital

has been welcomed in China, and international investment practices

were also adopted. Land started to be considered as a factor of

production in China and therefore was given a price. This led to the

'Provisional Regulations on the Use of l^and by Sino-Foreign Joint
Ventures' (issued on26 July, l98O) and later, in 1983, the'Working
Orders of the [,aw on Sino-foreign Joint-ventures of the PRC'. According

to these Regulations, all land used by joint-ventures, no matter whether
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the land was to be purchased from collectives, or held already by the
state, should be subJect to a fee. This fee was called a 'site fee'.

'site fees', according to the Regulations, should cover the purchasing
costs of the land from collectives, the costs to clear the land (such as
demolishing the buildings on the land), the costs to relocate peasants
who previously lived on the land, and tJle costs to provide the necessaÐr
utilities, such as access to the site, water, electricitSr, etc. The general
rates for the annual fees were set by the central government, and they
varied from 5 y.tan to Boo yuan per spare metre. For land nearer
suburban areas, the rates were lo to soo ¡ran per square metre (MoF,
1983, p. a271.

Foreign investors were required to pay the fees, but their chinese
partners were actually exempted from payrng the fees. According to the
Regulations, the chinese partners could use the land as part of their
capital input into the joint-venture, and the Chinese partners virtually
obtained land free from administrative allocation. clearly, these
Regulations affected only foreign investors. Foreign land users at the
time, and still, account for only a small proportion of total land users, so
the influence of these Regulations on the demand for land was limited.

In october lg8o, as a part of tlle general urban planning program, the
National Planning Conference endorsed a proposal that all land users, no
matter whether they were foreign or domestic, or individuals or units,
should pay for the use of state urban land (state council, lgg5, p. arill.
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Ttre rate, in principle, was ex¡pected to include all differential rent' i'e' the

higher rent $enerated by better locations should be paid to ttre state in

the form of the land use fee'

Later in 1984, as a part of the second stage.of the reform program to

change the enterprise profìt hand-over system into tax' the land use fees

became a new tax ---- a tax on the use of state urban land' or the land

use tax (MoF, 1984, p. ro). However, this tax, together with four of the

other I I new taxes, was suspended soon after its promulgaüon by the

state council as unexpected diffìculties arose in enforcing the other new

taxes (MOF, 1984, P. 382)'

The land use tær was fìnalised by the 'Provisional Regulation on the Tax

for using urban state-owned Land' issued on27 September' 1987' This

is a comprehensive regulation, and it covered alt state urban land use'

Ttre land use tax was expected to achieve four goals: 'a better protection

of agricultural land, a more balanced treatment of land with differential

returns;anincreaseoflanduseefficiencyandanimprovementofland
management' (Article I).

Except for la¡rd used by government administration' tl:e army' non-profit

organisations and public utilities, all individual and enterprises or units

were liable to pay the land use tax. The tax rates were set by the state'

andvariedaccordingtothesizeofthecity(seeTableS-r).

Ètl
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Table 5-I. Tax Rates for Using State Urban l^and

Slze of Ctty Annual Tax Ra,tes
(Yuan/Squa¡e Metre)

Large cities

Medium cities

Small cities

Counties, towns
and industrial
or mining towns

o.5-ro.o

o.4-8.O

o.3-6.O

o.2-o.4

source: state council: Zlnrqfun Renmín Gongrrcgrrc clengzlæn
Tudi shiyorgsrui zhnnxúw Ttsoti [The provisional Regulations on
the collection of Tax for using Land in cities and Townsl, issued in
1988 and reprinted in zhangYueqing and yang xiaoze (1991), pp.
405-406.

5.2 lax on Non-agrlcultr¡ral Use of Agrtcultural Land

The land use tax did not differentiate between land that was purchased
from collectives and that from the state urban land stock. As supply
from the urban land stock was limited, more land demand meant more
arable land had to be converted from agricultural use into non-
a$ricultural use. In a country with an arable land per capita much lower
t]lan the world average, protection of arable land from urbanisation was
an issue of concern. However, the land use tax, with a flat rate that
treated urban land and agricultural land indiscriminately, had no
significant positive incentives to rein in the strong demand for land that
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was leading more land to be converted from agricultural use into non-

agricultural use. The rapid diminution of the nation's arable land

continued after the introduction of the land use tax. In April 1987, the

government issued another regulation that applied to the arable land

purchased from collectives ('the Provisional Regulation for Tax on Non-

agricultural Use of Agricultural Land). The TNUAL was an extra charge

in addition to the land use fees on use of the la¡rd that was previously

arable. It was supposed to restrict or slow down the pace of urban
invasion of arable land. The TNUAL rates were therefore based on the

relative scarcit5r of arable land. They are listed in Table 5-2.

Table 5-2. Tax on Non-agricultural Use

of Agricultural Land (TNUAL)

Relatlve Lafid Scarctty
(Land Per Caplta, mu)

Annr¡al Tax Rates
(Yuan/Square Metre)

Less than I
Over I under 3

Over 3

2.O-rO.O

r.6-8.O

r.o-5.o

Source: MOF: Ztanghua Renm¿n Gonglrcgrrc Gengdi Ztungongshui
Ztwrwing Tiaoli [The Provisional Regulation of the PRC on t]re Tær
for Using Arable Låndl, issued in April f 987 and reprinted in
ZhangYueqing and Yang Xiaoze (1991), pp. 390-392.
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Also according to the Regulation, a 5O per cent reduction of the standard
rates applied to the land used by collective peasants for residential
purposes. In special economic zones, general economic development

zones (GEDZS) and relatively developed regions with lower levels of arable

land per capita, an increase of 50 per cent from the standard rates

applied. The revenue from the TNUAL would be split equally between

the central government and local governments, the later including
provincial, count5r, prefectural and township governments (MoF, 1987, p.

3971.

Diffìculues in implementing the TNUAL soon emerged. As different
populations in different regions resulted in different amounts of arable
land per capita, and therefore sharply different tax rates between regions,

the rates in some populated regions were too high to be accepted by the
market. In other regions \¡/ith smaller populations, the rates were too

low to be noticeable. On 25 June, lg87, the MOF designed a more

detailed and more workable rate, which took into account comparisons

between neighbouring provinces and regions (see Table 5.8).
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Table 5-3. The Modifìed Rates of Tax on
Non-agricultural Use of Agricultural t^and

Provlnces Annusl Rates
ffuan/Square Metre)

Shanghai

Beijing

TianJin

ZheJlang (including Ningbo),
FuJian, Jiangsu, Guangdong
(including G:uangzhou)

Hubei (including Wuhan), Hunan,
Liaoning (including Shenyang,
Dalian)

Hebei, Shandong (including
Qingdao), Jiangxi, Anhui
Flenan, Sichuan (including
Chongqin$

Guangyi, Shanghai (including Xi'an)
Guizhou, Yunnan

Shanxi, Heilongfiang (including
Harbin), Jilin

Gansu, Ningf,ia, Inner Mengolia
Qinghai, XinJiang

9.O

8.O

7.O

6.O

5.O

4.5

4.O

3.5

2.5

Source: MOF: Guangu Gengdi Ztungongshui Jutt Zhergce de
Guiding [The working orders on t]re collection of Tax for using
Arable L,andl, issued in lg8z and reprinted in zhangyueqing and
Yang Xiaoze (f 991), p. 393.
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5.3 problems Arlstng from Implementtn$ the Land use Tax and the

ÎNUAL a¡rd the Impllcatlons of these Transttlonal Reform

Measr¡res on the Erperlment wlth a Lsnd Ma¡ket wtth chlnese

Characterlstlcs

The collection of the land use tax convinced the government that land

was indeed a hu$e potential revenue source. In 1989, the target for

collection was 2 billion yuan. Actual collections were 2'51 billion J r¿ul'

exceeding the targe tby 25 per cent. In 1990, the target was 2'4 billion

yuan and collections 3 biltion yuan (SI.AB, 1990). In 199I, another 3.15

billion yuan was collected (chenzhigarrg, 1992). In its report to the

state council, the sIAE| set the land use tax collection target for the

Eighth Five-Year Plan (I99r-1995) to rise from 3 billion yuan in 1990 to

7.5-8.5bi[ion yuan by the end of f 995. This meant an annual growth

rate of 2O Per cent (SLAEì, l99O)'

The results of the collection of the TNUAL were also encouraging' From

April 1987 when the TNUAL began to take effect to the end of 1988' more

tl.an 2 billion yuan was collected. The target for 1989 was then set at

3.5 billion Jruan, an ambitious increase of 75 per cent from the previous

year(CaiGengnong!,1989,pp.37-38).}Iowever,thecollectionsofthe

TNUAL in the following years were not as good as expected' while

fìgures for 1989 are not available, the fìgure for I99O was only l'78

billion yum: This was a significant drop from the previous years and

short of the 1989 target (chen ztligaflg, Lgg2, p. 521. The difficulties

and problems arising from implementing these taxes had profound
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implications for tJre way China's land market experiments were designed.

These issues are examined in this section.

5.3.1 the Dlvtslons of the Land Use Tax and the TNUAL Revenue

ar¡rong the Central, Prefectr¡ral, County and Townshlp
Governrnents

According to the Regulations, the land tax revenue and the TNUAL were

divided equally between the cent¡al government and tJle localities. The

half left for the localities was further divided among the provincial, the

prefectural, count5r and township governments. The ratios in the second

distribution \¡/ere 20 per cent for the provincial government, and 30 per

cent for the governments at lower levels that actually collected the tax
(Deng Hongqian, l99l). The way the tax revenues were divided,

however, did not please local governments. Under the contract financial

system introduced in 1985 (State Council, 1985, p. 475; MOF, 1985, p.

4741,land use tax, urban land and real estate tax, together with other
ta)<es, such as ttre income tax of enterprises under local governments

and collective enterprises, and so on, are listed as local taxes, and the

tax revenue raised from these taxes were part of the income for the local
governments. For provinces with a budget surplus (most are the
prosperous coastal provinces), part of the surplus should be submitted to
the central government. The proportion in which the surplus was

divided between the central government and the localities was fìxed. for 5
years. During that period, the more the local governments could collect,

the more income they had.
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The collections of the land use tax and the TNUAL, however, did not
result in any increase in income for local governments. Instead, they
could reduce their income. First, the 50 per cent of the tax revenue
taken by the central government was considered as excessive. L,ocal
governments which consist of four levels Jointly shared 50 per cent of the
revenue, and each government on average had only about 12-rs plus per
cent of t]..e revenue. That meant that for every lo yuan they collected,
they ended up with only one yu¿ul plus a few cents. The situation for t].e
governments at lower levels, such as count5r and township governments,
was even worse' as they were much more involved in collecting the taxes
than the provincial governments but ended up with a smaller share t¡.an
the average. In some cases, t]:e tæ< revenue could not even cover the
operating costs.

Second, most land users who were liable to pay the land use tax and t1-e
TNUAL were local government-owned enterprises and township
enterprises. They were important sources of fìxed income for the local
governments. Whatever the proportion in dividing the revenue between
the localities and the central government, the taxes meant a direct
reduction from the profìt submitted to the local governments. Ttris was
particularly t¡ue for township governments, as township enterprises were
their main income sources.S As a result, the enthusiasm for collecting

8 China's experiment with the sale and transfer of state land use rights generated more
than 20 billion yuan by the end of 1991 (see Chapter 6). However, one study shows thatin bof the central govemment and the local governments'reports of hnancial revenue,
only 1'43 billion yuan were recorded. of this, the central govemment received only 263million yuan, accounting for l.32per cent of the total revenue (Hu Dingrong, 1993,p.
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land use tax and the TIruAL diminished as one moves down though the

administrative system.

To encourage the count5r and township governments to collect the land

use tax and the TNUAL, the central government issued directives in 1988

to urge a more favourable distribution of the half revenue left for the

localities toward count5r or township governments, by lowering the share

for the province from 20 per cent to lO per cent, while increasing the

shares for counties and townships combined to 35 per cent (Cai Z}eeng,

1988, p.24). In 1989, the Central government reduced its own share

from 50 per cent to 30 per cent for the TNUAL, while increasing the share

for localities from 50 per cent to 70 per cent (State Council, 1989, p. 60).

The central government also made it clear that the 20 per cent $iven up

by the central government should be fully passed on to the county and

township governments, in order to boost their enthusiasm for collecting

the taxes.

The reluctance, or even resistence from t]le localities to collect land tax

continued later when the sale and t¡ansfer of the state land use rights

were introduced. According to the MOF (1989) document ---- 'the

Provisional Regulation on the Management of Land Use Right Sale

Revenue', the localities could retain 20 per cent of the sale revenue as ¿u1

urban development fund, and 40 per cent of the rest should be

submitted to tl.e central government. This meant 32 per cent of the total

27). This is yet another example of the reluctance of the local governments to hand over
land tax revenue to the central government, and the lack of cooperation between the
central government and the localities.
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revenue from land use right sales would be taken away by the
government, and only 68 per cent was left for the localities. Reluctance

and resistence by the localÍties are easy to imagrne. This resulted in
another document issued by the MoF in lggo which promised the
localities that 85 to 99 per cent of the sale. revenue taken by the central
government would be returned to the localities, not imediately, but in two
years'time (Tian Yaodong, 1993, p. 58). The dlsputes over land revenue

between the central government and the localities are far from over.

Local governments even use legislation to evade submitting the land use
right sale revenue to ttre government. For example, Guangdong divided
the sale revenue into two parts: one is called the 'land development fund',
the other is the sale revenue. By regulation, only the sale revenue was

shared with the government, while the tand development fund was totally
retained by the localities. Other evasion methods include charges for
land use rights in kind rather than cash (Tian yaodong, rgg3, p. 5g;

1993a; Guangdong Province, lgg3; The Year-book of Shenzhen Real

Estate, 1991, p. 68).

In 1994, a comprehensive new tax system ---- the tax sharing system
was introduced. This system was the biggest overhaul of china's
taxation system since 1949. Tax on capital gains from land sales was

one of the many new taxes in the package. However, in just a couple of
months after its promulgation, fìerce protests from the provinces were
reported. The State Administration of Taxation then backed down from a
dispute with provinctal leaders and prepared to revise parts of the tax
package. concessÍons included allowing land developers to deduct
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interest charges and inflation from capital gains, and exempüng gains of

less than 20 to 30 per cent. It is also reported that Guangdong and

Shanghai threatened to delay the new tax by L to 2 years (North, Igg4;

Li Hsin, 1994).

5.3.2 the Rel,atlve Levels of the Land Use Tax Rates and the TNUAL

Rates

Table 5-1 lists the standard annual land use tax rates for using state

urban land. However, in the working orders drafted by local

governments, the rates were substantially reduced.9 In Hubei Province,

for example, the rates were generally 30 per cent below the standard

rates. Table 5-4 illustrates this point.

9 Provincial regulations which contradict the cennal gbvernment have become common in
the reform era. The latest examples are the resistance from provincial governments to the
enforcement of the new 'land appreciation tax'promulgated n 1994 with aims to cool the
overheated property market by enforcing up to 60 per cent taxes on capital gains (Yang
Fan, 1994; Zhongguo Tongxunshe, 1994).
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Table 5-4. Standard Annual t and Tax Rates and
Hubei Provincial Rates (yuan per square metre)

Ctty
Category

Standard
Rates

Hubel Ylchang
Provlnclal R¡tes Ctty

Shasl
Clty

Iarge Cities O.5-lO

Medium Cities 0.4-8.0

Small Cities 0.3-6.0

Counties,
Townships

Industrial or
Mining Towns

o.3-6.O

o.2-o.4

o.5-7.O

o.4-5.O

o.3-4.O

o.2-3.O

o.2-2.O

2.O

L.4

o.8

o.5

o.3

2.O

l.t
o.7

o.5

o.3

Source: State Council, f 988. (reprinted in Du Xichuan and Xu
Xiuyr, I99O, p. aOI). Deng Hongqian, lggl, p. gB.

The rates were too low according to the original obJectives, and the
excess demand for agricultural land remained. The phrase 'vicious

circle', used by Chinese scholars to describe the situation in which the
more land the government, at all levels, developed, the more fìnancial
difÏìculties the govemment would have, was still the case (Li Shanjie,
1993, p. 5). The land use tax was expected to liberate the government

from the 'vicious circle'by covering the land development costs witll tlle
land use tax. But it was unsuccessful. In shenzhen, for example, the
local government spent 1.3 billion yuan to make land useable for urban
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Items

Table 5-5. Comparisons between TNUAL and Some

Related Costs in Liaoning province in f ggO

Costs lIIIUAI,*
(yt¡sn)(n¡anl

ÎNUAL as Percentage
of costs

Capital Investment
(Provincial Total)

I^and Purchasing

Costs (per mu)

Arable Land Creation

Costs (per m¿d

10.6 billion 55.06 million O.52

80,ooo-t70,ooo 3333 r.96-4.6

4,500-g,ooo 3333 4t.6-74.O

300,ooo-goo,ooo 3333 o.4r-t.l
Land Prices**

(per mu)

* The TNUAL is calculated using the average annual rate of 5 yuan
per square metre as specified by the MoF for Liaoning province
(see Table 5-3). The rate is fixed by the local government at 3g3B
yuan per ¡nu.
*+ Land prices are roughly the market value which farmers
expected for the collective land. They are different from the L"and
Purchasin$ Prices paid by the state to collectives when their land is
converted into urban state land. As shows in the Table, the Land
Purchasing Prices are much lower than the Land prices.
source: The Land Administration Bureau of Liaoning province,

1993, p. 25.
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Capital investment listed in Table 5-5 jiberlianshe touzÐ refers to tJle

total investment on the land that is subject to TNUAL. The total
investment fund sets the budget const¡aint for all possible expenditures,

of which tl:e TNUAL is a part. In Liaoning Province in 1990, of the to.6
million yuan capital investment on a total of 19,434 mu(L,296 hectares,

or 545,436 yuan per mu) of arable land, the TNUAL accounted for only
o.52 per cent. The TNUAL is hardly a major concern when investors

make a decision on how much land they should use and where the land

should be located.

Land purchasing cost, as analysed in Chapter 3, is ttre lump sum
pa¡rment to collectives for purchasing their land. It varies from 8O,OOO

yuan per mu to ITO,OOO yuan per ¡nu in Liaoning Province. At the

average annual rate of 5 yuan per square metre, the TNUAL accounts for
1.96 per cent, or 4.6 per cent at the most, of the land purchasing costs.

This is also hardly a signifìcant burden on the investors.

Arable land creation costs refer to the costs of converting a similar area

of waste or virgin land into arable land. In the MoF regulations (1987

and 1988), the local governments were asked to set up a special fund
called the 'Agricultural Development Fund' with part of tJle land use tax
and the TNUAL revenue left for the localities. It was expected that this
fund would help collectives create more arable land, or improve the
quality of ttre currently available land, in order to compensate for the
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The SI.AB conceded that the land tax package covered only a small part
of urban land. In most regions, it was less than 10 per cent (SLAB,

r99r).

5.3.4 The rmpllcatlons of these lransttlonal Measures on chlna's
Experlment c¡lth a Land Market wlth Qhlnsss Characterlstlcs

The introduction of the land use tax and tl:e TNUAL were the fìrst steps

in China's attempt in the reform of tJ:e tradttional planned land
m¿u:ragement and use system. As a part of the general economic reform

program, the introduction of tlle two land taxes was also expected to

shed light on a market solution to the problems in the land sector.

Compared with the revenue raising objective, this was perhaps tJre more

important obJective of these reform measures. In this sub-section, we

look further at the implications of these measures for the development of
China's land market. The argument here is tJlat the collection of tì:e

land use tax and the TNUAL, except for the revenue raised for the
governments, failed to achieve its main goals, i.e. they failed to bring
about an equilibrium outcome of land demand and supply and they
failed to improve land use effìciency.

The nature of the excess demand lies in t]le method of land allocation

under the planned system, in which state land is basically given to land

cent more than the offrcial figure (The Research Group of the Land Resources Production
capability and Population-supporting capacity in china,l992,p l4). The lack of
cooperation between the central government and the local governments may have
contributed to the bias in the official figure.
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users free of charge. The introduction of the land use tax a¡rd the
TNUAL was certainly adding an extra constraint on those who use land,
especial those who use arable land. However, without a fundamental
change to the administrative land allocation system, the ext¡a const¡aint
was hardly substantial. This can be asceitained by comparing the
chinese case with a free market economy. In a free market economy, a
land use tax means land users have to pay more to obtain the land, as

the land use tax increases tJle land price. This will result in a lower
quantity of land demanded, which in this context means a lower amount
is converted from rural to urban use. A land use tax can be effective in
shifting tl:e market clearance off the market equilibrium point through
the higher price, and, while restrictive on demand, it does not induce
more supply. The chinese case, however, is different as will now be
illustrated.
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Figure 5-1. The Impact of a Land Tax on the Demand for and
Supply of Land in a Flee Market
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Figure 5-l illustrates tl.e free market case. O is the demand for urban
land and s is the supply curve. At the rent level R, the market is in
equilibrium with the equilibrium quantity traded. A land use tax of RfRs

increases price from R to Rt. As a result of the price increase, the

demand for land is reduced from O to Os At the price level of Rt, the
market is willing to supply Qt. But as part of Rt is tJ:e land tax which is
paid to the government, and the land suppliers could have only Rs, the

actual land supplied is @s. Os is less than Q. so, a land tax reduces

both quantity demanded and supplied by the amount Os-9. The shaded

area in Figure 5-l represents tJle tax revenue.
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Figure 5-2 shows the impact of a land use tax on the demand and supply
of land in China. The market is initially off tJle equilibrium point e due
to the lack of a price mechanism. If price is ffxed at zero then the excess

dema¡rd is @qo. As discussed in the previous chapters, the
administrative allocation system fails to al.locate land to the highest value
users. The demand curve D is intercepted by a fixed land supply at O.
The introduction of the land use fees (Ro) and land tax (Rt) change the
free land allocation situation by pushing the rent level from zero to Ro,

and further to Rú. Accordingly, the excess land demand is reduced from
Qo to @t, but still exists. As long as the rent level is below the
equilibrium rent R, the excess demand remains, and tJ:e problem of t¡1e

ineffìcient allocation of land among uses remains. This is illustrated in
Figure 5-2. The shaded area represents the rent retained by land users
in tlre section OO of the demand curve as land is not allocated to the
people who value it most or higher.

Figure 5-2. The Impact of a Land Tax on the Demand for
and Supply of Land in China
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Is it possible to increase the tax rates to match tl.e equilibrium rent R? In
principle this is possible, but there are difliculties of implementing such

a tax in the Chinese case. First, tl.e relations between the central
government and the localities make it very dlffìcult to raise the tæ< rates

and to collect the tax revenue. Second, relations between the

governments and the land users make it very diflìcult for the tax to
become a substantial burden for land users. The land use fees and land
tax mainly target profìt-making land users. Most of the profìt-making

land users are state-owned or government-owned enterprises. As those

land users enJoy'soft budget constraints' under the current system,1l

the increase in the land tax rates may me€ul more liability for the
governments to subsidise the enterprises. Eventually the tax burden
shifts to the governments rather than the land users. The consequences

of tl.e increase in the land purchasing cost from the collectives is another

example of this process at work.l2

The land use fees and the land tax were expected to improve land use

effìciency by giving incentives to the land users to show more care for the
land. The land use efficiency at the micro economic level lies in the

11 The 'soft budget constraints' are a result of the special relationship between the state
and state owned enterprises in a socialist economy. The 'soft budget constraints'may
render the most important market signals; such as price and credit limit, ineffective. For
more analysis of the 'soft budget constraints', see Janos Kornai, 1980.
rz As analysed in Chapter 6, the purchasing cost of collective land has been increased
dramatically in the last decade. The consequence of this increase, however, is not a
decrease in demand for collective land, but the explosion of the government capital
construction budget which provides funds for such purchases.
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incentive for land users to maximise the returns from the land, and the

mechanism under which land users can choose between alternatives, as

in free market exchange. The incentive for land users to care for land

comes from the clarification of property rights over land, and the free

t¡ansfer of land is dependent on the development of a land market. The

introduction of the land use tax and the TNUAL, however, neither

changed the incentive stnrcture for land users, nor provided a free

exchange environment. They also failed to tmprove the land use

efficiency as it simply gave the central government a mechanism by

which to caputre some of rents available.

Clearly, the introduction of the la¡rd use tax and the TNUAL did not
represent tlle right direction for tJle reform of China's land management

and use system. So, almost simultaneously, a more market-oriented

method of reforming China's land m€ulagement and use system ---- the

sale and transfer of state land use rights ---- was experimented with in a
number of regions and quickly developed into full swing. This second

step in the reform of the traditional planned land system is analysed in
Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
Step 1\ro ln Reform of the Planned Land Management

System: the Sale and Transfer of State Land Use Rights

The introduction of the land use tax and the tax on non-agricultural use

of agricultural land, t]le fìrst step in the reform of the planned land
management system, failed to pave the way to a land market. The sale

and transfer of state land use rights, on the other hand, represented a

new direction for the market-oriented reform of t]le land sector. This
Chapter analyses the various aspects of this experiment. Section one

focuses on the judicial reforms and the laws governing the experiment.
Thiq is followed by an analysis of the way the experiment was

implemented. The third section discusses t]le dual land allocation
system, and comments on the implications of this experiment for the
development of a land market with chinese characteristics. The

¿rrgument here is that the sale and transfer of state land use rights
represents the right direction towards developing a land market.

Separating the land and tJle land use rights not only avoids the politicatly
and ideologically sensitive issue of the public ownership of land, but also

enables full use of the market mechanism for larfd allocation, use,and
transfer, while maintaining public land ownership.
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6.1 The ùudlclal Refoms a¡rd the Laws Governing the
Experlment wlth the sale and lra¡rsfer of state Land use
Rtghts

In analysing tJle development of Chinais land market, we must first look
at tl:e judicial reforms that occumed before the introduction of the sale

and transfer of state land use rights. This approach assumes that a legal

framework is required as a pre-conditton to clear the way for a particular
practice. Otherwise, the legitimacy of tJre practice would be in question.

However, the order in which things actually happen does not always

conform to logic. This is particularly tme i¡r a transitional era tike the
economic reform in China. The sale a¡rd the transfer of state land use

rights took place before the relevant laws or regulations governing the
practice were created. In the mid-l98Os, when the experiment with the
sale and transfer of state land use rights was implemented in some

coastal regions, the nation's laws actually forbade the practice. In the
1982 version of the Chinese Constitution, any kind of t¡ansaction in land
was prohibited. In tl.e key document of the CCP on ttre reform for the

economic system (adopted in october 1984 at the 3rd meeting of the

ccP's r2th General congress), which was widely regarded as the blue-
print for the second stage economic reform,l land was clearly excluded
from the category of commodities that can be handled in the market.
Moreover, the non-commodity nature of land was regarded as a

characteristic distinguishing the socialist commodity economy from the

1 China's economic refom first sta¡ted in rural a¡eas in late 1978. Up to 1984, the focus of
the reform was on rural issues. After 1984, the focus shifted from rural issues to
enterprises in urban areas. Chinese economists usually refer the reform prior to 1984 as
the first stage and that after 1984 as the second stage.
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capitalist commodit5r economy. In the first l^and taw of the pRC (19g6),

it was stated that no individual nor organisation should be allowed to

acquire land by occupation, purchase, sale, lease, or any other means

tJlat is not approved by the state.

Regional regulations emerged fìrst to back the experiments.2 These

regional regulations legitimised the practices in their own regions, but
were actually in contradiction with the national regulations and the
Constitution.

changes to the national law took place after october lggz, when the
r3th General congress of the ccP was held. At t]le congress, it was
pointed out that the socialist market system not only needed consumer
goods and production materials markets, but also markets for capital,
labour, technologr, information, housing and land. It was also

recognised that a few individual markets cannot bring about the full play
of the market mechanism. In line with this view, the Constitution was

revised at the 25th meeting of the 6th National people's Congress (NpC)

in March 1988 by adding a new clause: land use rights could be

transferred according to law (Zhang yueqing and yang xiaoze, 1991, p.

284). In December 1988, at ttre Sth meeting of the 7th Npc, the Land

2 In November Lg87,the Shanghai People's Congress approved the 'Working Order for
the Compensated Land Use Rights Transfer in Shanghai'. In December 1987, the People's
Congress of Guangdong Province issued the'Regulations on Land Management in
Shenzhen'. In February 1988, Hainan Province issued the 'Provisional Working Order for
Land Managemenr in Hainan'. In Ma¡ch 1988, Tianjin Municipality issued the
'Regulations for the Compensated Land Use Rights Sale in Tianjin Special Economic and
Technological Development Zones'. In June 1988, Xiamen Municipality issued the
'Working Orders for State-owned Land Use Rights Sale and Transfer in Xiamen'.
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Administration Law was also changed by adding two clauses: r) the use

rights of state land and collective land could be transferred according to
law, and this law was to be drafted by the State Council and promulgated

soon after; and 2) the state, in principle, should stop the free land use

system and adopt a compensated land use system (the relevant working
rules for this system would be drafted by the state council) (zhang
Yueqing and Yang Xiaoze, 1991, p. 28T1.

The way to a land market was fìnally opened on lg May, rggo when the
State Council issued two important documents. One was the 'kovisional
Regulations on the Sale and Tfansfer of State-owned Land Use Rights in
cities and Towns' (hereafter the Regulations). The other was the
'Provisional Regulations on the Overall Administration of Development of
Land with Foreign Investment' (zhartg yueqing and yang xiaoze, lggI,
pp. 295, 2921. The latter regulations apply to open coastal regions. The

land in question is usually large in sØe and uncultivated. Foreign
investors ulere oçected to complete the infrastructure work with their
own funds and were encouraged to engage in export-oriented business.
The land use rights c€u1 be transferred through sale or donation and the
land can be leased.

The Regulations rationalised tJle nation-wide experiments with the sale

and transfer of land use rights. The purpose of these Regulations, as

specifìed in Article l, Chapter l, was for the better development, use and
m¿ulagement of the land. Although tlle Regulations cover only urban
state owned land, i.e. the land in question refers only to land in cities,
count5r towns, townships and industrial or mining towns, it has
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implications for the reform of all land, including both urban land and

rural land. The signifìcance of the Regulations lies in the fact that they

speci$r the basic rules for the operation of China's land market.3 The

following discussion therefore analyses these Regulations in greater

detail.

The Defìnition of the Sale of State l"and Use Rights

The sale of state land use rights me¿uls that the state, as the owner of

urban land, gives up the land use rights to a user for a defìntte period of

time tlrough negotiation, bidding or auction. The user is to pay for the

acquisition of the land use rights and signs a cont¡act to this effect with

the local l,and Administration Bureau (I,AE|), which according to the

Regulations, should be at or above count5r level. The planned use, the

duration of the use and other conditions imposed on the land in question

should be preset and approved by the municipal government at countSr

level or above, in coordination with other relevant governmental

departments, such as the city planning, urban construction and urban

housing bureaus. Flowever, the I.AB is solely responsible for tlle

enforcement of the contract. On payment for the land use rights, a land

use certifìcate is issued to tJle land user as a legal document for the use

of t]le land.

3 nris Regulation was later consolidated into the 'Law Governing the Management of
Urban Real Estate' issued in 1995.
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The Duration of the Land Use Rights

The duration of the land use rights varies according to tlle use of the

land. The Regulations define tJle following maximum duratlon for each

use as shown in Table 6-I.

Table 6-1. The Duration of l^and Use Rights

L,and Use Maximum Years

Residential Use

Industrial Use

Education, Science, Culture,
Health and Sport Use

Commerce, Tourism and
Entertainment Use

Others not specifìed above

70

50

50

40

50

Source: Ztqnghua Renmin GorEhegtn Chengzlæn GuogouTtldt
Shigongquan ChurqrLg He Zhuanrang Zharvcing Ttaoti [The
Provisional Regulations of the PRC on the sale and rransfer of
State Land Use Rights in Cities and Townsl, issued in lggO and
reprinted in ZhangYueqing and Yang Xiaoze, lggl, p. 296.

The Defìnition of the Transfer of State l.and Use Rights

The transfer of land use rights refers to the secondary transfer of the
rights by land users, including selling, exchange and donation. However,

in so doing, the new user must abide by the rights and obligations of the
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contract. In addition, the acquired land use rights can be leased,
mortgaged and used for other economic activitjes within t]le valid term.
A land use right transfer also needs a contract stgned by both sides. The
duties and responsibilities in the original contract should continue in the
new one. The buildings on tJle land witl be transferred along with the
land use rights. The period for which tlle land use rights are transfer:red
is the duration specified in the original cont¡act less the time forgone.
But according to the Regulations, those who fail to develop the land as
specifìed in the original cont¡act cannot transfer their land use rights. In
transferring the land use rights, the governments have priority of
purchase if the price is lower than the market price. On the other hand,
however, the governments reserve the right to intervene with
administrative power if the price is unreasonably high.

The l^ase ard Mortgage of tÌte Acqrrired tard use Rights

According to the Regulations, the land use rights acquired can be leased
or moftgaged. The lease of the land use rights refers to t]le user, as
lessor, giving up t].e land use rights to the lessee for a period of time
within the valid term. The lessee is to pay rent for the use of the land
use rights. A contract will be signed by the lessor and tJle lessee which
$uarantee the duties as well as the responsibilities to be carried out
during the lease term. Land use rights can also be mortgaged. In bot¡, , ,

cases' a contract should be signed and registered with the LAEì. In case
of bankruptcy of the mortgagor, the mortgagee has priority to be
compensated.
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The Exoiration of Land Use Rights

Land use rights are terminated when i) the term expires; ii) the land is
confìscated by the government due to the user's failure to carry out the

contract; or iii) the land vanishes naturally. At the expiration of the land
use rights, the land use certificate, together with all buildings on tJre

land will be returned to the state without any compensation. However,

tl.e land user has the option to renew the cont¡act. In so doing, a new

contract will be signed and a new fee will apply. The government can

terminate the land use cont¡act prior to tJle expiration date if it is in the
public interest. In this case, the land users should be compensated.

The administrative allotment of land use rights was not abolished when

the sale and transfer of land use rights system was adopted. In fact,

most state land use rights are still allocated through administrative
me¿uls. The administrative allotment of land use rights refers to the land
use rights allocated through various means to users without payment

and costs (except for the land use tax, or other fees). According to the

Regulations, land use rights so acquired can"also be transferred, leased ,

and mortgaged in the secondar¡r market, if they meet the following
requirements:
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I) I^and users are economic entities, such as companies,

enterprises, or other profìt-making org¿ulisation and
individuals.

2l L,and users hold the certifìcate of land use rights.
3) I^and users hold the certifìcate of the property rights of the

real estate afflliated to the land.

The 'Provisional Regulations on the Management of Administrative
Allocated lånd' issued by the SLAB as Directive No. l, Igg2 was a
supplementary document to the Regulations (sLAE) , Lgg2, p. BB). It
further stated tJ:at the user of administratively allocated land use rights
should pay a fee of no less than 40 per cent of the land value to the
government if the land was put up for sale. with regards to the lease
and mortgage of the land, part of the revenue from the land should be
paid to the government as the cost of land use rights (sLAB, rgg2). of
course, all these activities should be reported to and registered with the
LAEì of the local governments.

State l"and Ownership

Public land ownership in China is a politically and ideologically sensitive
issue. The Regulations avoided this issue by separating t]le land use
right from the land itself.' According to the Regulations, in either.,tl.e
sale, or the lease or the mortgage of tl:e land use rights, the public land
ownership status remains unchanged.
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The reconstruction of the legal system for the development of the land
market continued in the lg9os. In 1993, the government launched an

ambitious 5-year-plan of law making. Accordi¡rg to this plan, the
government would draft and promulgate a number of new laws in the
following 5 years, including the Land Law.of the pRC, the Law on Land
Evaluation, the [.aw governing the Management of urban Real Estate,

and the [.aw on L^and Use Planning (Gong Jiao, Igg3, p. 2). The

proJected Land law of the PRC, which is to be drafted in the new spirit of
the socialist market economy established at the l4th General Congress

of the CCP in October 1993, will be the fìrst in its kind in China since

1949, and is expected to be the most important law regarding land. The

Land raw of the PRC, together with the other new laws, will set up the
fundamental judicial framework for market development in the land
sector. Due to the rapid development of the industry in the past two
years, however, the drafting of the L,aw governing the Management of
urban Real Estate was given priority and it came into force on lst
JanuarSr 1995 OGIS, 1994, p. 6). After 15 years of economic reform, the
Chinese government has learnt the importance of a legal basis for the
development of a market, and the correct sequence of the law fìrst and
tJre practice second is being restored.

6.2 The Experiment with the sale and Transfer of Land use
Rights

The fìrst land use rights sale was made in Shenzhen in September lg87
(z}rartg chaozun, 1991, p. lg3). use rights over an area of land of 5,4L2
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square metres in Shenzhen metropolitan area was offered for sale by the
Shenzhen government. The use of the land.was intended for residential
purposes, and the maximum duration of the use was 50 years. The price

was open for negotiation. After bargaining between the Shenzhen

government and potential buyers, the land use rights were sold to the
Cent¡e for Indust¡y and Trade of Air China (Shenzhen) at a total price of
l,o82,4oo yuan (2oo yuan per square metre). The buyer then signed a
contract urith the Shenzhen I.AB which specifìed t]:e duties and

responsibilities of both sides. This included the user's entitlement to
transfer the land use rights within the 5O-year term.

In November 1987, Shenzhen carried out the first sale of land use rights
by public bidding (Li shangfle, 1992, p. 2o). The area of 46,s55 squ¿ue

metres was intended for residential use for 50 years. The government's

reserve price was 332 yuan per square metre, and a lO per cent
fluctuation above or below the reserve price was allowed. That meant the
price could vary between 365 yuan (ceilin$ and 2gg yuan (floor). Of nine
bidders, the shenhua Engineering Development company was the
winner, \Ã/ith a price of 368 yuan per squ€rre metre. what was special in
this bid was that the deal was not only based on the bidding price. In
fact tl.e bidding price counted for only 50 per cent of the total points to
determine the winner. The construction proJect design counted for 40
per cent, and the bidder's fìnancial credibility counted for lO per cent.

l"ater in this Chapter, t]re implications of these conditions on the land
use price level will be discussed.
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The first public auction of land use rights also occurred in Shenzhen (Li

Shangie, 1992, p. 2f). On I December, 1987, the auction for the use

rights over a piece of land began at 2 million J¡uan. rù/ith no price ceiling

set by the government, the price rose to 5.25 million Sruan at tle end.

This auction created a record high price for land use rights at the time in
China. Not only the height of tJle price, but also the huge difference

between the reserve price and the final sale price, changed the
government's attitude and view on the value of the land.

Land in a large block intended for comprehensive development and

designated a general economic development zone was also available for
foreign investors in the late l98os. In November 1989, TianJin signed a

contract with MGM of the USA that gave MGM land use rlghts for 5.3

square kilometres for a period of 70 years at a price of US $3.25 per

squ¿rre metre (total US $f 7.23 million) (Li Shangfie, lgg2, pp.23-24). At
that time it was the largest sale in its kind and the longest term in China.

According to the contract, MGM would invest in the infrastructure work
and complete it within ftve years. The land would be used in exlport-

oriented industrial and commercial activities. Except for project

approvals, which remained subject to the chinese authority, MGM has

the right to transfer, lease and mortgage the land use rights within tl-e
valid term. After the cont¡act expires in 7O years, the land as well as the
real estate on the land would return to TianJin Municipality without
compensation.

E>çeriments with the sale and transfer of state land use rights has

proceeded smoothly and rapidly, from the coastal regions to the inland
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regions, and from the south to the north. In 1982 when the sale of the
land use rights first began, only 5 pieces of land with a total of I5.7
hectares were sold, and 85.15 million yuan was generated (Dong Liming,
1993, p.22). In 1988, 8 sales took place. In l9gg, I2z sales totalling
625 hectares were made. of these, 49 were sold to foreign investors
(Xiong Jianwen, lgg3, p. 54).

After the promulgauon in lggO of tl.e two Regulations governing the sale
and transfer of state land use rights in cities and towns and that
governing land use rights provided for foreign investors, the pace of t¡.e
oçeriment accelerated. By the end of lggo, all parts of china, except
for Tibet, had experimented in one way or another with the sale and
transfer of land use rights. The results were impressive. By the end of
r99r, more than l, roo sales were made (Tan Gang, lgg3, p. 16). The
real boom, however, was in r9g2. According to the SI-AB, more than
3,ooo pilot areas totalling 2l,ggo hectares were sold in the period up to
tlre end of April, Lgg2, and 52 billion yuan was generated for the
governments involved (Jiangyaping andzhao peng, 1992b: Dong
Liming, 1993, p.221. From April to August, another 615 sales were
made. So in the fìrst eight months of 1992, 3165 pilot areas of land were
sold. That was twice the total area of the previous four years (Jiang
Yaping and zhao Peng, l9g2a). In shanghai, during the four years to the
end of 199I, only 12 sales occurred. But in Ûre fìrst nine months of
1992, 135 sales were made \¡/ith a total area of 84f .5 hectares. That was
12 times the total of the previous four years. The Shanghai Government
has reaped more than US $r.Z billion from the rapid growth of the sale of
state land use rights (Rll4RB, f gg2).
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The experiment with the sale and transfer of land use rights has been a

complicated process and has had many facets. The sale of land use

rlghts by the state forms the primary market. The transfer of the

acquired land use rights makes up t]le secondaqr market. As land is

developed or used, the transfer of the acquired land use rights in the

secondary market is in the form of real estate. So, the transactions of
the land use rights in the secondary market are seen as the transfer of
housing or other real estate property, in which the land use rights ¿rre

embodied. In bot]l the primary and secondary markets, the land use

right price formation and its management are important issues. The

following sections therefore discuss the two $pes of markets and the

nature of price formation in the primary market and the secondar¡r

market.

6.2.1rhe Hmary Market: the sale of r,and use Rtghts by the state

The sale of land use rights by the state forms the fìrst stage of the
process of the marketisation of land use rights. This is understandable

as all land use rights available for the market are initially held by the

state. Systematic data on sales in the primary market are extremely

difnìcult to fìnd as such sales are conducted by thousands of local
governments. worse still, the actual area of the land involved in the

sales, as reported by the localities, might contain deliberate

underestimation, as the local governments try to avoid intervention by
the central government which would occur if they showed fìgures that
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exceeded the land supply quota set by the state. Also, the way the sales

revenue between the localities and the central government is divided

encouraged the localities to under-report their real activities. In

Guangdong Province, for example, part of the land use right sale revenue

was placed in a '[¿nd Development Fund', whúch could be totally

retained by the local governments, and the rest of the sale revenue was

shared between the central government and tlle localities. The revenue

figure was therefore biased or lowered (Tian Yaodong, 1993, p. 58).

National data for sales of land use rights in the primary market are not

available at the time of writing. To provide a rough picture of the

natlonwide sale of the land use rights, however, Table 6-2 lists some

sales results derived from a variety of reports. There are huge variation

in price per hectare and the national total fìgure is incomplete.
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Table 6-2. Sales of State Land Use Rights in the Primary Market

ReElon Area lhectaresì Revenue (mlllton yuan) Perlods
BeiJing
Shanghai
Shanghai
Yang¡ru (Hainan)
Z}¡ru}nat
Chongqing
Nanning
Yiwu (Zhejiang)
Liuyang (Hunan)
Guangdong
FuJian
lanjin
Xiamen
Shuozhou (Hubei)
Sichuan
Qingdao
Fuzhou
Fuzhou
Harbin
National

r993
1988-r99r
1992
r992
r988- r99r
r992
May,I992 on
r992
n.a.
r992
1992
r992
Sep.l992
n.a.
r99l-1992
Jun. f992
L992
r993
r99r
I993*

6060
580.34
2008
3000
2000
r33.33
30
2.6
5
7374
235.87
3454r
2.26
30.32
189.57
370
n.a.
13
n.a.
34340

r525
50
r527
90
300
r80
522.77
5
24
2600
238.67
n.a.
L46
25
n.a.
n.a.
1000
r34
IO
2.2

+ The national fìgures are from SIÁB for the period up to April in
1992 and up to october in 1993. Figures are not consistent due to
tl-e different sources.
Sources: Wang XianJin, lg92a; Jiang Yaping artdZhao Peng,
1992a, f 992b;-)GIS, 1992; Jiang Shaolong, l9g3; Tan Gang, I9gB,
p. 16; Lu Wei, 1993, p. 9; Yan Zuming, 1993, p. 59. Hu Weiguo,
1993, p. 25i Pan Liaoxing, Ig93, p. 62. ZhærgXiaohua, Meng
Shaopeng and Jiang Zilong, 1992, p. l, 5; Gong Baoquan, lgg4, p.
l; Gongshang Shibao, 1994, p. f .

n.a. = not availble.

Before I99I, the bulk of sales were made inJust a few coastal provinces.

For example, the sale of land use rights in two provinces ---- Fujian and

Guangdong ---- accounted for half of total sales in lggl (2,5OO by
october. Jiang Yaping and zhao Peng, rgg2a). sales of land use rights
for housing construction, which formed an important part of the sales in
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the primary market, were also concentrated in tl:e southern regions.
This resulted in a relatively large share for tl".e region in the supply of
housing units. In Ig92, of goo,ooo housing units put on the market,
7oo,ooo, or 80 per cent were from the pearl River Delta areas (Tan Gang,
1993, p. 16). This situation started to change from rggs as BetJing,
Dalian, Qingdao, and other cities in the north became increasingly
attractive to land developers. According to the data of ttre first 6 months
of 1993, the share of tlle Pearl River Delta areas i¡r the total housing
units completed went down from go per cent to 5o per cent, while
regions in the north, increased their share from 20 per cent to 50 per
cent (Tan Gang, lgg3, p. f6).

L,and use rights provided for housing constnrction are an important part
of the land use ri$ht sales in the primary market. Table 6-3 illustrates
the land use rights available for housing construction in f gg2. The data,
give only a partial picture about the total supply of the land use rights in
the period. The total land available for development, which amounted to
23.34 million hectares, was specifìed for housing development only. This
formed an important part of the land use rights supplied in the year, but
not the total. The land purchased from the collectives also refers only to
that used for housing development, not to tlle total land purchased from
collectives in the year. The partial data provided in Table 6-3 are useful
because they provide a breakdown by source. some Lo,TAo of tl:e 2g,g4
million hectares of land (46 per cent) supplied for housing construction
were purchased from tl.e collectives. This indicates that t]:e source of
the land use right supply relies heavily on the conversion of agricultural
land. The rapid development of the housing industry is thus associated
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u/ith a faster diminution of the nation's arable land. The proportion of
the land use rights for housing supplied by sale as opposed to that for

housing supplied by administrative allocation varied a great deal in
different regions, from nil in Heilongiiang and Dalian to 65 per cent in
Chongqing. On average, it was 16 per cent. This is well above the I
percent of the overall land use right supply in the nation. It indicates

that the ex¡reriment with the sale of the la¡rd use right has developed

faster in the housing sector than in other sectors.
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Table 6-3. Total l^and use Rtghts supplted for Houstng Development
in the Hmary Market tn lgg2 (unit: hectare)

Reglons Land Avallable
for Houstreg
Development

Of whrch Land
Purchased
from Collecttves

Sale of land

Use Rfghts

Percentage

by Sale
BeUlng
TlanJln
Hebel
Shannxl
Mongolta
Liaoning
Jtlln
Hetlongftang
Shanghar
Jtangsu
ZheJtang
Arr'hul
FuJlan
Jtang)rt
Shangdong
Henan
Hubet
Hunan
Guangdong
Halnan
Guangyr
Sichuan
Gutzhou
Yunnan
Shanxf
Gansu
glnghai
Nfngxfa
XlnJrang
Shenyang
Dalian
Changchun
Harbln
NanJlng
Ntngbo
Xlamen
Qtngdao
Wuhan
Guangzhou
Shenzhen
Chengdu
Chongqlng
Xi'an
Total *

590.OO
r52.46
427.49
2ro.67
tL6.77
747.31
227.77
250.50
272.94
r 132.99
572.95
284.3t
roæ.47
228.49
2358.44
463.92
245.34
tuï.27
8590.04
2486.50
606.85
895.70
26.r9
3&r.94
272.75
98.89
ro.5r
53.55
32.84
16r.9r
2t7.50
8I.97
t97.O7
254.78
97.L7
425.62
246.85
166.52
245L.20
796.OO
428.L8
67.35
18r.91
23,339.15

r r9.oo
51.75
3r2.38
48.21
36.55
r77.75
9.46
r.00
91.r3
574.79
300.24
r32.12
508. r8
r r8.o2
r658.9r
328.08
88.78
ræ.69
3L29.72
1529.70
438.O4
579.27
7.r5
L32.28
t26.74
29.45
o.67
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
r09.86
n.a.
n.a.
1r9.52
36.r6
240.32
99.55
63.il
r264.16
r80.oo
290.08
r 1.89
75.92
10,740.06

n.a.
3. r5
72.57
r3.96
r3.85
r8.25
4.48
o.or
n.a.
il.83
47.26
4.7t
r73.80
42.9L
L29.2r
2r.28
24.77
t27.O7
2roo.99
278.OO
r42.39
2r5.O2
2.49
340r6
r r.56
32.93
o.69
L.2t
2.to
n.a.
o.35
o.69
n.a.
7.74
o.58
80.20
45.60
1.46
724.24
37.30
92.05
43.73
5.73
3613.92

n.a
2.O
L7.O
6.6
12.o
2.4
2.O
ol
n.a
4.8
8.2
r5.7
r6.3
r8.8
5.5
4.6
ro.r
23.4
24.5
LT.2
23.5
24.O
9.5
9.4
4.2
33.3
6.6
2.3
6.4
n.a
o
r.o
n.a
3.0
r.o
r9.o
r8.5
r.o
29.5
4.7
2r.6
65.0
3.2
16.O

t Not including Tibet: n.a. = not ar¡ailable.
Source: The Department of Real Estate, MOC, lgg3, pp. Z2_TS.
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Although t]le rapid expansion of experiments with t]le sale and transfer
of land use rights characterised the primary market, it would be wrong to
conclude tl.at China has shifted to a market method in allocating land.
This is illustrated by the relatively small sha¡e of land use rights in the
total allocation. The administrative allotment of land still dominates the
land supply in the primary market. Accordi¡rg to the SLAB, of all land
supplied i¡r the fìrst three years up to June lgg2, only I per cent or so

was sold. In contrast, 99 per cent of t]le land was supplied by
administrative me¿u1s. By the end of lggl, the total land area supplied
through sale amounted to 36 squ¿rre kilometres and accounted for only
o.28 per cent of the total urban land stock [yan Zuming, 1993,p. 5g). In
the prosperous southern province Guangdong, the percentage of sales in
1992 was under 5 per cent, and in shenzhen it was under 2 per cent.
Shanghai had an urban land stock of 376.7L square kilometres in lggl,
and of 5o,ooo mr.r. of land use rights supplied in r9gl, only 2,ooo mu
ìf,¡ere sold. This accounted for only 4 per cent of the total land use rights
supplied [Yan zuming, 1993, p. 5g). The prospect for the following years
was not large either. Shenzhen planned to supply g,g60,000 mu land in
1993, with only lo per cent by sale (chen Guangran, lgg3, p. 2o). In
its report to the state council, the sI,.{B set the national target
percentage'for land supply by sale to reach lO per cent of the total land
supply by the end of the Eighth-FÍve-year plan (r99r-1995). Apparently,
the experiment with the sale of the state land use rights is still only a
small step along the path of reform of the supply of land use rights.
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6.2.2 The Secondary Ma¡ket: the Tlansfer of the Acqutred Land Use

Rfghts

In the secondar¡r market, two kind of activities are i¡rvolved: land

development and the transfer of the land use rights embodied in housing

property. Land developers play important roles in the first kind of

activity. Land developers acquire land use rtghts from government sale

or through administrative allotment in the primary ma¡ket, develop tlle

land into housing property, and fìnally sell the housing propert5r,

together with the land use rights. ThIs forms the Chinese real estate

industry.

The real estate industry is one of the fast growing industries in China. In

L992, there was a 'great leap forward' in this sector. Wittì l2,4OO land

development companies registered in the year, tJle total number of

organisations involved in land development, including tJle 4,7OO

companies that had permission to engage ln real estate business and

4,OOO other companies that were indirectly involved in land development,

was 2\,OOO. That was more than double the total number of the

previous year. The total investment in land development in 1992 was

73.2bLllion Jruan, representing an increase of 117 per cent from the

previous year and accounting for 9.64 per cent of total national fìxed

capital investment in the year (Tan Gang, 1993, p. t6: Zleou Ganshi,

1993, p. 5). In 1992, more than 23,340 hectares of land were developed,

an increase of I75 per cent over f 99f (Hou Jie, 1993, p. 3). The turnover

of land development companies soared to 52.9 billion )ruan, an increase
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of 87 per cent over the previous years. Housing units completed in 1992

amountedto 42.89 million square metres, an increase of 4o.4 per cent

over tlle previous year. The trend continued in f 993. In the flrst hatf of
1993, the total investment in housing construction increased by ra3.5
per cent compared with the same period in the previous year. The sale of
housing units increased by 55.6 per cent. Moreover, another 6,000 real
estate agents were added to the record high number of lgg2 (Hou Jie,

1993, p. 3).

The real estate sector became a new attraction for foreign investment
funds. In May 1992, Fujian Province held a foreign investment fair in
Hong Kong. Among the 17 investment agreements signed, 15 \üere

related to land development and real estate fwang Xiaoming, rg93, p.

f 8). In Guangþhou, the number of foreign companies registered in real

estate in 1992 were 3.3 times as many as the total of the previous 13

years (Dong Zi, 1993, p. 1). Among all proJects over U$ 5 million
approved in the fìrst quarter in 1992 in Guangzhou, 57 per cent were

related to real estate (Pan Heng¡i, 1992, p. t). Nationally, the number of
foreign firms engaged in real estate business also increased. In lgg2,
among the total l2,4oo land developers, 4,049 were foreign-capital

funded (Ji Di, 1993, p. 3o). This accounted for G.g4 per cent of the total
63,855 foreign orJoint-ventures in china at that time (Li Zhengping,

1992, p. l), By the end of August 1993, the number of foreign-funded
real estate comp€ulies rose to 8,827, accounting for 6 per cent of total
foreign ventures in china (Dong zi, lgg3, p. r). Between lgSz and lgg9,
foreign investors obtained only 80 land use rights of 665.18 hectares,

and their total investment in real estate was 560 million )ru¿ul. This
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increased to U$ 2lO million in lggl, and U$ 7lO million in 1^gg2 (zlcLart9

Xiaohua, et al, 1993, p. 5: Wang Xiaoming, 1993, p. f 8). Compared with
1991, foreign investment in real estate in 1992 increased by 228 per cent
(Hou Jie, 1993, p. 3). In 1992, foreign investment in real estate

accounted for 3.78 per cent of total foreign investment in China.

Shanghai and Guangdong urere two hot spots, with foreign investment in
real estate in 1992 increasing by 216 per cent and 2l I per cent

respectively, compared with the previous year (Lu Wei, lgg3, p. g). Of all
land developers, foreign or joint-ventures accounted for 23 per cent in
Tianjin, 35.6 per cent in wuhan and 37.19 per cent in Beijing (wang Xu,
1993, p. I).

The transfer of land use rights in the form of housing property in the

seconda4r market was often associated with illegal transactions.
According to the Regulations, transactions among the existing land use

right holders in the seconda4r market should be reported to the tand

authority and be subject to price surveillance and stamp duties. But in
reality the secondary market has become a paradise for 'hidden market'
or illegal transactions. Chapter 3 discussed tl.e effìciency implications of
illegal transactions, and the types of illegal transaction, such as local
governments exceeding the quota for land use right approval, the sale of
administratively allocated land use rights without proper procedures and

the loss of state ground rents. It argued tJlat the illegal transactions
were the natural result of the friction between the traditional planned

land management system and the new market environment. More

insights into this situation are provided by the following case study of
illegal transactions in some districts in BeiJing. This study is largely
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based on a report by the research group for'China's Cit5r Land
Management and LJse', which conducted an investigation into housing
and the land use right transactions i¡r Dashelan and zhongguancun
districts in Beijing during January and March, lggo (Research Group of
for'China's CitSr Land Management and IJse', lggO).

Illegal Secondary Market Transactions i¡r BetJing

In May 1992, BeiJing municipal government issued the Working Orders
on Implementing the Provisional Regulations of the PRC for the Sale and
Tfansfer of State-owned Land Use Rights in Cities and Towns' (Beijing

Real Estate. No. 4, 1992, p. l5). According to this document, all
transfers and leasing of housing and land use rights should first be

approved þy the authority and registered. Tfansactions should incur the
following fees: the administration fee, the evaluation fee, the stamp duty
and the housing property or land tax. Alt these fees are charged to the
sellers. The local government also sets the price ceiling for the
transaction. Illegal transactions are then defìned as those which ignore

either the administrative procedures or tlle price ceiling specified by the
above regulations.

Illegal transactions were found to be surprisingly common in the
secondary market. Among all 49 r transactions sun¡eyed in Haidian
District, Beijing, I42 were classifìed as illegal, accounting for 2g per cent.
compared with private housing transactions, a higher proportion of
public housing transactions were illegal. This was further supported by
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fìgures from Xicheng District, Beijing, where l4g of the total 22S public
housing transactions surveyed were unlawful. Table 6-4 and Table 6-5
provide t):e details.

Table 6-4. unlawful Tfansactions in Haidian District, BeiJing

Total
Transactions

Illegal
T[ansactlons

Illegal Tfansactions as
Percentage of Total

Overall

Publtc Housing*

Private Housing

491

298

r52

L42

73

28

29

24

r8

+ Public house refers to housing property owned by either Beijing
municipal government (zhþuan gongfang¡) or 'units' ( danwei
gongfarg).
source: The Research Group of 'china's cit5r l^and use and
Management', 1990, p. 6I.

Table 6-5. Unlawful Deals with public Housing property
in Xicheng District, Beijing

Transactions
Surweyed

Units
Involved

Rooms
Involved

Total 38

32n.a

223

148

47

4L2

248

n.a

n.a

Unlawful Deal

Government Owned
(zhþuan gongfangl

Organisation Owned
(danwet gongfang)

n.a

n.a

Source: Li Guangdi, lgg3, p.22.
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TWo kinds of illegal transaction were found in the investigation. One was

the evasion of the various fees or tax; the other was exceeding the price

ceiling. In Dashelan District, Beijing, moSt illegal transactions broke the

price ceiling. These involved the following three methods.

Evasion of Fees and Taxes

i. Private Deals.

Private deals were deals made without reporting to ttre authority and

registraüon. Private deals were not only found between private sellers

and buyers, but also between units and private individuals and among

units themselves. By making a private deal, all fees including fines for

exceeding the price ceiling were avoided.

ii. False Price

As price is subject to government control, sellers usually had a false price

within the price ceiling to report to the authorit5l, while asking for a,

much higher price from buyers. For example, a private two-story

building of I lO square metres in Dashelan District was offered for sale

for ISO,OOO yuan. The authority refused to approve the deal unless the

price was lowered to 3O,OOO yuan. In order to have official approval for
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the transaction, the deal was made at 3o,ooo ¡ran. But in fact, the
buyer, a publishing house in BeiJing, paid loo,ooo yuan. The higher
price sometimes was asked in kind rather tl..an cash. For example, the
cultural Bureau of BeiJing Municipality decided to buy a private
unfìnished four-bedroom house for So,ooo yuan. But the authority
insisted tJre price be below l5,ooo yuan. Actually, the Cultural Bureau,
in addition to paying l5,ooo ¡ruan, offered jobs to four of the seller's
relatives and provided air-conditioning facilities for the seller's family
hotel before the deal was completed. False prices were usually kept
secret between sellers and buyers, and therefore the fees and tax related
to the excess price were avoided.

iii. False Donation.

By law, private housing proprietors c¿u1 donate their property. In so

doing, no fees are incurred. This resulted in many donations being
reported to tÌle authority in order to gain exemption for the various fees,

while on the other hand, a price was received secretly. Table 6-6 shows
that in Haidian District, 42.4 per cent of total transactions were through
donation, while another 6.7 per cent were unclear. Ttris gave the figure
for transactions by sale of only slightly more ttran half (5O.9 per cent) of
the total. In terms of the rooms transferred, more tl:an half (50.6 per
cent) of the total were donated. It seems reasonable to assume that this
very high level of donation disguises other forms of transaction.
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Table 6-6. Donations among the Total Tfansactions
in Haidian District, BeiJing.

Tlpes of
Tfansaction

Percentage of
Total Cases

Rooms
Involved

Percentage of
Total Rooms

Cases

Total

By Sale

By Donation

Not Clear

224

lt4
95

r5

roo

50.9

42.4

6.7

792

39r
40r
n.a.

roo

49.4

50.6

n.a.

Source: The Research Group of 'China's Urban I"and Use and
Management', I99O, p. 6I.

Exceeding the Rent Ceilins

The market for house leasing is highly regulated in Beijing and controlled

by the local government. Housing rent $uan per square metre per

month and hereafter) set by the Beijing Municipality includes a standard

rent with a permitted floating range to reflect the house quality and tJle

location. Between 1957 and 1988, the average rate of commercial

housing property in BeiJing was O.4O yuan per square metre. In 1986,

the BeiJing Municipality issued a provisional regulation for transaction

prices and rent for private housing property, which made the rent open

for negotiation. The rent was not, however, to exceed tlle standard rate 'l

(O.4O yuan) by 6 times, i.e. not exceeding 2.4O yuan. Those who charged

more than 6 times standard rent but less than 9 times, would be fined.

Those who charged over 9 times, would face confiscation of the excess
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rent. In 1988, a new rate was implemented. The new rate consisted of
two parts: a standard rent and a differential rent based on different
locations. Conceptually, tlis location fee is the equivalent of a ground
rent. The standard rent of g.og yuan per square metre was designed to
cover the construction costs, depreciation; management (administration)
costs, investment interests, tax, insurance premium and a reasonable
profit. Site location was classifìed into three grades so as to allow three
differential rates. For the fìrst grade, a l5o per cent increase above ¡re
standard rent was permitted: for the second grade, loo per cent; and for
the third grade, 30 per cent. So the rent ceiling in Beijing areas was the
standard rent (3.o8 yuan) plus t]:e differenüal rent at the top grade (g.og
x l5o per cent), i.e. T.7o yua^. The real picture, however, was quite
different. As shown in Table 6-7, inDashelan District, BeiJing, privately
owned houses charged ls.5 yuan, exceeding the rent ceiling as set by the
local government by 80 per cent. Government owned houses, i.e. public
housing property under direct control of the local government, or
zhþuang gongfang, were leased by their users for 17.06 yuan. Houses
owned by organisations, or units, were leased for 44.45]ruan, 4go per
cent higher than trre rent ceiling. In ûre tabre, public housing used in
joint-ventures means public housing property leased to foreign investors
for fixed returns. The fìxed returns, as anoflrer form of rent, also
exceeded the rent ceiling.
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Table 6-7. Flousing Rents in Dashelan District, BeiJing
(Rent: Yuan per square metre per month)

Privately
Owned
House

Government
Owned
House

Unit
Owned
House

hrblic House
Used as Shares
in Joint-ventures

Total Sample

Square Metres

Standard Rent

Rent Ceiling

Actual Rent

Actual Rent as
Percentage of the
Top Ceiling

Ground Rent

r80 220

ro.42 13.98

580 536

4L.37 38.22

ro

3r5.2

o.59

3.54

r3.5

r5
459

o. 16

o.96

r7.06

ll
r600.5

n.a.

n.a

44.45

r3
2729.5

n.a.

n.a.

41.3

Source: The Research Group for'China's Urban l^and Use and
Management', I99O, p. 61.

6.2.31he Hces for Land Use Rlghts

In a free market economy, the base price is determined by demand and
supply. In a planned economy, the price is determined by the authority.
In an economy experiencing transition from the traditional planned

economy into a market economy, the determination of price can be

neither. In this regard, the determination and the m¿ulagement of the
price are important as they may be conducive or detrimental to the
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reform. Apparently, it is impossible tc¡ leave the price to the market as

the market does not exist. Nor would it be acceptable to continue the

traditional planned regime in price determination. In this sub-section,

we look at these issues and tJle possible optlons for change.

The Land Use Right Prices in the Primary Ma¡ket

L,and use rights are supplied in three ways through the primary market:

negotiation, bidding and auction. Correspondingly, there are three

different prices: negotiation prices, bidding prices and auction prices.

The st¡iking characteristtc of tJle prices are the huge differences among

them. The auction price is perhaps the highest in the market, while the

negotiation price is the lowest. The bidding price, although higher than

tJle negotiation price, is generally lower than the auction price. In 1987,

the national average prices for negotiation, bidding and auction were,

respectively, 125 Jru¿u'r, 368 ¡ran and 6I I yuan per square metre. In
1990, tlre price rose to 3O4, L446 and 2f 59 Jruan, respectively. The

increase in the three prices in the period between f 987 and l99O was

tlrerefore 2.43,3.93 and 3.53 times, respectively (Table 6-8).

The differences between the three prices not only remained, but the gaps

were actualty enlarged. This is more so in regions with a faster eco¡r-omic .

growth. In Shenzhen, for example, the average auction price for land use

rights between 1988 and 1989 was I I.23 times higher than the bidding

price, and 23.41 times higher than the negotiation price. In the same

period in Shanghai, the average bidding price was 6.97 times higher than
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the negotiation price (zhangJins¡i, tgg3, p. 64). Table 6-8 illustrates
the huge differences among the three prices between f 987 and l99O at
the national level and in Shenzhen and Shanghai between lg88 and

1989. Table 6-9 gives the average land use right price by negotiation in
Shenzhen in 1991, and Table 6-lo shows.the bidding prices of three
selected groups of land use rights supplied also in Shenzhen in rggr.
Although the data in Table 6-9 and Table o-ro are not completely
comparable, the differences between the prices are convincing. In the
case of negotiation, the highest price for commercially used land use

rights was 548 yu¿ul per square metre, while in the bidding case, the
highest average group price was IO,GT2yuan, nearly 20 times more. The

lowest negotiation price for land use rights, which was for agriculture
and horticulture, was only 26 5ruan, while the lowest average group price
in the bidding case was 3,926 Jruan, or l5I times the negotiation price.

Table 6-8. Lånd use Right Prices by Negotiation, Bidding and Auction:
National (I987-f99O) and in Shanghai and Shenzhen (1g88-1989)

(Price: yuan per square metre)

Sale Natlonal Average Prlce

Methods 1987 1988 1989 1990

Shanghal
Averag¡c Prlces
r988-1989

Shenzhen
Average Prices
1988-1989

Negotiation
Bidding
Auction

L25
368
6tr

r89
r r49
L7L5

531
r 196
r346

304
L446
2L59

2066
L4400
n.a.

r08
l2r3
2528

Source: ZhutgJingri, 1993, p. 64; Yang Chongguang and Liu .

Weixin : ( I 99 t ) Ztwrggtto Fangdichan Jûq¡j i (Chinese Real Estate
Economy). Henan Renmin Chubanshe (Henan People's Press), in
Yang Jirui, 1994, p. 63.
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Table 6-9. Average Land Use Right prices
by Negotiation in Shenzhen iñ lggf

fYuan per square metre)

Use
Land Grade* Use I Use II Use III Use IV Use V

Land Grade I
Land Grade II
L,and Grade III
Land Grade IV
Land Grade V
Average (I-V)

r200
700
400
250
r90
548

300
280
220
r80
r60
228

r80
r60
140
L20
roo
r40

r30
rto
90
70
60
92

50
40
60
20
ro
26

* Iland gradation is widely used by local governments ln setttngdifferent land use fees. Land graãation iã roughly based on thãland value. In the case of urban land, the graãauon is based ontl.e location of the sites, and the amount of investment in theinfrastnrcture. The fìrst grade of land has the highest value, andtherefore is subJect to ttre highest rate of land use fee.

use I: Land used for commerce, offìces, retailing, trade, banking,villas, insurance and catering.
use II: I^and used for residentiat housing construction, except forvillas
Use III: t and used fo¡ industr¡r, warehouses, transport,
communications and public utilities.
use IV: Land used for open storage sites and consbrrction orassembly.
use V: Land used for agriculture, horticulture, husbandry andtourism.
sources: shenzhen Municipal Government Document No. 83,
_1991. Reprinted in hangglto Dichanxinxi(china Real EstateInformation). No. 14, (Julg, lggl, p. 5.
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Table 6-f O. The Bidding kices for Three Groups of
Land Use Rights in Shenzhen in lggl

[Yuan per square metre)

Source: Gao Jianbo, 19g3, p. 6I.

The negotiation price is formed by negotiation between buyers and
sellers. The sellers in t]:e primary market are governments. so tlle
negotiation is between land Lrsers and the government bureaucracy. Due
to the lack of a market and reference measures in evaluating the
propertSr, it is very diffìcult for tl.e government authority to set the proper
price base for the negotiation. on the other hand, the land buyers have
incentives to lobby the government authority for a lower price.' It is no
surprise that the negotiation price is much preferred by the land buyers
as it enables the buyers to bargain for a better price tyattg Jirui, 1g94, p.

Group
(Price Range)

I.ot
Number

Square
Metres

Bidding
Prices

Average
Prices

Relative
w

Group I
(2OOO-6000)

8206-9
8.207-9
BI 19-14
B.207-4
8207-5

r3576.O
769403
7274.O
I ro4203.O
933607

2097.82
39r4.43
44t7.tO
4706.45
5290.90

3926.53 38.6

Group 2
(6000- rOOOO)

rl3L2-t7
B.207-6
Bl r9-13
BrL9-24

5000.o
r 1858. r
5r46.O
3579.6

6400.or
43.69
89r8.95
9498.27

7592.r7 30.8

Group 3
(Over IOOOO)

Bt r9-25
Br 19-26
Bl r9-23

3579.6
3975.8
3975.8

ro224.6L
r0382.82
L1366.27

to672.79 20.6
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63). This explains why a large proportion of land use rights are supplied

by negotiation. Table 6-r r shows that 93.4 per cent of tand use rights
supplied in Shenzhen between 1987-f989 were at negotiation prices. In
order to attract foreign investment funds to their own regions, the local
governments are sometimes willing to offer lower land use prices in their
negotiation, while bargaining for other benefits. In some cases, the
negotiation price is only symbolic.

In order to prevent state land rent loss through offering land use rights
at very low price by localities, a price floor system has been introduced in
Beijing, Guangdong, Tianjin and FuJian in lgg4. As implemented in
Guangdong, the total land in the province was divided into lo grades.

Each grade was further classifìed into three classes of land uses. The

fìrst class of land use of tl:e fìrst grade of land was subject to the highest
price floor, which was 5,5oo yuan per square metre, with 28 per cent
fluctuatton above and below the price floor allowed. The third class of
land use of the tenth grade of land had a price floor of loo Jru€rn per

square metre, with 9 per cent fluctuation allowed. Beijing adopted a
similar approach, with the price floor ranging from tlle top 4,5oo yuan
per square metre to the lowest of l5 yuan square metre (ytrcgarg xinxi
R[bao, April, 15, 1994. p. 5.)
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Table 6-l l. The Proporlion of the Three Different Sale Methods
of Land Use Rights in Shenzhen between f 987-f g8g

Sale
Methods

Areas
(Million m')

Percentage
as Total

Total Sale Revenue
(Million yuan + u$)

Number of
Sales

Negotiation
Bidding
Auction
Total

4.27
o. 13
o.or8
4.4t

93.4
5.r
r.5
roo

220
92.6 (+ u$1288)
o.o44
356.9 (+ u$1288)

r84
lo
3
r97

Source: Xie Ruofeng, 1993, p. 42.

The bidding price is the next highest price offered by bidders. In the

bidding process, the bidders do not face each ottrer, but submit their
bids to the authority. The reason the bidding price is usually lower than
the auction price is that bidding in China is not purely a price

competition. Instead, it contains some elements of negoüaüon. The

success of the bid is not totally based on the bidding price. In the

bidding case in Shenzhen analysed earlier in this Chapter, tl:e projected

use of tJle land and tJle bidder's financial credibility were all counted by
the authority in deciding the winner of the bid. so the bidding, while
allowing price competition among the bidders, still has room for

bargaining between the government authority and tlle bidders. A bidder
with better credit reputation and capacity may win the bid at a lower

price.

The auction price is formed in open auction. Buyers face each other and

compete with each other. Success in the competition is based purely on

the price. Those who offer the highest price win the deal. So tl:e auction
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price reflects the demand in the ma¡ket and gives the land use rights a
market value. Also there is less scope for other considerations to come
into play so the auction price is the highest on average.

The existence of the three different land.use prices, especially the huge
gaps between the prices, is not only detrimental to competition and t¡1e

development of tlle land market, but also caused rent seeking and
cormption. Although the auction price is the closest to the market price,
it has so far been least preferred and used. The proportion of land use
rights supplied through auction, as we see in Table 6-l l, was only 1.5
per cent of t]le total in shenzhen between l9g7-rggg. Nationally, Ûús
proportion was also low. The reason for this is not diflìcult to find. The
huge opportunities and benefìts from alternative methods, i.e. through
negotiation, greatry discourage land users from participating in
competitive auctions. a

L,and use right prices in the secondar¡r market are part of the housing
prices. However, this part of tJle price is in no circumst¿ulce separated
and clarifìed. This may cause diffìculties for the auttrorit5r when different
tax rates apply to the land and the housing property, and confusion for

4 Althoug-h the triple-price phenomenon is somehow inevitable in a period of transition,
further reform demands that efforts should be made to consolidate prices on the market
level. This does not necessarily mean that all sale of land use rights should be through
auction. But the auction price should be considered as the mosiimportant reference for
the authority in deciding the base price for negotiation and bidding.
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the land users when land alone is to be taxed, such as the newly
introduced land appreciation tax. As a result of this confusion, we have

to analyse the housing price in order to explore how land use rights are

being transferred.

Flom f 98O to 199O, ttre average housing price in China increased more

tlran 5 times (zhao chuanbao, 19g3, p. 43). According to Moc, the
national average housing price in lgSo was 2oo yuan per square metre

and in 1990, itwas roSoyuan (Moc, lggs, p. zB). Table 6-t2 shows

these changes.

Table 6-12. National Average Housing p¡lces

(r98O- t99O)

Year Housing Supplied Sale Revenue
(Million square
metres) (Million Yuan)

Average Prices
fYuan per
square metre)

r980
r990
r992

r 16.5
n.a.
42.89

r500
n.a.
4500

200
703
ro50

Sources: The Department of Real Estate, MOC, lggg, p. 78; Xu
Can, 1993, p. 37.
n.a. = not available.

The increase in the price for land use rights is an important factor
contributing to t]le rapid increase in housing prices. First, t]le land
purchasing costs from collectives increased dramatically in the lg8Os.
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Take an example of one project in Jiangnan Village, Guangdong province.

In t98o when constmction started, the land purchasing cost was 2o,ooo
yuan per mr¿ In 1984 when the second stage of the proJect started, the
cost had increased to zo,ooo yuan per m¿¿ As the proJect proceeded, the
land purchasing cost continued to rise, In lgg6, it was lzo,ooo Jruan,
and when the project was completed in rggo, tlre cost was sso,ooo yuan
(Xu can, 1993, p. 36). The increase i¡r land purchasing costs was not
only ln the booming southern regions, but also t¡r other ciües. Table 6-
13 shows the increase in the average land purchasing costs i¡r three
citles: BeiJing, Shanghai and Guan gztrou.

Table 6-f 3. Collective L^and Rrrchasing costs
in Guanglzhou, BeiJing and Shanghai

(Average, yuan per square metrè)

Region 1984 r988 Percentage Change

Guangzhou

Beijing

Shanghai

86.7

94.9

n.a.

303.O

225.O

n.a.

249

r37

r50

Source: Meng Shaojie, lggg, p. 96.

The various fees or taxes charged by the local governments are another
contribution to the rise of the housing price. In Beijing, for example, a
land developer is liable to pay up to 12 kinds of fees or taxes, such as the
Fixed Capital Investment Direction AdJustment Tax, Urban Development
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and Maintenance Tax, Energr and Transport Constmction Fees and

Budget Adjustment Funds (Yang Jirong, 1993, p. 23). The rising land

use right prices, and therefore the houslreg prtces have already caused

complaints from urban residents. But for tl:e government, they raise a

new question about how to exercise effective administration and control

of land use right prices and housing prices l¡r the secondary market. As

discussed earlier, the government intends to monopolise the land use

right supply in the primary market and to encourage free competition

and transactions in the secondary market. Currently, there is no direct
government involvement in the determination of land use right prices

and housing prices in the secondary market. The relevant regulation
governin$ the level of price and transaction activities in the secondary

market is yet to be made.

In a market economy, this is not an issue as the demand and supply in
the market u¡ill result in an equilibrium price, guiding the market

transactions in the way the land resource is allocated and used

effìciently. But in China, the outcome could be disastrous if there is no

government intervention. This is because the buyers and the sellers are

seldom individuals, but govemment owned or non-government

enterprises or units. Unlike individual or private enterprises, these units
are not subject to 'hard budget constraints'. on most occasions, they
use funds from the government or state credit. .The speculation in land
use rights and housing in the secondary market in lggl-rgg2 gives a

good example of what would happen without government control in the
seconda4r market. The prices were actually accelerated by transactions
among the speculators before the housing was available for fìnal housing
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buyers. In 1992, such speculation reached its climax. This resulted in a

new law---the Land Appreciation [,aw introduced in f 993. This law

mainly aimed to curb land use rights and housing speculation.

According to this law, capital gains from land use rights and housin$

tra¡rsactlons are subJect to land appreclatlon tax. The tax rates are

progressive according to tJle gain as a proportion of the capital. For

gains under 50 per cent, the tax rate is 30 per cent. For gains between

50 to lOO, tl.e tax rate is 40 per cent. For gains between IOO to 2OO, the

tax rate is 50 per cent. Gains over 2OO per cent is subject to the hi$hest

tæc rate of 60 per cent. These rates are listed in Table 6-f 4.

Table 6-14. Lånd Appreciation Tax Rates
(Effective from Januaqr l, 1994)

Gains as Percentage of Total Deduction* Tax Rates (percentage)

Under 50
Over 50 but under IOO
Over IOO but under 2OO
Over 2OO

30
40
50
60

t The total deduction is roughly the cost of housing, or 'capital'. It is
allowed to be deducted from the sale revenue in order to calculate
the capital gain. The total deduction includes the purchasin$ costs
of land use rights, costs for land development and the stamp duties
on housing transfer. There is no allowance for inflation.
Sources: The 'Provisional Regulation on t^and Appreciation Tax of
tlre PRC'. Issued on December 12, 1993, and reprinted in Zlungguo
Fangdichan (China Real Esate), No. 4. 1994, pp. 76-77.
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Apparently, under the current economic and political system, rational

land use right prices and housing prices in the secondary market, which

serve as correct signals guiding the allocation and use of the land

resource, cannot be achieved by simply allowing a free transaction. It
seems necessary to reform the enterprise system so as to make the

enterprises fully responsible for both benefìt ar¡d risk and to rationalise

their behaviour in seeking proftt. Given the nature of the current market

players who are subJect to hardly any risks, government regulation and

intervention on prices and transactions in the secondary market are

therefore needed to normalise market behaviour and prevent speculation.

6.3 the Development of a Land Market wtth Chlnese
Characteristlcs

The experiment with the sale and transfer of state land use rights is still
in its early stage, and there are many unsolved issues, such as the

process for collective land entering the market, the coordination among

localities and tJ:e state on land use right supply in the primary market

and the necessaÐ¡ regulation governing transactions in the seconda4r

market. But the ex¡reriment with the sale and transfer of land use rights

represents the right direction in transforming China's planned land

m¿ulagement and use system and developing a land market. This is not

only because trade in land use rights rather tllan land has broder

ideological and political acceptance, but also because, the separation of

land ownership and land use rights implies a new interpretation of the

relationship between the market system and the type of ownership,
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Therefore it is possible to enable China to develup a land market without
private land ownership. Private land or¡rnership is politically
unacceptable. However, China needs the irrcentive generated from the

care of individuals for their private interests, and the competition among

land users to achieve an allocative efficieucy of land. A land use right
market on the basis of socialist pubtic ownership of land is the most
striking feature in China's market economic reform. This is not a retoric,
but a politically or ideologically feasible solution to the reform program.
In this section, we further discuss the theoretical and practical
implications of this experiment on the reform of China's land system and
the economic system in general.

The public ownership of property is the most important foundatlon for
China's economic system and political ideolog¡. As discussed in Chapter
2 and chapter 3, china's dual land ownership system was formed under
the planned economy system in the rgSos and r96os. This system was

the platform for a highty centralised planning regime in which the
allocation and use of land was arr¿ulged by administrative means. It was

the common belief that public ownership would support only a planning
system and would reject a market system. In the light of the market
economic reform, Chinese economists and scholars have focused on
changes of land ownership so as to allow a free land market. As

discussed in Chapter 2, this led to two suggestions as alternatives.
Those who argued for a free land market ended up proposing

privatisation of state and collective land, while others who advocated
government planning and market intervention went to the other extreme,

i.e. suggesting a unifìed state ownership of both ri:ral and urban land.
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In the heat of the debate, the real diflìculty was how to develop a free and
functioning land market while maintaining public ownership of land, so

the efficiency of land allocation and land use could be improved while the
government still has grounds to intervene in the market and benefìt from
land rent.

The separation between land ownershlp and land use rights, and the
following experiment with the sale and transfer of state land use rights
provide a solution. The theoretical signifìcance of this experiment is that
it contains a new understanding of tlle relatfonship between ownership
and the market, because it shifts the attention of scholars and politic¿uls

from the conceptual ownership title to the actual meaning of ownership,
or the rights specifìed by the ownership. It therefore cleared tJre way for
using market methods on the basis of clariffing user's rights. with
regard to economic efficiency, an incentive structure can be established
for land users to maximise the profìt from the land use by clearly
speci$ring certain rights such as the use right, the residual claiming right
and disposal right within the valid term of land use right, as discussed

earlier in the chapter. As long as land users are market oriented and
behave as profìt maximisers, land can be allocated to the one who pays
the highest price (rent) by allowing competition ¿rmong land users,

through auction or bidding. Altocative effìciency of land use rights can
be achieved and land rent, in the view of land owners, is therefore.
maximised.

on the other hand, the possession of state land use rights for any land
user is only for a defìnite period of time. At tl:e end of tJre period, the
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government has a chance to adjust tJ:e land use by re-allocation of the
land use rights, or to continue the current land use by extending the
contract for the culrent land user. In either case, the government has a
chance to grab a share of land rent as in both the o<tension of the
contract and the re-allocatlon of the land use rights, the current land use
right holders or ne\u land users would have to pay.

The signlflcance of maintainhg publtc land ownership is only in that it
gives the state a share of land rent or a chance to bargain for a relatively
larger share of tlle rent, rather tllan giving the government a ground for
intervention and regulation. It is not necessarJ¡ to maintain the public
land ownership if the govemment wants to maintain its influence on the
land market, such as control over t]le land use right supply in the
primary market and intervention in the secondar5r market. Even in a
private economy, the government can have such po\Ã/er and authority
through legislation and at t]le same time can claim a share of land rent
through taxes. It is a misinterpretation to say that the government's role
in the economy needs a basis in state ownership. This misinterpretation
is caused by the fact that tlle old planning regime was often argued to be

a natural consequence of public ownership of property.

Separate ownership title and use rights could be applied to other areas of
the reform, such as the reform of state-owned enterprises. The cur:rent
experiment with a share-holding system in tlle reform of state-owned
enterprises is actually based on this idea [yang weiJuan, lgg4, Chapter
41.
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The long standing administrative allotment of tand was not abolished
when the sale and transfer of land use rights system was adopted. This
created a two-tier land allocation system: the sale of land use rights and
the administrative allotment of land use rights. In relation to a land
market with Chinese characteristics, Chinese economists have different
views of the two-tier land allocation system. Some argued the two-tier
land allocation system would eventually be consolidated into one system

[You Xiaoming, 1992). ot]rers argued t]re two-tier system is
characteristic of China's land system and is consistent with the idea of a
socialist market economy (Qiao pusheng, r9g2; chen Hongbo, rgg2).

The two-tier land allocation system should not be maintained. It should
be eliminated and converted into a single land allocation system sooner
rather than later. Firstly, tJle two-tier phenomenon is a transitional
device as has been used in other aspects of the economic reform, such as

the two-tief price system. As a transitional device, while helping to
transform tJle old system, it inevitably hinders the development of the
new system which is market-oriented. This is evident in the reform of
other sectors, such the agricultural sector, and the reform of the state
procurement system. Secondly, as discussed in the earlier sections in
this chapter, the two-tier land allocation system resulted in huge

differences among land use right prices and therefore the costs to obtain
land use rights and later the land development. Price discrimination is
the natural result under the two-tier land allocation system. This is
detrimental to competition and encourages land users to stay away from
participating in competitive bidding and auction. Without competition
among land use right buyers, allocative efficiency of land is unlikely to be
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achieved. Thirdly, the two-tier land allocation system is not necessary to

legitimise the government's involvement and intervention in the land
market.
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Chapter 7
Chlna's Urban Land Use Patterns and
the Efficiency Implications of Change

One of the m4ior goals of the reform of the traditional planned land
use system is to balance t.Le demand for and supply of urban land
and improve the efficiency of land use. As we discussed in the
previous chapters, efÏìciency can be examined at both the micro and
macro levels. At the macro level, land use is believed to be efficient
when the land is allocated to the highest bidder. In other words, land
use effìciency at the macro level means allocative efficiency. Allocative
effìciency requires the land be given to those who pay the highest rent.
As different land users have different abilities to pay land rent due to
different profìt levels, efficient land use can be translated into a
certain spatial stnrcture of land use, i.e. land use patterns. From
land use patterns, we can see whether or not urban land use is so

allocated that t]le total rent is mÐsnised, or in other words, whether
or not the urban land use is effìcient.

In t]lis chapter, we look at the'allocative efftciency" of china's urban
land allocation system by examining its land use patterns. The

chapter consists of four sections. Section one introduces an analytical
framework for the market value of land and a model for equilibrium
land use developed by economists. The summary of the theory in this
section is based on works by von Thunen (1826, cited from Alonson,
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1960, 1964), Alonso (1960, 1964), Johnston (f981) and Sullivan
(1990). Using these analytical tools, section two, tlrrough analysing

the shape and the level of different sectors' bid-rent functions,

describes how an equilibrium land use pattern should look, and how

it is compared with the current actual ur.ban land use pattern in
China. In making the comparisons, rve are able to examlne the level of

effìciency or inefficiency. Section three discusses the cha¡rges to

China's urban land use pattem, as a result of the market reform in
the sector, and the effìciency implications of the changes. The study

of China's urban land use patterns and their changes in this section is

restricted to a small number of cities due to the lack of data.

However, ttre conclusions are applicable to Chinese cities in general as

the urban development of Chinese cities is under the influence of the

same policy. The pattern of Chinese urbanisation has already

received a reasonable amount of scholarly attention (Ye Shuzan, f 982;

Hu Zhaoliang and Meng Xiaochen, 1989, p. 25i Xu Xueqiang, 1984,

pp. 16-18), which is also reviewed here. The last section concludes by

analysing other factors, apart from concern about economic efficiency,

that play a role in transforming the current urban land use pattern.

The argument advanced here is that economic efÏìciency, though the

most important driving force behind the cunent changes, should not

be the only criterion used in transforming China's urban land use

patterns. The externalities of land use and tJre impact of market

failure require government interference in urban land allocation. A
land use pattern that is efficient from a social perspective is more

likely to be created by interaction between government planning and

markets.
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7.1 Theorles on tJre Market Value of La¡rd and tJre Model for
Equfübrtnrn Lamd Use ln a Monocentrlc Cfry

Modern urban land theory originated from the agricultural rent theory

developed fìrst by David Ricardo (f 817), and von Thunen (1826, f 8æ)

in the last century. Although Ricardo recognised that land position

also determines the land rent due to different transport costs on its

produce, his analysls was mafnly based on fertility differentials.

Johann H. von Thunen (1826, 1863, cited from Alonson, 1960, f 964)

developed the theory of location differential rent and provided the

foundations of the formal spatial analysis of agricultural rent and

location. Von Thunen analysed the transport costs as the only

variable and found land rent for any product declines with distance

away from the marketing point but the rate of decline varies for each

product according to its transport cost, and the market price for each

commodity determines the maximum land rent possible (von Thunen,

1864, cited from Johnston, l98l). Based on his theory, Johnston
(f 981) and Sullivan (1990) translated the resulting pattern of rental

changes \Ã/ith distance into a diagram as shown in Figure 7-1. In this

fìgure, three crops are used to represent three different land uses.
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Figure 7-1. The Lånd Rent Variations and Land-Use Patterns

in the von Thunen Model

rent
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In the von Thunen model, 'land uses determine land values, ttrrough

competitive bidding among farmers, and land values distribute land. ,

among users, according to their ability to pay' (Alonso, f 964). The

competition of the various agricultural land uses around a market

place results in land being assigned to the highest bidder in each

I

case
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William Alonso (1960, 1964) extended the analysis to account for

intra-urban spatial variations in land values, land use and land use

intensity. He built on von Thunen's analysis of rent and agricultural
land use patterns. .A key element in Alonso's model is accessibility

and its associated transport costs' (Johnston, 1981). In the simplest

form of a monocentric cit¡r, Alonso established the bid-rent functions
for fìrms and households, which are negatively sloped and convex.

Using Alonso's analysis of different land users' functions in a
monocentric cit5r, Sullivan (1990) constructed a theoretical land use

pattern with three land users: oflice fìrms, manufacturers and

households. According to Sullivan, 'the equilibrium land use requires

that land be allocated to the highest bidders, the steeper curves will
occupy the more central locations. Therefore, if the curves of ttre

three users are ranked by steepness, they will also be ranked in terms

their accessibility from the city cent¡e and the ability to pay in the

final outcome of the interaction. Thus, if the curves of the office fìrm
are steeper than those of the manufacturing firm, and the

manufacturing fìrm's curyes are steeper than the resident's, there will
be offìces at the centre of the cit5r, surrounded by manufacturing, and

these will be surrounded by residential housing' (sullivan, 1990, p.

224). This is shown in Figure 7-2wichis copied from sullivan (1990,

p.2241.
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Figure 7-2. Equilibrium Land Use Pattern i¡r a Monocentric City
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The fìgure shows tlle land use patterns of the monocentric city with
three different bid rent functions: ofÏìce fìrms lRo), manufacturers

lRnù and residential lRhJ. The office bid-rent function intersects the

manufacturing functlon at a distance of Uo from the city centre, so the

offìce district is a circle with a radius of Uo. The manufacturing bid-

rent function intersects the residential function at a distance of Um

from tlle city centre, so the manufacturing district is a ring of width
(Uo-Unl. The residential bid-rent function intersects horizontal line at
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tfr, so the residential district is a ring of width (LIh - UmJ. The
allocation of the land use is a result of competition in which land is
allocated to t]le highest bidders. OfÏìce firms outbid manufacturers for
land with uo of the city centre, generating an ofÏìce district with a
radius of Uo. Manufacturers outbid ofÏìce ftrms and residents for land
between uo and [lmor the city cent¡e, generaüng a manufacturing
district with a width of (Um - Ilol. The central area of the city is
therefore occupied by ofIìce fìrms because the ofÏìce bid-rent functjon
is steeper than the manufacturing bid-rent function.

An efïìcient land use pattern is believed to be consistent with the
general equilibrium of land allocation among all land users. General
equilibrium land use, as argued by sullivan (Iggo, p.2251, requires
four conditjons to be satisfied simultaneously. These are: (l) Location
equilibrium for firms, which means all fìrms make zero profìts at all
locations, and there will be no incentive to change locations. (2)

Location equilibrium for households, which means all households
achieve the same utility level at all locations in the cit5r, and there will
be no incentive to change locations. (B) competitive bidding, which
means land is allocated to the highest bidder, and (4) labour-market
equilÍbrium, which mea¡ls the total demand for labour equals tÌ¡e total
supply of labour. The four conditions for a general equilibrium land
use can also be viewed as conditions for an efftcient land use pattern,
as effìcient land use is found in the equilibrium land allocation.
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7.2 clnlnese urban Lafid users' Bld-rent Functlons and the
Cu¡rent Urban Land Use patterns

As we see in the above sections, the spatial land use structures, or
land use patterns are translated from land l¡sers' bid-rent functions.
The relative steepness and height of t]le bid-rent functions are

determined by different profìt levels. In examining chinese urban
land users'bid-rent functions, a difficulty is that profìt levels of
chinese firms are highly distorted. In t]:is section, we try to exclude

such distortions and depict t]le shape of Chinese urban land users'
bid-rent functions, in order to examine üre level of efÏìciency and
inefïìciency of China's urban land use patterns.

The Bid-rent Functions of Industry and commercial in Jinan.
Shandong Province

A joint research group of the Institute of Tfade and Finance Economy,

CASS and the world Bank conducted an investigation of more than
600 manufacturing and commercial fìrms in r9g9 in Jinan, Shandong
Province. The investigation focused on land inputs and the profit level

of the fïrms. The aim of the study was to fìnd the conelation between
the firms' land input and their,output. Ttris information is used by
local governments in grading urban land and setting different land use
fees. The study used the average profìt per square metre of land in
the three years between 1984 and 1986 and found that tJle profit level

varied a great deal among fìrms in two sectors: manufacturing and
commercial. In the manufacturing sector, for example, the highest
rate was 298.8 yuan per square metre, and t]le lowest rate was a
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negaüve 78.2 yuan per squ¿rre met¡e, with an average of 34.8 yuan

per square metre. In the commercial sector, the highest rate was

2952.I yuan per square metre, a¡rd the lowest was negative 157.3

ynan per square metre, with an average of 73.1 yuan per square metre

in the sector (ZhangZhuoyuan and Yang Chongguang, et al, 1989, p.

281. Based on these data, tl:e two sectors'bid-rent functions would

look like that depicted in Figure 7-3. The functions are drawn in

linear rather than convex shape, as we assume fìrms do not engage in
factor substitution. This assumption is consistent with the actual

situation under the planned system, in which factor markets were

non-existent and fìrms had no opportunities to choose the

combination of factor inputs. However, even urith a convex bid-rent

curve, the analysis and the conclusion will not be affected.

Figure 7-3. Bid-rent Functions for Manufacturing and
Commerce in Jinan

Profit (yuon/squoremetre)

2952.1 Edge of city

Commerce

298.8

0
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Monufocturing
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The profìtability of fìrms is heavily affected by the industrial policy set

by the government and the high proflt rates are generally due to the

lack of competition in the sector. The huge differences in profìtability

¿rmong sectors and among different enterprises in one sector are

oçlained by government policies whlch work for or against different

firms. In the manufacturing sector, for example, the electronic fìrm's

average profìt per square metre of land was 93.36 5ruan, while the coal

fìrm's was only O.85 yuan. Electronic flrms urere 106 times more

profitable. This was because the coal price was set by the state or

local governments at a price lower than the market price. In this case,

the location differential in fìrms'profìtability are obscured and

overshadowed by other factors.

The existence of negative rent or profìt is anottrer example of

distortion. Theoretically, it is impossible for fìrms to survive by

earning negaüve rent. But in Jinan, negative rent existed in both t]le
manufacturing and commercial sectors. This was only possible for the

state-owned enterprises, because only state-owned enterprises are not

required to be responsible for their losses, and in the case of earning a

negative rent, the enterprises can continue operation with government

subsidies. This fìnding is consistent with findings by other observers,

which reveal that about half of China's 2OO,OOO state-owned

enterprises are losing money (Jia Daluo, 1994).

l¡cation correlation is the relation between a fìrm's profìt level and the

distance from the fìrm's location to the city centre was not a primary
concern in the survey. The survey in Jinan was tr¡ring to establish a
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production function for fìrms and to fìnd out the contribution of land
input to the output of fìrms in Jinan. This information uras supposed
to give the local government some ideas about how much fìrms should
be charged for using urban land. The results of the sunrey led to a
six-class land gradation, which was based on ffrms'profìt level per
land unit. The result, however, also reflected a correlation between a
firm's distance from the urban centre and the fìrm's profìt per land
unit. It coincided with our theorettcal assumption about locaüon and
land value. The six-class land gradation showed tJ:at the first grade of
land, which was related to fìrms with the highest profìt per land unit,
was also located in tl:e cit¡r centre areas. The lower grades of land,
which were related to flrms with rower proflt per land unit, were
located away from the city centre. As the land grade decreases, i.e.
from the higher grade to the lower grade, tl.e distance to citSr centre
increases.

Although there were distortions and abnormalities in the three cases
analysed above, a positive relationship between location and a firm's
profìtability per unit of land area was still observed. Firms located in
the city centre usually generated higher profìt per land unit than fïrms
located farther away from the city centre, and therefore, the land used
by high profìt making fìrms was graded higher than land used by
lower profTt making ftrms. In addition, it was found that identicat , .:

fìrms with similar scale and output occupied a smaller site in the city
centre areas t]lan in the suburbs far away from the city centre. In
other words, fìrms with similar output occupied a relatively larger site
in the outer suburbs than in the city centre areas. Ttris is especially
the case in commercial and service enterprises. This fìnding may
suggest, however, tJlat firms engaged in factor substitution. If this is
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the case, the bid-rent function should be convex. But no matter
whether convex or linear, the fìnding shows that tlle predicted positive

relationship between location differentials and firms'profits (and, so

possible rents) does exist in Chinese cities.

Figure 7-3 also indicates that in Jinan, the commercial sector's bid-
rent function, with the highest profìt per land unit of 2gsz.l 5ruan, is
steeper and higher than the manufacturing sector's, whose highest
profit per land unit was only 298.8 yuan. This is because site location
is more important to tlle profìtability of the commercial sector than the
manufacturing sector. The commerctal sector ts willing and able to

substitute more non-land input for land as the land costs increase

nearer city centre areas.

Province

Another research group, the 'Research Group on china's urban t and
Use and Management'conducted investigations into three sectors in
Nanjing, Jiangsu Province and Ningbo, zheJiang province. The three
sectors vr'ere: commercial (including services), manufacturing and
residential. In NanJing, the,highest annual profìt of 2oo yuan per"

square metre land was found in the commercial sector. The top rate
in tÌe manufacturing sector was 60 Jruan, and it was 2o yuan in the
residential sector. Profit per land unit declined as distance to the city
centre increased. In Ningbo, however, such trends were not so clear
in the commercial and manufacturing sectors. But the function is
very clear in the residential sector. Based on their findings, the three
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sectors'bid-rent functions ire Nanjing are depicted in Fïgure 7-4, and

those in Ningbo are depicted in Figure 7-5.

Figure 7-4. 'Ihree Bid-rent Functions in NanJing

Rent (yuon/squore metre/yeor)

2æ

r50
Commerce & Services

r00
Monufocturing

50 Residentiol

Distqnce to city centre

Source: The Research Group on China's Urban Land Use and
Management, 1992, p. 70.

Figure 7-4 suggests that Nanjing is a typical monocentric city. The

centre of the city is the focal point for all three sectors. The

commercial sector has the highest and steepest bid-rent function
curye. The manufacturing sector's bid function is lower and flatter,

but the residential sector's is the lowest and flattest. However, there

are some unusual features in the diagram. Firstly, the commercial

sector's bid-rent function curve is higher than the other two sectors'

eveqrwhere in the city. This means, in a competitive economy, the

commercial sector would outbid the other two sectors for a site at any

0
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location in the cit5r, and an equilibrium or efIìcient land use would be

exclusive to t]le commercial sector, while the other two sectors would

end up with no land. This is unlikely to be a real ptcture tn a market

economy as higher profìtability in one sector would induce firms from

a lower profìt sector to enter this sector ànd competition would bring
the economic rent to zero. Constant high profìtability in the

commercial sector is a result of t]le long-standing government policy

that neglected commerce and services in the city. This caused a

shortage of supply and a lack of tJre competition in the sector, and

enabled the sector to enJoy a higher profìt than others.

A second feature is t]:at the residential sector's bid-rent function curve

in the diagram is not only the lowest, but also very flat. A flat bid-rent
function curye, as discussed earlier, me€uls a constant land rent
would occur anywhere along the curve, regardless of the distance to

the city centre. If this is the case, households would prefer to live in
the inner citSr centre because, though the rent remains the same,

transport costs would be saved. competition among households

would bid up ttre rent in the inner city centre areas and the bid-rent
function cun/e would no longer be flat. The flat bid-rent curve reflects

the current situation that urban residents pay the same rent per

square metre floor space regardless of the distance to tJle cit5l centre
(Liu Hongru, 1991, p. 7). The lack of a market and consumer

sovereignt5r prevent the households bidding up the rent for housing in
the inner city centre areas and lowering the rent for housing in the
suburbans areas. Moreover, under the current urban housing system

which is characterised by low rent and welfare support, the location of
a household is the result of government assignment. The immediate
impact of this policy is a gain for the residents living near the city
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centre. As illust¡ated in Flgure 7-5, households who live in the near

city centre areas O-DL, pay less rent and galn the amount of the area

cbc i¡r tlle diagram. In fact, as the current rent level is very low, all

urban residents are above the planned rent curve, i.e. they live within

the area O-Dl and gain from the governrhent's subsidised low rent

policy.

Figure 7-5. The Gains and Losses of the Current Flat Residential Rent
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Figure 7-6. The Three Bid-rent Ftrnctions in Ningbo

Rent (yuon/squore metre/yeor)

200 Commerce & serv¡ces

Residentiol

Distonce to city centre

-50 Monufocturing

Source: The Research Group on China's Urban Land Use and
Management, 1992, p. 70.

Figure 7-6 is based on data collected from Ningbo. It suggests that
Ningbo is a city with more than one citSr centre, indicated by o and X.

The normal city centre O is attractive to commercial and residential
sectors only as their bid-rent functions show strong preference for a
location nearer this city centre, but not for the manufacturing sector,

as this sector runs a negative profìt (rent) at or near this city centre.

As the distance to the citSr centre O increases and tÌ¡e dtstance to the
second city centre Xdecreases, the manufacturing sector improves its
profìtability, with a positively sloped bid-rent curve. The commercial
sector shows a negatively sloped curve initiatly while moving away
from tl:e city centre o, but becomes positively sloped later when

approaching the second citSr centre X. This indicates the second city

0
X
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centre Xis a focal point for both the manufacturing sector and
commercial sector, but not for the residential sector as its bid-rent
function shows no preference for the second city centre X. As the
distance continues to increase after the second city centre )( all three
sectors show a negaüvely sloped bid-rent curve.

Apart from the policy or institutional bias in the profitability of fìrms,
the data from the three cities discussed above contain some useful
information. The commercial sector in all three cities has the highest
and steepest bid-rent function curve, while the manufacturing sector
is lower, and the residential sector is the lowest. This pattern would
allow the commercial sector to occupy more of t]le city centre areas
than the manufacturing sector, and the residential sector to be located
further away from the city centre than the manufacturing sector. This
spatial structure of urban land use is consistent with the theoretical
model of urban land use patterns in a monocentric city (Alonso, 1964:
Sullivan, I99O).

Land Use Patterns in China

However, üre actual urban land use patterns in china are rather
complicated and a¡e not always consistant with t]le theoretical i

models. Here we examine china's actual urban land use patterns in
two aspects: the share of each land use as a proportion to tl-e total
urban land and t]le spatial structure (location) of each urban land
use. The share of each urban land use gives the relative size of urban
land allocated to each use, regardless of the location. As the
theoretical model suggests, the commercial sector has the steepest
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and the highest bid-rent function, and therefore, the commercial

sector should occupy most of the land in t]le city centre in order to
maximise ground rent. However, a comparative study shows that the
commercial sector's share i¡r total urban la¡rd is very small, while
manufacturing sector's share is large, In Fushan, for example, land

used by commercial and services accounted for only 2.BB per cent of
the total urban land (Leung and Poon, lg82).

In the following analysis, due to the unavailability of data, we examine

only two main urban land users: industry (including manufacturing
and industrial warehouses) and residential. It would be interesting to
have some socialist countries such Soviet Union for the comparasions.

unfortunately, we are not able to gether any urban land use pattern
data from those countries. The percentage use of urban land by the
two users is listed in Table 7-1. As we see from t]:e table, industrial
and residential use of urban land accounts for more than half of the
total urban land in the selected cities. Land use other than industry
and residential are classifìed as 'Others'in the table, such as

commercial land use, roads, streets parks, political, social and
cultural land uses and vacant land, and etc. Data from ten Chinese

cities listed in the table are from various sources. For comparison, we

also list data for Hong Kong and Japan and two cities in Australia.
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Table 7-1. Urban Land Use: Industry and Residential

City or
Country

Industrial Use
(percentage)

Residential Use
(percentage)

Others
(percentage)

Nanjing (r99O)*

Ningbo (r99O)*

Shanghai (I99O)*

Jinan (f99O)*

BeiJing (1980)

TanJin (1976)

Hangzhou (f 979)

Guangzhou (f98f)

Xi'an (1980)

Tai¡ran (f98O)

Average of ten
Chlnese cltles

Hong Kong (I99O)"'

Adelaide (1957)

Sydney (r97I)

Japan (f985 average)

Average of the
for¡¡ others

34.2

30.5

24.4

37.5

20.9

29.5

29.8

26.8

29.L

4t.o

30.37

5.9

4.O

6.9

r3.o

7.46

29.r

28.3

32.5

28.4

23.L

2r.5
19.7

29.L

25.2

r8.5

26.64

34. I
38. r

5r.8
76.O

50.oo

36.7

4L.2

43. r

34. r

56.O

49.O

50.5

44.L

45.7

40.5

44.O9

60.0

57.9

4r.3
r r.o

42.65

* Sources did not speci$r date. I99O is the most likely date.
Sources: Hong Kong government: (1991) Hong Kong Annual
Report 199I, p.445; C. P. I.o, 1992,p.69; Guo Huancheng,
1985, p. 36; (Japan) Shgre clengxinng tudiguanli(The World
Urban and Rural I"and Management), Kome Jishu Wenxian
Chubanshe (Science, Technolory and Documentry Press, BeiJin$,
1988, p.9f ; The Research Group of China's Urban Land Use and
Management, 1992; p.70. Neutze, lgTT, pp. f tl, llZ.
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Industrial use of urban land in the ten Chinese cities on average

accounts for 30.37 per cent of the total, while residential land

accounts for only 25.54 per cent. This is in cont¡ast to the 7.45 per

cent industrial use of urban land and 50 per cent residential use in
the other group. we cannot immediatelyJump to the conclusion that
urba¡r land use in Ch,ina is ineflìcient, as we have yet to consider the

spatial structure of the land use. However, compared \Ãdth the other
group, we can infer that the industrial use of urban land is excessive,

and the residential use of urban land was too low. This point is
strengthened by the obersen¡ation that tlle reference group is made up
of industrialised countries. This conclusion is supported by the

fìndings of other research, which indicate that the average industrial
and commercial uses of urban land in 55 Chinese cities accounted for
63 per cent of tJle total urban land, while land used for housing

accounted for only 37 per cent. of the non-residential land, 27.5 per

cent was used by manufacturing. This is compared with the world
average of industrial use of urban land of 15 per cent (GtrcfuJingjí

YoryjU L982, p. 33f). China is not a developed country yet, but the
industrial use of urban land has already dominated the urban scene.

China's urban'planning has focused on tJle link between urban
construction and major industrial projects. During the First Five Year

Plan, China put emphasis on the reconstruction of many large cities

such as I"anzhou, Xi'an, Luoyan$, Baotou, 'Wuhan, Chengdu, TaiSruan,

and Datong and on developing them as the backbone in the nation's
industrial structure.. The aim of planning was to effect a,'motre i

rational' distribution of industry and land use in urban development,
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and it did much to facilitate production and to enhance the amenities

of urban living. The problems that China inherited from that period,

however, are indeed immense. The problems, as listed by Ye Shuzan
(1982, p. 4), include: the layout of functional areas of cities is

confused; owing to priority given to industrialisation, redevelopment

of the inner-cit5r has been relegated to a secondary position in China's

urban progr¿rmmei public facilities are seriously insufficient, and

their distribution irrational; and there is damage to urban parks,

gardens and scenic spots.

There is another reason behind Chi¡ra's urban development

programme which favoured industrial use. This was the belief that
the focus of socialist cities should be production, while the focus of
capitalist cities is consumption (Ye Shuzan, 1982, p. 3). Under tllis
ideologr, the development of the manufacturing sector in urban areas

was encouraged. The development of commercial or sen¡ice sectors,

as well as residential construction, on the other hand, was not given

enough attention. The so called 'xinn slengchan, hou slrcrghuo
(production fìrst, living second)' is a vivid description of government

policy in allocating investment funds (Zlnæt9 ging, 1990, pp. f f  -

f f 5). During the Cultural Revolution, commerce and services in cities

were even reduced. with the limited land resources available, a policy

that was skewed to industrialisation could only be achieved by
sacrifìcing others. This not only resulted in excessive industrial land

use in the city, but also inconvenience for urban residents, with the

shortage of commercial facilities, industrial pollution, shortage of
water and traffic congestion caused by hearSr vehicles.
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The relatively smaller proportion of residential use of urban land, as

compared \Ã/ith the other group, is consistent with the current
shortage of urban housing. Ye Shuzan (1982, p. 2) gives two reasons

for this shortage. One is that the urban population growth outpaced

housing constmction. The other is that government policy ignored the

housing sector, as is reflected in the decline of proportion of the

government expenditure on housing constmction as a percentage of

the total capital construction investment from 9.1 per cent in the

l95Os down to between 4 to 7 per cent in the l96Os and 197Os.

Although there are no statistical data suggesting the spatial stmcture
of China's urban land use was also skewed toward the manufacturing,

empirical evidence from my own fleld works tn Chlna in 1994 and

evidence from the next section enables us to conclude that t]le
industrial use of urban land is not only excessive in terms of the

proportion of total urban land, but also excessive in the CBD in terms

of the spatial allocation.

7.3 Changes to Cu¡rent Urban Land Use Patterns and the
Efñclency Implications of the Changes

As discussed earlier, equilibrium land use means neither fìrms nor

households have the incentive to move. China's urban land use

patterns were inefficient under the planned economy, but a move was

impossible due to the rigid system. As tJre market reform spreads to

more and more sectors, enterprises are encouraged to maximise their
profit goals and households are encouraged to pay a full rent for

urban housing, or eventually to buy their own home. Under these
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developments, tJ:e preference of firms and households are revealed,

and changes in the current urban land use patterns are inevitable.

Changes to urban land use patterns happen elsewhere, along with
economic and social changes. Goldberg and Chinloy (f 984, pp. 284-

299) examined the USA and Canada's i¡rdustrial location and changes

in the l96os and l97os, and found manufacturing moving out of the

CBD was a common phenomenon in the North America. Similar

moves were observed by Lo (1993, p. 78) in Hong Kong. The changes

to China's urban land use patterns also follow those described by

Goldberg and Chinloy, such as manufacturing moving out of the CBD

to make room for the commercial and service sectors. Changes are

also starting to take place i¡r the residential sector. Housing to some

extent is no longer 'welfare' offered by governments. Instead, it is
being made a commodity available from the market witJl a market

price. Home ownership is greatly encouraged by the cunent
government policy. These changes have much to do u/ith the spatial

structure of urban land use patterns and have impacts on the

economic efïìciency and welfare aspects.

The movement of manufacturing out of the CBD in China is taking
place on two fronts: one is planned changes by the government; the

other is spontaneous changes by urban land users in response to the .

development of a market. These are examined separately below.
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The Planned Change of Land Use by ttre Governments

Fuzhou, the provincial capital of FuJian province, started moving its
manufacturing enterprises out from the CBD to outer suburbs in
f 99f . The Fuzhou Sport Shoes Factorywas originally located in t]le
inner-city area, occupying l5 mu of land (r hectare). The factory was

relocated to the outer suburbs and the inner city site was sold to a
joint-venture for I I million yuan. With the sales revenue of l l million

Jruan, the factory was not only able to buy an even larger site in the
outer suburbs, but was also able to build a neu¡ workshop that was

almost three times as large as the old one. Moreover, the relocation
.also gave the factory a chance to renew its assembly lines and to
change to better technologr. As a result of the relocation, the factory
had a new life and its productivity was improved fwang changfeng,
r992).

The benefìt from such relocations is usually retained by the
goveErment for two resons: First, tJre enterprises are generally owned

by the government. Second, governments are always the architecture
of such relocations.

The Fuzhou Motorbike Factory was an old factory located on a site of
15.9 mu in the inner city of Fuzhou. The factory sold its old site for t2
million yuan and moved to a cheaper site in the outer suburbs, setting
up a new motorbike joint-venture with investment of only 4.5 million
yuan. The rest of the sale revenue was used by the factory to pay off
its debt, and to improve its retired employeeso living conditions and
welfare. As a result of this relocation, the old motorbike factory
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became a modern motorbike factory, without any inJection of funds by
the government (Wang Changfeng, 1992).

By the end of 1991, the Fuzhou municipal government had moved a

total of 9 factories out of the CBD. This released a total of lO2 mu (6.8

hectares) of land available for foreign investors to develop offlce

buildings and commercial facilities, which were expected to yield a
much higher return from the land. In 1992, the local government

further planned to make available another 3OO mu (2O hectares) in the

CBD by moving more factories to tl:e outer suburbs. The change in
land use in Fuzhou brought both economic and social benefits to the

city: the city landscape was improved and looked better: the negative

environmental impacts of tJle old factories, such as noise and
pollution urere eliminated; government revenue from tl.e land was

increased and urban development was accelerated wittrout much
government funding required fwang Changfeng, lgg2).

Qingdao, ttre coastal city in shandong hovlnce made a decision in
f 992 to relocate four headquarters of the cit5r's highest authorities, i.e

the Qingdao CCP Committee, the People's Government of Qingdao
Municipality, Qingdao People's Congress and Qingdao people's

Political Consultative Conference, which in total occupied 40 mu(2.67
hectares) of the most wanted areas in the cit5l, from the city centre to
the eastern suburbs of the city. The old sites in the cit5r centre would
be aucttoned to the highest bidders for development of commercial,
offìces, hotels and luxury residential towers. The revenue raised from
the auction u¡as orçected to provide funds for developing a new

complex in the eastern suburbs to house the four headquarters (Hu
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weiguo, 1993, p. 25). The proJect is currently under way, but success

seems likely as the markets show a strong interest in the old sites.

The most extensive changes to land use are perhaps in Jinan, the
provincial capital of shandong Province.. In tgg3, Jinan municipal
government decided to overhaul its urban land use patterns by
relocating more than 25O factories from the l¡rner cit5r areas to the
outer suburbs. In the fìrst stage, 5z factories with rSoo mu (r5o
hectares) of land in t]le most wanted cBD will be relocated to the
outer suburbs within fìve years. The land available for development of
r.9 million square metres of floor space will produce an ext¡a I.2
billion yuan per year for the local government if used for commercial,
offlces and services rather than for manufacturing. In addition to the
economic benefits, t]le city layout, the pollution and the trafftc
congestion problems associated with these factories will also be

improved (Jin chunlong, Iggs). The projects are currentry under way.

Spontaneous Change of Urban Land Use

The spontaneous change of urban land use by the current land users
have been analysed in chapter 3 and 6 as i[egal t¡ansactions.
Despite questions of legitimacy, the spontaneous changes of urban
land uses in fact follow the same pattern as the changes planned by
the government, and have a similar impact on land use effìciency. The

spontaneous changes have happened mainly among private land
users on a small scale, and most changes involve transferring land
into commercial or service uses. In Dashelan and Zhongguancun
districts in Beijing, for example, almost all illegal transactions involved
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land that changed lnto commercial or serylce use (Research Group of
China's Urban t^and Use and Management, 1992, p. 7l). The

situation in Nanjing is little different. Between f988 and 1989, of the

f OSO private transactions surveyed, 85 per cent involved land which

was changed to commercial and services, while 15 per cent changed to

residential use (Research Group of China's Urban L,and Use and

Management, 1992, p. 7l).

Administratively-allocated land experienced a similar pattern of

change when it was put on market by its users. Illegal transactions

have been criticised for grabbing land revenue from tl:e state (Hou Jie,

1993, p. 3). However, their eflìciency implications are positive. The

changes in the land uses apparently increased the returns from the

land to the land users and led to a more rational land use pattern.

Figure 7-7. T"he Welfare Impact of Manufacturing

Moving out of the CBD

Rent

Commerce's bld rent
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Monufocturing's bld rent

o
DI Dlstonce to clty centre
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Figure 7-7 illustrates the welfare effect of moving manufacturing out
of the CBD. With manufacturing firms located in the city centre areas

o-D7, there is a rent loss to the governments as urban land owners as

indicated by the shaded areas in the diagram. By moving the
manufacturing fìrms out of the o-DI areas to areas beyond Dr, total
rent increases by that amount indicated by both the shaded areas. In
the o-DI areas, the commercial sector is able to pay a higher rent,
while in the areas beyond DI, the manufacturing sector is able to pay
a higher rent. I"and is thus allocated to the highest bidders, and tle
rent from t]:e land is maximised.

Changes in the Residential Sector

Changes in the residential sector were brought about by the housing
reform in tJle late l98Os. Housing reform in China involves two parts
(Liu Hongru, 1991, p. 6). one is the increase in housing rent, fìrst to
cover the cost of housing mainten¿u1ce, and then eventually to cover
the cost of the total investment on housing construction. The other is
home ownership. china has long adopted a low housing rent policy
and increases in housing rent have proved very diflicult to introduce.
The increase in the housing rent is contradicted by the low wage

system. so far, the rent reform is far from meeting its targets of .t

covering the costs of housing maintenance and taking the burden of
the financial subsidy from the government. In BeiJing, for example,
the municipal government planned to increase housing rent to o.5
yuan per square metre in the first stage of the housing system reform
in the city. But t]le rent required to cover the full costs, i.e. the
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building cost and maintena¡rce cost, is estfunated to be 15-16 yuan per

square metre fwang Yukun, 1991, p. f 7).

In cities such as Yantai, Yichang, Tengzhou" Haiyang, Jinxian and

Guangzhou that have already experimeqted one way or another with

rent reform, housingirent per square metre ts still lower than that

required to cover the maintenance costs (Wang Z}rottzhi, 1991, pp.

L26-127: Gao Peiyi, 199I, pp.20-211. Moreover, the increased

housing rent remains a flat rent reflecting no location differentials.

location differentials as determi¡rants of housing rent or price,

however, are found in the private housing rental ma¡ket and the

commercial housing market.l Private housing owners charge tJle

market rent. As analysed in Chapter 6 as examples of illegal housing

rental, the market rent charged by private housing owners varied a

great deal according to the location of the house.

In the housing market, commercial housing property is put up for sale

at tJle market price. This price reflects the location differentials and

shows a positive correlation between housing price and the distance to

the city centre. In Beijing, for example, residential housing prices

lyuan per square metre) differ between suburbs. The average housing

price in suburbs within the Third Circular Road in f 993 was 9250

yuan. In suburbs outside the Third Circular Road, which are further

away from the city centre, tlle price was 546O yuan. In the suburban

countSr Daxing, which is even further away from Beijing cit5r centre,

the average housing price was 3362 yuan (Fø:rgdtcho:n Zlwubao, L994,

1 Thete are three kinds of housing in China: commodity housing (shnngpinfang),
low-profit housing (weilifang) and welfare housing (fulifang). Only commodity
housing is sold at the ma¡ket pnce (Zhongwai Fangdichan Daobao, No. 5, 1991, p.
t7).
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p. 3; Zlangguo FangdichanXi¡'txi" L992, p. 7ll. Table 7-2 illustrates

the detail of the housing prices in different suburbs in BeiJing in f 993.
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Table 7-2. Beijing Residential Housing kices in Different suburbs
(Average Price: lruan per square metre)

Housing hces Suburbs * I¡catlons

r3000
9000
9000
6000

Donghuashi
Qingnianhu
Xingfucun
Huawei Xiaoqu

Fangzhuan
Songrult
Nanmofang
Maizedian
Taiyanggong
Madianqiao
Qijiayuzi
Shilibao
Pingguoyuan
Fengtai

Zaopuli
Baihehua
Qianlong Garden
Luyin Garden

Within the 3rd Circular Rd
Within the Srd Circular Rd
Within the Srd Circular Rd
Within the 3rd Circular Rd

Outside the 3rd Circula¡ Rd
Outside the 3rd Circular Rd
Outside the Srd Circular Rd
Outside the 3rd Circular Rd
Outside the 3rd Circular Rd
Outside the 3rd Circular Rd
Outside the 3rd Circular Rd
Outside the 3rd Circula¡ Rd
Outside the 3rd Circula¡ Rd
Outside the 3rd Circular Rd

Daxing Count5r
Daxing County
Daxing County
Daxing County

7000
4400
4700
7300
5 roo
7300
5300
4000
3600
5900

2850
3800
4500
2800

* suburbs here refer to the newly created residential suburbs,
which are usually called 'xina qt)'. In each of these 'xi.e,o qu', there
are tens or even hundreds of housing units available for sale.
The price listed in the Table under each suburb is the average
price of all units in the suburb.
Sources: Fangdíclwn Zlwubao, lgg4, p. 3; Zlonggtn Fø;rqdichan
Xi¡txE 1992, p.7l

The location diffe¡entials in housing prices and housing rents indicate
there is high demand for housing in the inner cit5r areas and lower
demand for housing in the outer suburban areas. Households are

now able to trade off between housing costs and commuting cost
associated \Mith the distance to the city centre, and a location
equilibrium is possible. The welfare impacts of such changes are
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illustrated in Figure 7-8. The administrative rent is how much the

households actually paid for their rents. Above the admi¡nistrative

rent cun¡e is the housing bid rent curve and the best use rent
function. The best use rent function is higher and steeper than the

housing bid rent curve as other users, for example, commercial

enterprises see the inner city centre more competttive. rùVithout the

administratively set rent, commercial land users would outbid
residents in the area OE, whlle residents would outbid commercial

land users in the area EFin the urban area OF. However, \ rith a flat
adminlstratively set rent which is lower anywhere than the market
rent cun¡e, the A area is the loss of rent. The B areas represent the

maximum transfer to the households, and c area is ttre subsidy for
non-residential use in .EF area. So, change of rent cun¡e from a flat
administratively set one to a negatively sloped market rent curve will
enable the government to gain potential rents as marked by A and B
¿rreas in the Figure. The actual outcome of the low flat rent is a
distorted urban land use pattern whose extent is dependent on the

decisions of planner regarding how far the administ¡ative rent curve is

away from the market rent curve.
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Figure 7-8. Impacts of Rent Curve Changes i¡r tJ:e Residential Sector

Rent
Best use rent function

Housing bid rent curve

Distonce to cily centre E

7.4 Market and Plannlng: ttre Determlnants of urban Land
Use Pattern

Economic effìciency has been the driving force in the changes to urban
land use patterns. we have argued so far for economic effìciency as

the most important criterion in transforming China's current urban
land use patterns. China has long ignored the role of market signals
such as price in land allocation. In the current economic reform, it is
understandable that t]le importance of market methods in changing
urban land use patterns is stressed. But economic efÏìciency is not
the only important criterion tn the determination of any actual land
use patterns. In fact, the actual land use patterns in a citJr are

subJect to influences from many factors. As Neutze pointed out (LSTT,

p.2271,'the two important influences on urban land use patterns
which do not result from €uly current individual or government

o
F

A

B

Administrotive rent curve c
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acüvities were fìrst, the influence of natural features, or the

topography of the site of a cit5r, and second the historical influence, or
the inherited structures of a city'. Even in a private market economy,

economic efficiency is not the only factor to be considered in changing

urban land use patterns. In a mixed private-government system,

governments always exercise some control over the market process.

The actual la¡rd use pattems are more likely to be the result of
interaction between government planning and market development
(Neutze, L977, pp.227-2aû. In thls secüon, we briefly examine some

other factors that have more and more influence on the urban
development and urban land use patterns, and discuss why the actual
urban land use patterns cannot be solely a result of a free market
movement

without any intervention, or left to its own devices, ttre market will
generally allocate land to the use for which it is most valuable, as

reflected in the price a user is prepared to pay. Markets in t]le long
run tend to achieve allocative effìciency in the use of resources, but
the costs can be very high. when t]le land is developed, it is usually
expensive to convert it from one use to another because buildings and

services are specialised and have a long life.

Environmental and social considerations are also ignored in the
market process. In modern cities, a signifi.cant proportion of land is
used for non-profìt purposes, such as roads, parks and public
schools. If the private market valuation of land use in different
locations is the only determinant that influences location decisions,

non-profit land uses, such as schools and parks would never be

located in the best places.
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Markets are not perfect and they fail in various \vays. As argued by
Larmour (1994, p. 45),'markets can encourage the transfer of land to
those that can most effìciently use it, but they provide no guarantee of
a minimum level of subsistence for everyone. Market failures, such as

that represented by the growttr of monopolies may emerge. External
or third party affects, such as environmental pollution, may not be

taken into account by parties to a deal. People are not necessarily
fuily aware of tlle consequences of their actions' (Iarmour, lgg4, p.

45).

Market allocation of land may also cause some effects that are not
wanted by the societ5r. The market similarly allocates different social
groups to different localities. Once a suburb gets a reputation as a

high-class residential area, land and house prices rise so that poorer
families cannot afford to live there. Furthermore, 'it will not pay to
build costly houses and flats in a poor area because most of the
potential buyers in such an area will be poor families who rvill not be

willing to pay the full cost of an expensive home. Therefore, an
orçensive house in a poor area can be a bad investment, as can a low
cost house in an area where most buyers want a big one' (Neutze,

L977, p. 2291. In this way, the market can reinforce a preference for
rich and poor to live in different parts of a city.

Land use patterrrs are directly linked to the qualty of the envlronment
for human beings. so the environmental consequence is becoming a
more and more important factor in considering urban development.

In the United States, there is growing consensus that control over land
use is probably the most important single factor in improving the
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quality of the environment in the country Otre US Council on

Environmental Quality, 1973, p. 263). certain land use patterns c¿ul

create problems such as pollution and traffìc congestion. Patterns of
land use are believed to be a major determinant of pollution levels in
any area (The US Council on Environmental Quality, lg73, p. 263).

The greater the distances that must be travelled between home,

workplace, and shops, the more air pollution will be generated by
automobile travel. Significant water pollutlon problems can be

generated by development on lake shores or by placement of septic

tanks in unsuitable soil. Many forms of industrial pollution may be

reduced by siting a plant so that its wastes can be productively

utllised by a neighbouring plant. For all types of pollution the degree

of concentration of principal pollution sources is a key factor in the
level of pollution to which the population is exposed.

urban development has therefore become a very comprehensive and

complex issue. 7-oning is the primary tool used by localities to
regulate urban land use. The economic pu{pose of zoning is to

remedy market failure stemming from externalities among urban land
uses (Mills, 1989, p. l). In the United States, since the Supreme

court ruled zoning to be constitutional in L926, zoning regulations

have been viewed as 'extensions of nuisance law, Justifìed under the
police power of the state to prevent land uses that threatened the

safet5r, health, morals, and general welfare of the public' (Mills, lg8g,
p. 1). Although zoning involves a lot of technical tools as it is often
used by obJective planning professionals to implement comprehensive

land-use plans, zoning is basically a legal statement of what use of the
land will or will not be acceptable to a governmental authority, and

therefore, represents a potential modifìcation of the free-market
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situation (Alonso, 1970, p. t f 7). In zoning, not only economic

efficiency, but also the social, cultural and environmental

consequences are taken into account. 7Ãnfirgis an'art'requiring
many forms of expertises (Pogodzinslrt and Sass, lggO, pp. 2g4-f 9g;

Davis, 1963, p. 5). The urban land use patterns are by and large a

direct result of zoning.

In China, however, urban zoning is still new. rüt/ith respect to its
comprehensiveness, its legal status and its technical dimensions,

there is no equivalent agency or progr¿rm in china governing urban
land use such as zonlng in the western world. This, however, does

not mean urban land use in china is subJect to no limit. In china,
the limits come from different sources. The urban planning Bureau,

for example, is mainly responsible for drawing up the overall urban
development programme and making the planning standards. TLre

MOC is particularly responsible for residential housing construction,
including control of location, the density and the height of the

constructions, as well as technical specifìcations related to the

construction of housing. The local I.ABs control rural-urban land
conversion. The urban Environment Protection Bureau has veto

rights to a projected land use in light of its environment
consequences. In addition to these organisations, other governmental

departments, where the land user is under their administ¡ation, also

have a say in a particular area of urban land development, and

therefore the urban land use patterns. For example, the Department
of Commerce is involved in planning and controlling commercial land
use, while the Department of Industry has a maJor role in tl-e
planning of industrial use of urban land. As all these org¿ulisations
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Chapter I
Concluslons

In chapter 2, this thesis presented a discussion of the theoretical
issues involved in the analysis of the economics of China's land use,

and established a theoretical framework for the argument in the
following chapters. FTom chapter s to chapter z, the analysis was
devoted to issues in the reform of the planned land management and
use system and the development of a land market with chinese
characteristics. This Chapter concludes the analysis of those issues
and examines some of the main fìndings.

China's dual land ownership system and land administ¡ation system
were formed in the period of the planned economy. The major
problem of these systems was that they ignored the market. The loose

and ambiguous definition of land property rights, especially those of
collectives', was a big obstacle to the use of market methods and
discouraged land users from caring for the land. The development of
a quasi-land market in china is based on land ownership by the state.
The state monopoly of land ownership is not necessarily detrimental to
tf.e use of market methods so long as a land user's rights are properþ
specified and protected. The land administration system requires
change to enforce the protection of the property rights over land and
land user's rights under state land ownership. Meanwhile, the market'
is allowed to play the major role in land allocation. Administrative
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control over certain land use patterns, such as the agricultural land
use, c¿u-ì. be realised through using instruments like government

planning or zoning.

Chapter 4 analysed the management of land supply and demand

under the planned economy system. Diagrams were used to illustrate
the behaviour on both the demand and supply sides. The problems in
the management of demand and supply by the government showed

that administrative allocation of land and the management of land
demand and supply by administrative means are economically

ineffìcient. The growth of General Economic Development znnes
(GEDZs) and tlle large volume of illegal transactions of land use rights
demonstrated that the administrative m¿magement of land supply and

demand was not consistent with market development. A new
m¿rnagement system based on market principles is therefore

necessaÐ¡.

Ttre free land allocation system through administrative means is

mainly responsible for the excess demand for land and for land use

ineffìciency in china. The reform of the planned land use and

m¿ulagement system started with the introduction of land use fees.

Chapter 5 analysed the implementation of tJle various land use fees

and taxes; and the problems arising from the implementation of these

fees. The collection of land use fees failed to stop the excess demand

for land or to improve land use effìciency. The reasons were not only

because the level of fees were too low, but also because, without any

change to t]le current land administration and management system,

the fee collection and its distribution actually worsened the relations
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between the central government and localities and encouraged

bargaining by local governments.

The experiment with the sale and transfer of state-owned land use

rights represented the right direction for the reform of the planned

land m¿ulagement system and for developing a quasi-land market in
China. This was analysed in Chapter 6. The theoretical signifìcance
of this experiment lies in its delinkfieg the form of land ownership and
tlle form of land allocation and land use. By focusing on the land
user's rights and t]le exchanges of these rights in the market, it is
possible to have a functioning land market to achieve efficiency in
land allocation and land use, while maintaining public land ownership
by state.

chapter 7 examined china's land use patterns and the changes after
the economic reform. with regard to economic efficiency, china's
current urban land use patterns are not effìcient as the administrative
allocatÍon system failed to allocate land to its highest bidders.
changes to china's urban land use patterns since the economic
reform began has demonstrated tllat the criterion of effìciency of land
use is the driving force as more land is reallocated from less profitable
uses to more profitable uses. users are therefore able to pay higher
land rent. The impact on land use efÏìciency is positive.

The primary market in china's land ma¡ket system ls hlghly regulated
under unified state land ownership. with state monopoly in the
supply of land use rights, allocative effìciency can be achieved by
introducing market competition among land use right buyers, such as

by auction and bidding. As argued in tJlis thesis, market competition
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and land ownership are not necessarily related. By using market

tools, such as prices in land allocatton, it is possible to achieve an

allocation system in which that each unit of land is used by the user

tJlat generates the maximum return a¡rd therefore pays the highest

rent. However, economic efllciency also requires free transaction of
land use rights in the secondaqr ma¡ket. To encourage free

t¡ansaction and competition, the administ¡ative allocation of land use

rights in the primary market needs to be ellminated.

FYee competition in the secondary market is an important element to

achieve an efïìcient land use pattern. FTee competition requires an

effective tegal system to clariff land user's rights and protect land
user's interest. Free competition also requires the reduction of direct
government administration involvement in the supply of and demand

for land use rights. Incentives to maximise land use return and care

,for land by the users, i.e. the efficient use of land at the
microeconomic level, can be achieved through proper specifìcation of
the property and land use rights for users and proper protection of
those rights by law. on the other hand, government can use indirect
devices such regulations and zoning to influence certain land use

pattern, and avoid problems associated with externalities in land use.

The dual market structure reflects the character of the chinese
political economy. Public land ownership is demonstrated by the fact
that the state is the only owner of all urban land and the state has a
monopoly in the supply of land use rights in the primary market. The

separation of land and land use rights enables the state to maintain
the ideologically-inherited public land ownership concept while
focusing more attention on land property rights. This thesis has
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argued that in the Chinese context the latter are more the source of
incentives for private or individual land users than the conceptual

ownership title. This situation guarantees that the government not
only reaps the maximum rent from the la¡rd, but also plays a role in
the determination of land use patterns. .It is botJl politically
acceptable and feasible. with administ¡ative land allocation by
government limited to the supply side in the primary market, it is
possible for the seconda4r market to allow a greater extent of free

competition and free transaction.

The current land allocation system is intended to give government

priority in the allocation of land use rights through administrative
means. This is not sustainable because not only it is inconsistent
with the general goal of the economic reform, which encourages use of
more market methods, but also because it is diffìcult to carqr out
administ¡ative orders in reality. A mechanism is needed to maintain
state ownership while allowing transfer of property rights throught the
market. More and more market activities (the so-called'illegal

transactions' discussed in Chapter 4) have developed to force their
own way through administrative limits. The overheating of the real

estate industry in 1993 and the emergence of large number of GEDZs

as analysed in Chapters 5 and 6 are examples of these forces.

The ocperiment with sale and transfer of state owned land use rights
rather than land title represents the right direction for China's market
reform in the land sector. Although this experiment is far from
dominant in the land sector, it is argued in this thesis that the
experiment has shed light on a market system with chinese
characteristics, i.e. a market system under the basis of public land
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ownership. This has profound implications for China's further
economic reform, such as the reform for state owned enterprises,

which face the same dilemma as China is confronted with in
developing a land. Moreover, China's experiment is also relevant to

the ongoing market-oriented economic reform in the eastern European

countries as in these countries public ownership of propert5r is also

the starting point. Unlike some western observers who believe private

ownership of property and a free market are inseparable (Lindblom,

L977, p. 2221, this thesis has argued that even without fundamental
change of the public land ou¡nership system, a land market can

develop by separating land title and land use rights. Such a land
market is a distinctive 'market \pith Chinese characteristics'.
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control over certain land use patterns, such as the agricultural land

use, can be realised through using instruments like government

planning or zoning.

Chapter 4 analysed the m¿ulagement of land supply and demand

under the planned economy system. Diagrams were used to illustrate

the behaviour on both the demand and supply sides. The problems in
tJre management of demand and supply by the government showed

that administrative allocation of land and the mÉulagement of land
demand and supply by administrative means are economically

i¡reffìcient. The growth of General Economic Development znnes
(GEDZs) and the large volume of illegal transactions of land use rights
demonstrated that the administrative management of land supply and

demand was not consistent with market development. A new

management system based on market principles is ttrerefore

necessarJ¡.

The free land allocation system through administrative means is

mainly responsible for the excess demand for land and for land use

inefïìciency in China. The reform of the planned la¡rd use and

m¿rnagement system started with the introduction of land use fees.

Chapter 5 analysed the implementation of the various land use fees

and taxes, and the problems arising from tJle implementation of these

fees. The collection of land use fees faited to stop the excess demand

for land or to improve land use efTiciency. The reasons were not only

because the level of fees were too low, but also because, without any

change to the current land administration and management system,

the fee collection and its distribution actually worsened the relations
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between the central government and rocalities and encouraged

bargaining by local governments.

The experiment with t]le sale and t¡ansfer of state-owned land use
rights represented the right direction for tlle reform of the planned
land management system and for developing a quasi-land market in
China. This was analysed in Chapter 6. The theoretical signiftcance
of this experiment lies in its delinktng the form of land ownership and
the form of land allocation and land use. By focusing on the land
user's rights and the exchanges of these rights in the market, it is
possible to have a functioning land market to achieve efficiency in
land allocation and land use, while maintaining public land ownership
by state.

Chapter 7 examined China's land use patterns and the changes after
the economic reform. with regard to economic effìciency, china's
current urban land use patterns are not effìcient as the administrative
allocation system failed to allocate land to its highest bidders.
changes to china's urban land use patterns since the economic
reform began has demonstrated that the criterion of efÏìciency of land
use is the driving force as more land is reallocated from less profìtable
uses to more profìtable uses. users are therefore able to pay higher
land rent. The impact on land use efftciency is posÍtive.

The primary market in china's land market system is highly regulated
under unified state land ownership. with state monopoly in the
supply of land use rights, allocative efTiciency can be achieved by
introducing market competition among land use right buyers, such as
by auction and bidding. As argued in this thesis, market competition
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and land ownership are not necessarily related. By using market
tools, such as prices in land allocation, it is possible to achieve an

allocation system in which that each unit of land is used by the user
that generates the maximum return and therefore pays the highest
rent. However, economic efÏìciency also requires free transaction of
land use rights in the secondary market. To encourage free

transaction and competition, tlle administrative allocation of land use

rights in the primary market needs to be eliminated.

Flee competition in the secondary market is an important element to
achieve an effìcient land use pattern. Flee competition requires an
effective legal system to clarifr land user's rights and protect land
user's interest. Free competition also requires the reduction of direct
government administration involvement in t]le supply of and demand

. for land use rights. Incentives to maximise land use return and care

for land by the users, i.e. the effìcient use of land at the
microeconomic level, can be achieved through proper specification of
the property and land use rights for users and proper protection of
those rights by law. on the other hand, government can use indirect
devices such regulations and zoning to influence certain land use
pattern, and avoid problems associated with externalities in land use.

The dual market structure reflects the character of the chinese
political economy., Public land ownership is demonstrated by ttre fact
that the state is the only owner of all urban land and the state has a
monopoly in the supply of land use rights in the primary market. The

separation of land and land use rights enables the state to maintain
the ideologically-inherited public land ownership concept while
focusing more attention on land property rights.. This thesis has ,
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argued that in the Chinese context the latter are more the source of
incentives for private or individual land users tl:an the conceptuat
ownership title. This situation guarantees that the government not
only reaps tlre maximum rent from the land, but also plays a role in
the determination of land use patterns. It is bot]l politically
acceptable and feasible. with administ¡ative land allocation by
government limited to the supply side i¡r the primary market, it is
possible for the secondaqr market to allow a greater extent of free

competition and free transaction.

The current land allocation system is intended to give government
priority in the allocation of land use rights through administ¡ative
me¿uts. This is not sustainable because not only it is inconsistent
with the general goal of the economic reform, which encourages use of
more market methods, but also because it is difficult to carr5r out
administrative orders in reality. A mechanism is needed to maintain
state ownership while allowing transfer of property rights throught the
market. More and more market activities (t]le so-called'illegal
transactions'discussed in Chapter 4) have developed to force their
own way through administrative limits. The overheating of the real
estate industry in lgg3 and the emergence of large number of GEDZs
as analysed in chapters 5 and 6 are examples of these forces.

The experiment with sale and transfer of state owned land use rights
rather than land title represents the right direction for China's market
reform in the land sector. Although this experiment is far from
dominant in the land sector, it is argued in this thesis that the
orperiment has shed light on a market system with chinese
characteristics, i.e. a market system under the basis of public land
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ownership. This has profound implications for china's further
economic reform, such as the reform for state owned enterprises,

which face the same dilemma as china is confronted with in
developing a land. Moreover, china's experiment is also relevant to
the ongoing market-oriented economic reform in the eastern European
countries as in these countries public ownership of property is also

the starting point. Unlike some western observers who believe private
ownership of property and a free market are inseparable (Lindblom,

L977, p. 222), this thesis has argued that even without fundamental
change of the public land ownership system, a land market can
develop by separating land title and land use rights. such a land
market is a distinctive 'market with chinese characteristics'.
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